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ABSTRACT I 

The purpose of this study is to determine the factors 

• which bring about the occupational assimilation of. PolJish 
" . 

immigrants in Metro. Toronto. As our review of assimilation 

studies indicated, much of the successful overall integration 

of immigrants is dependent upon the nature of their 

occupational penetration into the host society's economic 

institutional structure. Furthermore, as a number of studies 

have pointed out, the extent of ethnic affiliation may be 
/ 

, v 

of little val~e in explaining the occupational mopility 

of ethnic individ~als. For these and other reasons, we 

have attempted to determine the, process of oocupational 

penetration (that is, occupational attainment) of Polish 

newcomers in terms of the influence exerted by structural 

and market variables. 

The data on which this study is based were collected 

in Metro Toronto' by the Survey Research'Centre. York 

University be~veen 1969 and 1970. Our sample was comprised 

of 187 Polish immigrants who were selected on the basis of 

thair Polish birth. 

Ini tially. the Blishen oc~upa tional score ,'was 

determined for &ach respondent. ~hese were the'n grouped 

into three occupatio~al standing leveIsl-t~e unskilled 

'and semi-skilled, ~the skilled, and the \'lhite-coll~levelS. /\ 

Subsequently, oCQupational attainment (that is, the 

iii 
" 



occupational performance of the immigrants based upon a 

comparison between the first entrance status. occupation 

after- entry into Canada and the present, occupational 
/ 

?--

standing) was determined on the basis of movement between 

these three occupational standing levels. 'As a result, 

fou~ occupational attainment status groups emerged a the 
. 

stable white collars. the stable working class. the 

upwardly mobiles, and the do\vnwardly mobiles • 
. 
The focus of our an analysis was an attempt to 

establish those fact~rs'rhich determine the occupational 

attainment, that is, \1:l~ e~tent 0:£ the occupational 

penetration~ of the Tor-onto Polish-born into the societal 
/. " '\ . 

economic structure • 

. Our findings indicated that immigrants with a non-
, , 

sponsored status, higher education; greater English 

l~age fluency,' a formex:ly ~rban background, and'an 
.. . .;).. . .... 

o'Ccupatl.onally benefl.cial.,length of stay l.n entrance status, 
. " 

Vler~ . more likely to bel~ng to the :;itab1.e -whi te':'collar 

occupation~ ~tatus group or at least tended to be occupationally 

upwardly mobile'. It is therefore because of the influence - , 

of such'~tructurai and market variables that these individuals 

,were'the most likely'to penetrate the societal occupational 
. .' 

strup.ture. On the other hand. immigrants characteriZed 

by lower educatio~~ former s~l-'to\'b or rull'al baCkgrO~nd. 
a. lower level of En~l~sll languags'fluerioy-," s~~nsor~d 

~.,. immigration, and j.ob instability without a cor~esponding 

r iv 
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r\se in occupational status, tended to fall into the stable 

wo~ng class occupational status group or were downwardly 

mobile. Again, it waS because of the influence exerted 

by these structural 'and market variables that these immigrants 

were least able to penetrate the societal occupational structure. 

The analysis indioated therefore that much of the 
I 

o,ccupatlonal assimilation and life chances of the Polish 

immigrants (as evidenoed by the extent of their occupational 

attainment- since their arrival in Canada) was due to the 
I 

nature of the influence of these variables rather than 
/. " :1 

whether or not they severed or ~intained their ethnio 0 
, , ' \ 

oommunity ties. Moreover, the findings would suggest that 

the extent of the equality of opportunity of th~ Polish 
I 

within the economio structure, and subsequently their 

position within the country's stratification system ought 

to be determined more in xe,rms of the influence exerted 
I 

, \ " 

by ~tructural arid marlterCi 'yarj,ables than 't~~ ~xt~nt of the 

ethnio aftilia~ion of members of this cultural group. In 

tu~, this would furthermore suggest tha~·the explanatory 

value of etnnioity decreases in importanc~ when determining~ 
, " 

. i the degree of the occupational assimilation of ~hese Polish 

. immigrants. ' 

-.. ' ; 

- , 
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CHAPTER I 

Patterns of Ethnic Occupational Assimilation 

and Mobility: An Introduction 

The National Conference on Canadian Culture and 

Ethnic Groups (Toronto, 1973) articulated the principle 

areas requiring further sociological research with regard 

to ethnicity in Canadian culture and society. ./ . AttentJ.on 

was dravm to the fact that ther~- was a need for additional 

study of the nature of the relationship between class 

standing, occupational mobility, and ethnic affiliation. 

'Many sociologi~ts hav.e argued that ~mmigration . 
policies have influenced not only the ethnic individual's 

occupational mobility but also have- Qetermined his ~osition 
. . 

in this countryts class structure (Richmond, 1967; Biishen. 
1 

." 

i970) • Thus, 

immigration policies have been instrumental 
in shaping the Canadian stratification system. 
The policy in force influenced the lan~age 
fluency, education, occupational trainJ.ng, 
and capital resources with which members 
of 'the various ethnic groups confronted 
the host society and attained' their initial 
~lass]position. (Breton'et al., 19751 82) 

Moreove.~, the class standing of a minority group 

is often construed by sociologists as crucial with regard 

to the determ~nation of the exte~t of the group's life 
I 
\ ' 

chances, that'is, its participation in the full gamut of 
. . , 

the. social. organi~ationalt economic t and leg~ ne~1orks 
/ 1 

1 

" 
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of this society. 

Despite the fact that the nature of ethnic mobility 

patterns has received c,onsiderable attention from Canadian 

sociologists (Porter, 1965; Richmond, 1967; Blishen, 1970), 

they have, nevertheless, been only marginally concerned 

with the study of mobility in relation to other aspects 

of the assimilation process. Thus, the extent to.which 

, 'occupational assimilation is contingeht upon the abandonment 

of most or all ethnic affiliation ties or whether it is, 
• j 

on the other hand, due·to the influence exerted by 

structural and market variables SU9h as education, social 

background, English language fluency, or age has been left 

largely unexplored. 

On the wItolel. mos.t ethni,c group individuals have 

gone into "entrance status" types of occupations upon their 

arrival in Canada. For the most part, these types of jobs 

usually required ~ery little or no' skill, only a minimal 

knowledge of English, and were usually characterized by 

a low wage level (Royal Commission on Bilingualism and 

Biculturalism, 19691 50). Thus, being an immigrant or 

~eing ethnically affiliated was often made synonymous with 

the assu~ption'that the i~dividual had a tende~cy to pe~sist 

at a lower occupational status. 

Some scholars have argued that, as a consequence, 

ethnic community affiliation or membership do~s not appeal 
.. : -'" to the more _ successful or occupatiQ'nally mobile immigrants.-



· . It was assumed that since ethnic community membe~s are not, 

,for the ~o~'t ~artt occupational;:y assimilated, that ethnic 

individuals are usually engaged in occupations close to 

their-entrance status. As a result, they argued t~at 

individuals of middle- or upper-middle-class status have 

tende~ to shy away f£om ethnic group membership. 

Such scholars suggest, moreover, that the very 

exist~nce of ethnic communities is in itself a bar~ier to 

social and economic advancement since ethnic status 

inequality is reinforced by the persistence of the ethnic 

community. This may come about because of t~ fact that 

exclusion or isolation from the host ethnic group 

necessarily involves implied constraints, that is, the' 

maintenance of boundaries be~/een the ~/O groups •. In turn, 

the stronger th~ boundaries, the greater the community 

persistence and it is this which ultimately leads to the 

perpetuation of ethriic community inequality. 

Even as far back as the turn of the century, 

American sociologists (\'Jarner and Srole, 1945) argued that 

the greater the differences and boundaries be~/een the 

host and ethnic cultures, the greater the ethnic subordination, 

the greater the persistel1c~e of the ethnfc community. and 

the longer the period required for the assimilation of-

such an ethnic group. As a result, it is argue~ that the 

more economically mobile members of the ethnic iroup tend 

to disassociate themselv'es from the group as such. These 

~~. 

\ 

" 

, I 



critics therefore 

view the existence of ethnic communities as 
an impediment to social advancement. The 
successful member of an ethnic group is 
one who has severed ,his particularistic 
ties. thereby avoidlng the dangers of ethnic 
mobili ty traps (v!iley) or overprotection 
(Vallee). (Breton et al., 1975a 92) 

4 
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market variables such as length of stay in entrance status 

occupation. auspices of migration, English language fluency. 

social background (community siz~ of former place of 

residence), and education. It is thus suggested that the 

extent of occupational assimilation need not necessarily 

be dependent upon either the severance or maintenance of 

ethnic community ties, but instead, is related to the 

influence exerted by these occupationally relevant 

characteristics. 

Thus, the pu~ose of this study is to examine the 

extent to which occupational assimilation of the Toronto 

Polish-born has taken place. By definition, occupational 

assimilation is used to refer to a situation whereby an 

individual's ethnicity or ethnic origin no longer plays a 

part in determin~ng the economic functions and occupational 

'----roles which he is allowed to assume. 

Sociologists have noted that the occupational 

standing of immigrants ~pon their entry into this country 

is lowered considerably by their being channelled into 

"entrance status" occupations upon their arrival. This 

situation generally characterizes all rlon-charter ethnic 

groups entering Canada. As a result of this initial 

lowering of status, upward occupational mobility often 

becomes the necessary prerequisite for occupational 

assimilation. Thus, if the immigrants are able 'to move 

upward out of their,"entrance status" occupations into jobs 
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which are more consistent with their educational and 

occupational qualifications, then their ethnicity or their 

ethnic affiliation does not act as a barrier to their 

occupational attainment. Instead, their attained occupational 

levels may be due to a number. of structural and market 

variables. The following analysis will attempt to 

establish the extent to which this is the case. , 
In short, this study will attempt to determine the ~ 

extent of occupational assimilation of the Toronto Polish

born by relating structural and market variables to the 

occupational attainment ~f the members of this 'ethnic group. 
, 

The extent to which occupationally relevant characte.rist~cs 
• 

may be related to a given occupational attainment level 

is indicative of the degree ~o which occupational assimilation 

may be said to have taken place. 

On the other hand, if occupational assimilation 

does not take place, ethnic group individuals may become 

occupationally speGific and thus persist at entrance 

status occupations for significantly l~nger periods of \ 

time, even for generations. As a result, an ethnicallY~ 
delineated system of societal stratifica~ion emerges whereby 

certain lower occupations are maintained by individuals 

from certain et~ic groups. This constitutes a gross 

inequality of opportunity and ultimately results in the 
• 

removal.of ethnica~ly affilia~ed individual~ from the 

mainstream of Canadian economic and socio-cul tural life. , . , 



? 

In summary, it is suggested that lack of occupational 

assimilation may be explained by considering the influence 

of a number of structural and market variables on occupational 

attainment. Thus ethnicity may be of minor importance- in 

accounting for the extent of occupational atta~en:. It 

is argued that occupational disparity is due to the 

influence of such variables as length of stay in\entrance , 

occupation, auspices of migration, English language 

fluency, social background, and education. It is the . 
influence of these factors which is responsible for the 

occupational attainment of the Polish-born. 

, , 

-
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Early Assimilation Studies 

The phenomenal numbers of immigrants entering North 

America~rom the mid-nineteenth century right up to modern 

times was of tremendous social, cultural, and economic 

importance to this country. Not only has mass migration 

been one of the crucial determinants of her socio-economic 

growth, but the very emergence of Canada was made possible 
-, 

by the large-scale immigration of Europeans (an indispensible 

source of labour and manpower) into the New \'lorld. 

The resulting phenomena. that is, acculturation, 

culture contact, and assimi~ation are processes affecting 
, -

all newcomers and have always ~een in the forefront of 

anthropological and sociological analys~s~ The early part 

of this century saw the emergence of a large n\lInber of 

aoculturation studies in the United States conducted by 

social anthropol.ogists and s,ociologists. For ~he most 

part'. these were a response to the public aware,ness of the 

p~ight of those (both immigrants and native-born peoPles.) 

who were at this time migrating ~ masse into large urban 

areas. The sociologists and anthropologists w~o conducted 

.. . these studies felt that by looking- ,at the different kinds 

of changes which came about as a result of ,culture contact, 
, , 

they wo~ld be i~ a better position to come to grips with 
.' -

the disruption brought about by mass transplantations 

of peoples. 

, . 
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Assimilation as it is generally defined today has 

been in ~se for a fairly great length of time. The Oxford 

English Dictionary has traced the first use of it as far 

back a~ 1677 when Sir fdatthew Hale wrote a treatise on the 

Primitive Origination of Mankind. In this work Sir Hale 

formulated "scientific" generalizations about assimilation 

which he felt were v.ery much consistent with the "light' of 
, , 

nature". The term was' generally used to refer to the 

acquisition by an ethnic or cultural minority of the culture, 

language, and lifestyle of the majority group., 

Assimilation was often made synonymous with the 

conqept of the American "melting,pottt ideology which emerged 

n9t only as a social ideal, but also as a basic characteristic 

of American nationalism. - The widespread acoeptance of this 

type of ideology by newcomers was made po~sible because of 

t~e availability of a viable SUbstitufefor t~eir O\vn 

culture --- that is, common democratic ideals and, the 
-

American Way of Life. Moreover, the concept o~ a melting 

pot was ~UPpo;ted by)the prevalent ideology and value system 

which stressed the achievement of this end as a high priority. 
~ 

As a result, great emphasis ~as placed upon the Gevelopment 
, . ' 

of a national identity, &galitarianism, and' the subsequent 
. . -' , . .", . 

emergenc~ of an A~erican ethnicity. (MoKenna, 1909). __ All· . 
. . 

of these f~ctors contributed to the. ~ther deve~opment of 
~~ . , 

an assi~ilation model as that which characteri~es maj~rity 
. . 

vis-a-vis minority group relations. 

~ : 

I 

I
I 
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As early as 191.3. Henry Pratt Fairchild, in his 

work ~n the world immigration movement and its Ameri~an 

significance, had made Americanization equivalent to 

assimilation. This was quite consistefit with the development 

of the melting pot ideology prevalent in America at that 

time. 

These early American scholars tended to .diff~rentiate 

assitililation from accomodation, acc,ul turation, and 

amalgamation (biological fusion). Accomodation is 

distinguished as a process of compromise charac,terized 

by toleration. Acculturation, on the other hand, is more 

of a cu~tural change brought, about by ,the conjunction of 

tvlO different cultural systems. It is also used to delineate 

the social process whieh takes place when individuals are 

transferred from their original societies and cultural 

settings to other,social or cultural ~lieu. Lastly, 

amalgamation or biological fusion is more of a biological 

process and as such, distinct from assimilation. 

Park was the first to develop the term "human 

ecology" and even as far back as 1916 taught a university 
, . 

course by that "name. This approach to urban studies 

extended biological ~erms to the, study of S06iety. For 

exampie. terms,auen as sYmbiosis. invaS~on, su~cession, 

and subord;rtation were used to refer tQ the nature of'urban 

group life within t~e' oon~ext of the city and human-ecolo?y_ 

~hus~ given such a bi~l~gically-de~ermined model, 

-. 
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, 
it comes as no, surprise, that the phenomenon of'immigrant 

assimilat~on has also been approached from the perspective 
i 

of human ecology. This orientation assumes that all 

individuals are competing among themselves for the full 

gamut of social, economic, and status positions. In a 

situation where a large number 0, individuals are competing 

for scarce rewards 'and resources, choices must be made. 
I 

Such choices may be decided on the basis of an individual's 

. merit, his occupation, education, so,cial status, physical 

attributes, or:social and ethnic background (Hawley, 1944). 

Thu~ the significance of a person·s ethnicity is that it 

i~ of some consequence in affecting rivairies and 

competition an~ therefore affects the individual's competitive 

and subsequently, his class position. 

Thus, minority group individuals, not unlike 

'biological organisms, are seen as competing for scarce 

resources, as for ~xample, improved housing or bettar 

occupations, in a process' known as "ecological Bucca'ssion" • . 
This proces,s can be observed in the example of an ethnic 

group w~ich. as it bec~as assimilated~ moves away from 

.'-"'''', the older oi ty "areas into newer more .desirable locations, 
~! ' 
only to be rePlaoed in.~he city by another more' re~ently~ 

• _ .. • '" 1.." 
" , , 

arrived ~thnic group. 'In ',thia:'.way, ,the. a.~similation process 
\ '. . 

is.c~nstrue~' as being synonymous with ,social and occupational 
10. .. ' 

uplifting (Wir.th, 1928)19 .. 
, 

The 'early,Chi~ago S9hool studies -of assimilation, 

.. I I 

I 
j 
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especially,those of Park and Burgess (1921), viewed 

culture contacts be~veen minority and majority ethnic 

group members in terms of the Race Relations Cycle. This ~ 

conceptualization outlined group contacts in the following 

manner: at first, peaceful exploratory contac~s, then 

gradual transformation into competitive interaction (usually 

brought about by scarcity of social, economic, or'industrial 

goods). Gradually, .such a situation may bring about conflict, 

riots or civil strife. In time, accomodation would come 

about, often as ~ r~sult of the withdrawal of one group into 

a niche occupation, inferior status, or despairing 

passivity. Ultimately, a form of assimilation would follow 

wh~re intermixture, and eventUally intermarriage would 

result in the emergence of one single group indistinguishable 

from either of- the original two. 

Pat-k gradually modified his "race relations cycle" 

by expanding its application beyond just the contacts of 

whites with native peoples to 'eventually include all other 

ethnic groups in large urban centres. The "cycle's" main 

advantage is derived from the fact that it brings into 
~ 

focus-several interrelated variables involved in the. 

assimilation process. These include the effects o~ the 
.' . 

host society on the. migrants' feelings of belonging and 

s,~curi:ty. tl:le degree ·and nature Of. group' c9nflict between 

the.il'nlnigrant and host societies, and the extent to which 
.' . , . 
the' ethnic individual has undergone a p~yohological 



-

adjustment to his new environment (in terms of Park's 

conception of the "marginal manu). 

Without a doubt, the influence of Park and his 

followers has resulted in much fruitful discussion and 

13 

research within sociological thought with regard to the 

nature and patterns of inter-ethnic group dynamics and 

immigrant integration. Moreover, his was the first serious 

attempt at explaining assimilation in terms of a series 

of articulated theoretical proposi ti~ns. However,. the 
-I 

fac:~t his theoretical general~~tions were not precise 

enough to account for eve'ry empirical s1 tuation. the 

fact that it made no attempt to cope with what is perhaps 

its main theoretical limitation --- that is, its inability 

to adequately conceptualize uneven assimilation between 
~ 

ethnic groups --:- .has resulted in its abandonment several 

decades ago in favour of various other classificatory 

systems. \ 

Gradually among sociologists there emerged a 

realization that the assimilation of immigrants could be 

.more effectively studied in terms of wider, more 

comprehensive areas of focus. These would include occupational 

mobility. social stratification, and immigration patterns 

in both rural and urban ar~as (Beals, 1951). The advantage 

of such an analysis.would be that the assimilation process 

would be studied in the contex1t 6:£ a larger al,l-embracing 

sociological framework. 

..... 
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Such classification systems, although not offering 

a theoretical explanation of assimilation, bring in other' 

areas of sociology in an attempt to understand this 

phenomenon (Price in Jackson (ed.), 1969, 217). As a 

result, assimilation is presently studied in terms of such 

areas as community relations, group membership, socialization, 

as well as psychological adjustment. The subsequent 

present-day research has resulted in considerable criticism 

of the race relations cycle as not giving an adequate 

account of how such assorted factors as role expectations 

family socialization, community cohesion, or oocupational 

mobility affected the assimilation process. Current 

sociological research has largely turned awa~ from Park 

and his race relations cycle and instead tends to view 
r , 

ethnic relations in terms of wider, more encompassing 
\ sociological perSpe\tives. 

It is interesting to note, furthermore, that 
, 

al though social s,cientists continue to debate the definition 

of ~ssimilation and the sociological perspective from 

~ which it is to be studi~d,·there tends to be more concensus 

when discussing the criteria for complete assimilation. 

Generally speaking. 

Assimilation is complete when ethnicity 
nQ. longer operate~ an a cauae of behavior 
f~t an aggregate of people while other 
forces such as ~ociological sta~s, 
religion'or neighborhood may 'continue 
to do ',so •. (Humphrey and, Louis, 1'9731 '36) 

In this way, total assimilation necessarily implies 
! 
I 

l 
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that all minority group members have cut their ties with 

their original ethnic group and have shifted their 

membership and loyalty to the majority ethnic group. This 

comes about only when the minority ethnic group no" longer 

functions as an autonomous cultural entity. When this 

occurs, 

the minority ethnic grouping ceases to be ' 
a viable social category. Both its rationale 
for,existence (self and other definitions of 
ethnicity) and its demographic basis for 
existence (actual and potential membership) 
have disappeared. vii th total integraiion 
the culture and social institutions of 
the minority ethnic group become extinct 
and the ethnic minor-ity ceases to exist 
as a recognized social category. (Hughes 
and Kallen, 1974* 156) 

.. 
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Current Assimilation Studies 

~ 
In recent years, the assimilati~of mi~ants has 

continued to be of considerable interest to sociologists. 

Perhaps one of the most characteristic features of these 
~ 

~studies of immi~rant adaptation and integration is that 

virtually every researcher has approached the subject from 

a different perspective, using a somewhat different .' " 
definition of assimilation. 

The early research done by American sociologists 

during the twenties and thirties produced the first 

formulations of the factors involved in the assimilation 

process. At that time, assimilation was defined as 

a process of interpene.tration and fusion 
in which persons or groups acq~ire the 
memories, sentiments and attitudes of 
other persons or groups and, by sharing 
their experiences and history are 
incorporated with them in a common 
cultural life. (Park and Burgess, 19211 
735) 

The well-knovm study The Polish Peasant in Europe and 

America (Thomas and Znaniecki, 1927), for example, was 

an extension of this "classical" definition of assimilation. 

This work demonstrated how new~y-arrived immigrants undergo 

a gradual, continuous change in world-orientation over time. 

The terms "assimilation" and "acculturation" have 
• 

never been consistently used by sociologists and anthropologists 

and this has often resulted in considerable impreciseness 

and confusion. Some scholars (Gordon, 1964) go so far as 

i 
}. 
i 
l 
I 
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to differentiate be~leen acculturation and assimilation, 

considering the former t,o be merely a stage of the latter. 

Others (Peterson and Scheff.:1965} use the terms 

interchangeably, c~nsid~ring them to be synonymous. They 

state thatt 

flacculturation" and "assimilation" will be 
treated as synonyms and will refer to 
situations in Which either a small number 
of persons from a domi~t group seeks to 
impose all or part of its 'culture on a 
subordinate population, or where a group 
of immigrants foreign to a host society 
take on all or part of the host culture. 
(Peterson and Scheff, 1965: 156) 

The meaning of the term "assimilation" is still 

very obscure as evidenced by its current usage. For 

example, Eisenstadt continues to use the term "absorption" 

to re:fer to the whole process of immigrant assimilation, 

that is, from the first contact to a state of complete 
, > 
~ ,~ , 

social and cultural invisibility. Others (Hughes and 

Kallen, 1974) speak of this phenomenon as -integration which 

they view as a two-way transactional pro~ess wh~reby the 

ethnic groups acquire distin~tive characteristic~ and 

penetrate into the social institutions o£ an eth~ic group 

to which they ..... did not originally belong. 

Even in the present day, assimilation is somewhat 

arbitrarily determined and is often "lumped in" with the 

meaning of acculturation. 

Assimilation refers to the process by 
which members of an ethnic group change 
and merge their primary relationships 

-, 
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and identification with members of the 
dominant society. (Humphrey and Louis, 
19731 )6) 
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Despite the obscurity of this definition, Humphr~y and 

Louis recognize that assimilation is a multidimensional 

process involving culture, social struRture, and 

identification and is identified by shifts in language, 

fashions, associations, and personal identity. 

In another study (Chimbos, 1972a), social adaptation 

was construed as being somewhat equivalent to assimilation, 

that is, as a 

process by which the immigrant becomes 
integrated int0r" his neVI soc ial 
environmen\ t~ough a gradual participation 
in the cult~l life of the Canadian 
community of other than his O\TJn nationality. 
(Chimbos, 1972a: 232) 

This study of assimilation attempted to establish the level 

of social adaptation of Dutch, Greek, and Slovak immigrant 

groups within "Ontario City" (Chimbos, 1972a). The objective 

ind~ces of this study included the degree of the respondent's 

intensity of social relations with the community, at work, 

in leisure-time activities, and in cas~al relationships. 

The second measure used attempted to determine the degree 

of the immigrant·s participation in the existing Canadian 

voluntary associations. 

So ,esearchers offer a very nominal definition 

of assi~i ~tion as simply an introduction ,of non-ethnic 

element into an ethnic 'environment (Saloutos, 1973). 

Others { ayal', 1973} consider assimilation to have occurred 
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only after a new self-identity which is recogni1.able to 

the host society has emerged. In turn, the latter postulate 

that such a transformed identity occurs mainly as a 

cqnsequence of the nature of the relationships of cultural 

minorities with their host society counterparts and with 

one another. 

In recent years we have also seen the development 

of an all-encompassipg assimilation model and classification 

system which related several main variables such as race, 

---~thnic background, and rural-urban residence (Gordon, 1964). 

\ 

Gordon has suggested that as structural assimilation occurs 

(tha~ is, as there is a large-scale entrance into the host 

soei~tyts prim~y groups), the other stages of assimilation 

will soon follow. These ensuing stages of assimilation 

would include cultural or behavioural assimilation (that 

is, change in cultural patterns to those of the host s?c~ety), 

identificational, attitude receptional, and behaviour 
. , 

receptional assimilation, and lastlY',eTvin'assimilation. 

Despite its classifi'Catory utility, however, this 

model does not delineate clear-cut conceptual differences 

between stages; as, for example, between structural vis-a.-vis 

cultural assimilation. Furthermore. it d~es not specify 

whether cultural change is a. form of cultural pluralism 
( ) . 

or if it is related to the process of ctiltural,~ssimilation •. 
. ' 

This is at least p~lY ,~ue to the ,.fact that th~s moq,el 
j , 

does not adequately spe~ifY the types of ~iversally 
" . 

\ • I 

, 
J 

, 
" 
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applicab1.e assimilation indicators which would designate 

whether a loss or retention of ethnic character.istics 

took place over time. As a result, it is difficult to 

determine if such cultural 1.055 or retention of ethnic 

characteristics is indicative of cultural change as ~uch, 

or whethe~ it has to do with the assimilation of a minority 

group. 

Furthermore, although Gordon's theory makes an 

important contribution to the understanding of patterns 
I 

of ~thnic group affiliation, it tends to focus upon 

primary group (structural) assimilation and its relation 

to the other assimilation stages. It does not, however • 
• adequately describe the extent of the economic and 

occupational absorption of ethnic minorities into the 

major.5:.ty e\::·onomic structure (Price in Jackson (ed.), 1969). 

) . 
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Current Approaches to Assimilation --- Ethnic Community 

Concentration and Socio-Economic Status 
i 

\ 

The remainqer o~ th~s chapter will attempt to 
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systemat4cally articulate some of the main issues currently 

debated in the study of immigrant assimilation. Because 

of the nature and scope of our analysis, particular emphasis 

will be placed upon previous studies which have dealt with 

the occupational mobility of immigrants and with the 

patterns o~ social and occupational assimilation which 

come about as a result of occupational mobility changes. 

Assimilation has been sho\'m to be affected by 

the number or concentration of immigrants in one locality. 

Studies have indicated that most of the ethnic groups in 

North America, such as the Irish, the Jews, and the 

southern Europeans, have exhibited a tendency towards less 

assimilation and social absorption as ~he number of 
/I 

immigrants wi thin the group increases. ~1oreover, a large 

number, or at least a great concentratioh of immigrants, 

is conduci:ve to a h~gh level of "institutional completeness". 

It seems that scholars ••• , though they 
may not always agree on what happens when 
immigrant groups are small. are generally 
agreed that the process of assimilation 
is retarded when newcomers settle in one 
place in considerable num'6ers. (Price in 
Jackson (ed.), 1969s 188) 

This proposition. however, has not escaped 

considerable qualification in recent years (Jones, 1956). 
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For example, it is not always necessary to have a large 

number of immigrants in order to develop various social 

organizations and thereby maintain the ethnic group's ovm 
~ 

cultural homogeneity. This may be found to be particularly 

true of immigrants of the Roman Catholic faith who teel 

comfortable with smaller institutions. Such groups, however, 

as the Orthodox Greeks, M~lem P~istani, or East European 

Jews, whose culture prescribes large institutional 
.. . 

structures (as for e~amplef churches and schools) require 
'. 

a greater number and concentration of individuals in order 

to sustain them (Price in Jackson (ed.), ,1969>' • 
..... 

. Furthermore, a number of scholars argue that the 

size o~'the' neVicomer group may be O~·tna.rginal. i~rtance' 
in a consideration of the assimilation process. They 

maintain that the attitudes of acceptance exhibited by 

the host community may be more important in promoting 

assimilation than the numbers, or the general concentration, 

of the ethnic group. Assimilation would ~~s be dependent 

upon the presence or lac~ of educational, social, or 
I 

cul tural opp'ortuni ty wi thin the host commun~ t;y. The latter 

may be mo~e important in promoting assimilation than any 

othe~combi~tion of de;mographic v~iables. This is 

'particularly true o.f such mul ti-racia.l. 'sociaties as Hawaii 
\ . . -..... ..... 

" 1\. 
and'Brazil (Rivett, '1962). rt s40uld be 'pointed out, 

how~ver, that,size~ the visibility of- the ethnic groJp , 

and occupations,. 



• 

, 

~:.... ~ 
I.' . 

\ 

2) 

does affect the attitudes of th's host community and may 

res~lt in fear, suspicion, and sometimes hostility towards . 

the ethnic group. especially in times of economic·crises. 

~ 

• 

I 

: J 

-.. 

/ 

I 
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occupational Mobilit~ and Ethnic Communit¥ Assimilation 

As mentioned previously, current sooiological 

,approaches to assimilation tend to focus upon this concept 

in terms of broader ·sociol.ogical orientations su~h- as 

stratification (Porter, 1965), role institutionalization 

(&isenstadt, 1954). occupational standing (Blishen, 1970), 

or intergenerational occupational mobility o~ immigrants 

(Richmond, 1973). We cannot, of course, review the full 

state of development of sociological research in these 

fields but we will discuss a few areas of research which 

are relevant to t~is study of the occupational mobility of 

the Toronto Polish-born. The m.ain. emppa.s_i\s will be upon 

reviewing studies which determine whether occupational 

mobility is affected by a number of structural variables 

such as age,. education, or language fluency or whether it 

is largely a result of assi~ilation into the majority 

society. 

The persistence of an ethnic community and the 

maintenance of its boundaries vis-a-vis t~e majority 

commxmi ty n~ed not' necessarily be a result o.f the low 

socio-economic status of the min~rity ethnic group. Given 
\ 

the fact that in this roul ~i-cul rural so6i~ty ··the assimi~_atiotl 

of ethnie groups is not emphaf?ize~, thEin upward socia:l. or' 
\ - .....-
economic inobility need not necel3sarily b~ accompanied by 

an ab~donment'ot ethn.ic community affil~atiQn. 

~lth~ugh ~re is some evidence't~)t, ~ocio-~conomic 
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determinants are characteristic of certain ethnic groups 

(Blishen. 19710; Porter, 1965), sociologists haveA dev~~oped 

conflicting suppositions with regard to how ethriicity (as ., 

an independent variable) affects occupatio~al mobility. 

That is, no finalized, empirically-based conclusions have 

emerged as to whether minority-group assimilation has an 

impact on the socio-ec~nomic attainment of immigrants or 

whether such attainment is the result of other structural 

background variables such as education, rural or urban 

background, English language fluency, or occupational 

expert~se, 

On the one ,hand, occupational mobility, along with 

a number of other' f~ct~rs such as public education and the 

influence of mass media, has been found to be associated 

with a corresponding decomposition of ethnic intra-group 

relations an~ ethnic i~entity (Hump~ey and Louis, 1973). \ 

Thls was, in fact, one of the basic assumptions of 

assimilation theory. In addition, other studies have 

indicated that social mobility and'subsequent ethnic 
• 

advancement tend to disrupt anQ. further weaken ethnic social 

and community integration (Bean et al., 1913). 

On ,the other hand, this argument i~ disputed by the 

) 

,~obiliz~tion t~eory of ethnic relations ~hich'suggests that 

'"there is a ,continuous, self-1?e~etuat~g psychologIcal ! 
iden~ification \1~~ the et)mic stt:ucture Which, ptay pers~st 

even· over a number of generations. As·.a- result. ;family 

! 
I , " 

;' 
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tradi tions, re}-igious affiliations, ethnic preferences for I 

voting. or occupational standing may persist even over. 

generations wh~ch have already undergone changes in m~ther 

tongue or place of residence (Gordo~1964). 
\ 

A number of interesting techniques have been 

developed-by sociologists in recent years in order to 

determine the influence or mechanisms which result in 

ethnic community persistence, or alternatively, its 

disappearance. 

The following sections will further consider the -" 
relationship between economic status and ethnic community 

assi~rr. This will include a discussion of institutional 

completeness and ethnic community maintenance, the 

determinants of ethnic occupational mobility, and the 
\ , 

impact of non-ethnic factors on occupational standing. 

The review will indicate that much of ethnic 
. - r~ 

community maintenance, or conversely, ethnic group 
( 

assimilatio1' is depen~ent upon the overall. occupational 

penetratio-z{ of the minori ~y group int~ the economic 
f 

st~cturjs of the hpst society. It is our position that 

the extent of the occupational assimilation of minority 

_groUp members need not entirely be due to ethnic factors 
\ 

but instead to structural and market variables. This 
, . 

, will be discussed in some detail in our analysis. 

\.J 
.'- .' 



(i) Institutional Completeness and Ethnic Community 

Maintenance 

In recent years, Canadian sociologists have 
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expressed considerable interest in determining the relationship 

between economic status and the nature of ethnic community 

maintenance (or ethnic group assimilation). One approach 

(Breton, 1964) utilized the method of "institutional 

completeness" as a means of determining ethnic solidarity 

and therefore the persistence of the minority ethnic 
• i 

community. The extent to which a. minority group,develops 

its own social institutions indicates the extent to which 

it may be said to develop its own "ethnic" social interaction 

patterns. In this sense, therefore, institutional 

completeness designates the level of self-sUfficiency of 

the ethnic community and to this extent acts as a barrier 

to the assimilation of this minority group into the majority 

society. 

If' the ethnic community to which the fmmigrant 

belongs deter~ines to a certain degree the composition of 

his interpersonal ne~1ork, it may also affect the rate at 

Which he changes his personal a~sociates. the kind of people 

he includes, and those he abandons from his personal' 

relations. In this way, ~he ethnic communitY,member's 
j 

interpersonal ne~/ork is determined by the em~rgence of 

nega ti va an~ posi.ti va force s wi thin the 'individual's ethnic 

community •. t}le "rece,iving" host society, and the adjoining 
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ethnic communities. These forces area 

Generated by the social organization of 
ethnic communities and their capacity to 
attract ~d hold members within their 
social ~ndaries. Immigrant integration 
into their o~m ethnic community, supp~~ted 
by the institutional completeness of their 
group 'and other ethnic neighbor,s who have 
similar interests, would reinforce 
solidarity. (Driedger and Church, 1974z )1) 
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A more recent follow-up of Breton's thesis that 

residential segregation is cen~ral to the maintenance of 

ethnic solidarity is-the study of six of Winnipeg's ethnic 

groups (Driedger and Church, 1974). They found strong 

evidence to support Breton's notion of institutional 

completeness. That is, they discovered a significant 
~ 

relationship oe~/een ethnic residential segregation and 

institutional completeness. Moreover, ethnic segregation, 
I 

as evidenced by the ecological mobility of the Jews into 

Winnipegts West Kildonan and River Heights districts, . 
was found to be maintained by a numericallY small ethnic 

~up. As Driedger and Church state: 

One task.of ,this study is to see whether 
high ethnic re~idential segregation and· 
ethnic instit~tional co~pleteness are . 
associated with each other. We were tempted 
to state the direction of the relationship 
by saying that ethnic segregation is a 
necessary condition of institutional 
completeness and hence of ethnic solidarity, 
or we suspected segregation independently 
affects solidarity but institutional 
completeness is a necessary condition of 
segregation. (Driedger and Church, 1974. 32) 

Their findings indicate ,that when the numerical 

concentration of an ethnic group in a certain area i,8 10\'1 t 
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then institutional completeness is more important to the 

maintenance of the community. For example, the small 

group of Jews who were ecologically mobile were able to 

maintain themselves as a group by establishing a new 

institutionally complete Jewish community and abandoning 

the old original North End community almost entirely. In 

c~jltrast, the French Canadians in St. Boniface, who were 

greater in !'lumber and more highly concentrated, were found 

to be able to maintain their own ethnic community with 

fewer institutions, It should be noted that 70 per cent 

of St. Boniface was French while West Kildonan was only 

25 per cent Jewish. They felt that the Jews could therefore 

be best described as either "community maintainers" or 

"ecological assimilators" since their upward social mobility 

was extended to inter-area mobility. In turn, this 
;' 

illustrates how mobility, be it social or economic, may 

"'" be extended to promote ethnic community maintenance. 

Fur.thermore, these results would suggest that even a 

numerically small ethnic group ma~ maintain its own 

separate community institutions given adequate social and 

economic resources. 

However. institutional ,completeness is not always 

the.most accurate means of determining the persistence or 

degree of solidarity of an ethnic communit y. This was the , " 

conclusion reached in a recent study on German and Italian , 

Canadians in Toronto (Jansen and Paasche, 1970). These 
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authors argued that no such anlysis should be made without 

a prior examination of the social and cultural background 

of these communities. 

The influence of various factors such as, for 

example, regional differences in the country of ori&in, 

may adversely affect the ethnic community in Canada by 

fostering disunity within the group. The GermaR~ in 

Toronto, for example, have d~veloped a number of organizations 

which are based upon the region from which a given group 

of immigrants had originated. The- Reichsdeutsche are 

Canadians who came from the German Natio8al States 

whereas the Volksdeutsche came from other nation states 

where the'German-speaking populations constituted language 
~ . 

minori ties. In turn, -e'his distinction has produced a 

subsequent cleavage within the German ethnic group which 

is reflected in their organizational and institutional 

developement. Consequently, German Canadians and their 

encumbent organizations have become split along these very 

lines. 

The regional differences have res~lted in considerable 

disunity within this group. Its ethnic organizations 

very often serv€-' different lo~alized origin categories of 

individuals. In turn, this .. ·ffas-led to considerable rivalry 
~ 

within the different strata of th~ group. Different 

institutions promote further disunity through the development 

of diverse goals and priorities and tend to attract and • 

, 
,. ,. 
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cater to only a distinct class of individuals within the 

German community. . 
Some groups which coulCi have operated under 
one roof and did at one time, no longer felt 
the association was good for their status. 
On the other hand, others felt that same 
organization was too sophisticated and not 
interested in "the working 'man", and a 
small regional organization was considered 
better. Finally, the most prominent 
organization came under attack because it 
did not fit the image of what the most 
prominent German-speaking organization 
should be like. It was upsetting to some 
that it should be so commercially oriented, 
that so many non-German-speakers participated, 
that it didn't take wider responsibility for 
German immigrants, and that it wasn't more 
culturally oriented. (Jansen and Paasche 
in Mann (ed.), 1970: 195) 

Similarly, although Toronto's Italian community 

has a conspicuous institutional ethnic structure, this has 

had little impact in bringing about the solidarity of this 

ethnic group. In ~ct many Italians believed that: 

they had no real leaders or persons who 
could represent them as a whole in their 
dealings with other groups. Few leaders 
had any respect or confidence in other 
leaders, and they tended to emphasize 
differences rather than similarities. 
Different subgroups tended to be following 
separate courses and emphasized rivalries 
rather than making a concerted effort to 
help new immigrants. Many social clubs were 
based on the village of origin of the 
immigrant. (Jansen and Paasche in Mann (ed.), 
1970$ 195) 

The Italians, however~ haye a highly develop~d kin ne~vork 

which greatly compensates for this lack of ethnic solidarity 

(Ziegler. 1972). As a result, an analy~is of the-factors 

"lhieh bring .about ei thar the eul tural pluralism or the 

" 

"-"---
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JJ 
-

in terms of the extent of the tt insti tutional completene~stt 

of ethnic communities such as these. The findings of this 
". . ' study have important implications for ethn1c commun1ty 

research. 

That ~{o such different populations as the 
Germans and the Italians in Metropolitan 
Toronto should be so similar with respect 
to their disunity is remarkable and should 
prompt a more realistic appraisal or ethnic 
social life and the con?equences for urban 
studies and for policy makers in public and 
private agencies. (Jansen and Paasche in 
Mann {ed.}, 1970: 196) 

Thus, these findings would suggest that instead of focusing 

on ethnic "institutional completeness" and its relationship 

to ethnic community solidar~ty and maintenance, more 

attention should first of all be given to examining other 

components of ethnic community life such as its economic, 

organizational, and social spheres. 

i 

',' 

, . 
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(ii) Patterns of Ethnic Occupational Mobility and its 

Determinants 

Much of the literature concerning immigrant 

assimilation has focused upon the occupational mobility 

which has characterized the various immigrant groups. Many 

sociologists have in fact argued that the extent of ethnic 

minori ty assimilation is dependent upon the degree of 

the group's occupational penetration into the societal 

economic structure. In turn, much of the research on the 

occupational attainment of various ethnic groups was 

directed :at determining the factors which promote or hinder 

the occupational mobility of immigrants since their arrival 

in North America. 

The patterns of occupational mobility characteristic 

of incoming migrants have been the focus of great interest 

by sociologists who, for some time now, have looked at the 

more prominent social processes underlying this phenomenon. 

As-Blau and Duncan (1967) estimate, in our pres~nt post

industrial society, over three-fifths of adult males live 

in places other than their place of birth which would imply 

that'migration is not an'uncommon occurrence. Others 

(Zimmer, 1973) estimate this figure to be between one-half 

and two-thi;r:-ds. 

Generally, it was found that oocupational mobility 

goes in cycles, as migrants of the same class move into 

certain ocoupations, the native urbanites from'a similar 

1 . ! 
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class background move up in the occupational structure to 

better jobs (Lipset and Bendix, 1968). Thus urban migration 

is perhaps one of the most important sources and components 

of urban. social mobility and perpetual change. 

Recurrent themes central to the issue of the 

immigrants have reappeared 
'. 

occupational 

consistently iological literature. Despite the f~bt 
that no one appro h has been used, there are a number of 

variables which been found to be instrumental in 

affecting occupational mobility. These include factors 

such as occupation, living standards" educational levels, 

English language fluency, information about the new 

environment, social contact with members of the host 

populatidn, and cultural differences. 

It is a widely documented fact that the various 

immigrant groups coming to North America exhibit dissimilar 

mobility patterns. For. example, thft Greeks and the Jews 

have moved into middle-class' occupations 'much faster than 

other migrant groups. On the other hand, ethnic ~oups 

with Roman Catholic affiliation have advanced at a slower 

rate.,than their non-Catholic counterparts. This may be 

accounted for by the fact that the Jews came to America 

"wi th occupational skills that were better sui ted to t_heil;' 

urban environment. Moreover, the ability of these. more 

mobile groups to o~ganize themse~ves has resulted in their 

be,ing able to better promote, :their occupational advancement. 

;' 
I 



This is in marked contrast to the experiences of some of 

the rural migrants who did no't,have cultural values that 

stressed achievement and success which were so necessary 

fot advancement in urban American society (Rosen, 1959). 
! 

Thus, partly as a result of the fact that different ethnic 

groups have differing orientations towards achievement, 

they have correspondingly different social mobility rates. 
I 

The incoming migrant has several obstacles to cope

with upon entering the occupational.environment of tftis 

country. Primary handicaps are associated with a lack of 

. knowledge of English and of the bureaucratic procedures 

within the occupational structure,'and with an in~dequate 

knowledge of the availability of job opportunities. Moreover, 

very often. the qualifications, training, and experience of 

the immigrant are n'ot only i)'ladequate for immediate job 

placement, but also are often not adequately appreciated 

by the host emp~oyers. 

In, addition, a large number of white-collar 

professional and skilled trade occupations require that 
',' 

the migrant ~ass formal examination before being allowed 
. " 

to practice in ~anada. This is particularly the case with 

the professions and unionized labour w~ich requir~ that 
, . 

mOf?t of its members have Canadian work"expe.rience before 
r • 

! undergoing certificatiC?n. 
I 

Furthermore. economic opportunities are mo~e likely 
.' 

to be available to those who a~e best able to compete for 
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them. Some of the factors involved in being able, to qUalifb 

for occupational positions include age .. educatiori, patte 

of settlement, time of arrival, ethnic values, the 

incidence of discrimination and exploitation, and prob ems 

created by language barriers (Royal Commission on 

Bilingualism and Biculturalism, Book IV. 1969 s . 41) .,' 

/ 
/ 

It is important to note that the extent to which 

minori ty ethnic groups advance occupationally ~y also have 
, 

an effect on the nature of minority group ~e~egation. 
/ 

Scholars have argued that any two differ~t ethnic groups , I . 

with dissimilar cultures tend to erect/barriers on both 

sides of the respective ethnic communities. Furthermore, 

the greater the inequality be~yeen the '~vo groups, the 
I 

stronger the barriers be~veen the communities. in tnis 

way, socio-economic disparity be~veen ethnic groups acts 

as a h~ndrance to assimilation. It may, moreover •. further 
I , 

"crystallize" itself in the fo;r-m of ethnic residential 
f 

f 
segregation. It has been suggested that a negative 

relationship exists between segregation,' on the one hand, 
~ 

and assimilation, on the other (Lieberson, 1963). Lieberson 

argues that there exists an association be~veen the· 

residential patterns of the ethnic group and the ability 
. . 

of i ~s members to speak English'.~' th~ ci tiz'enshi~ of the 
I 

memb~r's qf the ~oup" and also the,rdegr~e of its· segregation 
. i 

from o1;her imm~gran_t groups. This atu~y of ten immigrant ! 

~oups.in Chicago between 1930 and 1950 indioated.that there I' . ..-., . 

I 

. -' . . 
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was in fact a considerable correlation betv/een variations 

in residential segregation and these attributes of 

assimilation. Moreover, further v~iation was found be~veen 

the group's residential segregation and its 'corresponding 

socio-economic status. 

Similarly, a Toronto study carried out by Darroch 

and Marston (1969) ,attempted to determine the pattern of 

ethnic residential segregation as it is affected by several 

multidimensional variables. These include immigrant status 

(upon entry into Canada), religion of migrant, country of 

origin, mother tongue, and birthplace. 

utilizing an urban-ecological approach, .they attempted 

to determine the degree to which "there is an actual (i.e • 

. \ empirical) support for the method of SAA (Social Area 

Analysis)" (Darroch and Marston, 1969). More specifically, 

they attempted to delineate the degree to which three 

basic dimensions (constructs) of social a~ea analysis, 

that is, life-style, socio-economic status, and ethnic 

status, account,for the ~attern of differential ethnic 

urban development in societies of different scale. The 
i, 

I I 

results of their study have, for the most part, supported 
. . 

the SAA method and the use of multidimensionAl variables 

for the study of ethnic ,residential segregation. ,~heir 
~ ! 

.- results indicate that: 

Each.characteristic. generates both a 
significant degree and .a socially 
meanirt~ful pa~~e~ of residential 
.segregation.· FUrthermore, ~vide~ge 

I 

.\ 



was presented regarding the 
interrelationships o~ selected ethnic 
variables which initially supports 
the validity of conceiving ethnic 
status along more than one dimension. 
(Darroch and Marston, 1969: 92) 
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utilizing a similar ecological perspective, Marston 

(1969) has attempted to dete~mine the extent and pattern 

of residential segregation with respect to the occupational 

and income di~~erences of specific ethnic groups in Toronto. 

He found that the extent of the social class segregation 

wi thin these ,ethnic groups was approximately as high as 
~ 

that of Negro communities,within large Amerfcan cities. 

The income o~ the ethnic group members was ~ound to be one 

of the major factors which determined the res,idential 

pattern of the group. 
i 

FurtHermore, there was a high degree of association 
" ibetween income and occupation which., in turn, brought about , 

residential segregation,irregardless of the individual's 

ethnicity. Thus, because white-collar workers usually 

earned relatively higl?-er incomes tban working-class 

individuals, they tended to reside in the mor~ desirable 
\ 

residential at'e.as, of 1:;he city. These' se,gre.gation patterns 

within each community were found to be consistent with the 

uistance mod~l (concentric zone theory) of, urban growth. 

On.e of the major ~estions whioh,Marston tried to 
...... ". 

answer was the e~t'ent to which the degree of ethnio ~esidential 
", ' . 

segregation is",.affecte'd :by socio-econo~ic factor~ • 
. 

A, social,class model of. ethnic segregation 

. " : I 

/ 
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assumes the existence of social class 
segregation within ethnic groups. More 
generally according to this model, 
segregation of any ethnic group is 
basically a function of its socioeconomic 
position. The amount of reduction in 
segregation, for example, is dependent 

'upon the extent to which that group's 
representation in the socioeconomic structure 
approaches that of the native or majority 
population. As members of the ethnic group 
advance socioeconomically they tend to 
locate in neighbourhoods in which the 
members of the native ~opulation and other 
groups of the same soc~oeconomic status 
reside • (I~arston, 19691 66) 
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Thus it might be quite reasonable to assume that it is 

economic rather than ethnic factors which are the chief 

components of ethnic residential growth patterns. In turn, 

this suggests that the extent of the occupational attainment 

of an ethnic group and the persistenQe of the ethnic 

community are determined by the extent of the minority 

group's penetration into the economic structures of the 

majority society. Occupational mobility, therefore, is 

an important determinant of ethnic community maintenace. 

I 

,I 
I-~ 

/ 
I 

.. 



(iii) The Impact of Non-Ethnic Factors on Ethnic 

Occupational Mobility 

41 

Our literature review has indicated that immigrant 

occupational mobility varies considerably according to a 

number of important variables. A study of migration, 

mobility, and occupational achievement in Santiago de Chile, 

one of Latin Americafs larger cities (Raczynski, 1972) 

demonstrated that although migrants generally undergo as 

much occupational mobility as non-migrants, they also tend 

to experience more do\vnward mobility. The newcomers' 

upward mobility was found to be hampered by a number! of 
, 

variables I occupational inheritance (that is, similarity 
0# 

of occupation to that of the migrant's. father), a propensity 

for the migrants to move down in occupational status while 

at t~e same time experiencing barriers to occupational 

status advancement, and lastly changes in the occupational 

structure of' Santiago Which resulted in greater dm'ffiward 

mobility (the impact of which was found to be more disruptive 

to migrants than to non-migrants). 

In short, migrants on the whole experienced more 

disadvantages to mobility than the non-migrants. Such 

disaQvantages were found to be affe'cted by such social 

determinants as social 'origin (that is, rural or urban 

background), early job, and community of birth (Raczynski, 1972}1 
, 

Characteristically f 'migrants were found to be less 
~ 

occupationally ~obile than any of the non-migrants in a 

'. 

,. 
'; , 
) 
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similar socio-economic status. More specifically, newcomers 

in a lower educational level, and those who initially had had 

a low status job, generally did not do as well occupationally 

as the non-migrants. However, the newcomers with high 

education and a high level early job (entrance,status 

occupation) did as well occupationally and sometimes even 

better than the <local individuals. In short, it was at 

the lower job levels that the migrants suffered the most 

in terms of occupational mobility. 

Other studies have suggested that there are a 
,.' 

number of other factors which have been found to accompany 

the occupational mobility of migrants. Zimmer (1913), for 

example, found that on'the whole there was a general 

upgrading of the occupational status of those migrants who' 

had moved into an urban area. He found that maximum 

occupational m?bility took place within the top occupational 1 

categories, followed by workers at the semi-skilled level. 

Furthermore, migrants were about twice as likely as non

migrants to attain~a professional position stat'l;ls which 

suggests that migrants were th~refore an' import~t source 
.. 

of whit~-col1ar recruitment (Zimmer, 1973). In addition, 

although the migrB1.lts were under):,epresented in the clerical,:", 
, , 

sales t and craftslJl,a.J'l categories, . they were repre sented 

, as proportionately as the non-mi~ants in the semi-Skilled 

job category. 

In another ethnic mobility study (Beattie and' 

r' 
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Spencer, 1971), other factors were ~ounq to have a bearing 

upon personnel advancement within Canadian bureaucracy. 

It was found, for example, that age, seniority, a.nd education 

were among the chief determinants of advancement within 

a Canadian federal administration struct\lre. However, the 

relationships between these factors and a~ancement ,'rere 

much stronger for the Anglophone than for their Francophone , 

counterparts which perhaps indicates that career discrimination 

may also ,play some part in accounting for differentials 
\ 

in salary. 

Elsewhere (Cuneo and Curtis, 1975) such background 

variables as ethnicity, family size, education, age, and 

sex were found to have.some effect upon occupational 
, ' 

mobility patterns. This comparative study was conducted 

on the nature of social'ascription and the way in which it 

is affected by such factors as family background, language, 

and gender since all of these combine to produce a differential 

'educational and occupational status attainment for each 

individual. 

Punyodyana (1971) demonstrated that different 

~ occupational situations bring about different speeds of 

social and cultural assimilation. It was :round that the 

more indigenous the work situation, the faster the rate of 

assimilation of the mi~ant. He suggested, furthermoFe. 

~ adult members of an ethnic minority are 

socialized interaction patterns 

\ . , 
" . 
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characterizing the host society then "in spite of their 
I 

similar childhood socialization~ney wil~ differ in their 

behavio~ and attitude toward social assimilation" (Punyodyana, 
,. 

1971:!233). As a result, the more contact there is with 

the non-ethnic, indigenous milieux, the more likely it is 

that these individuals will become assimilated. In turn. 

--- . ,7~he greater the extent and degree of cultural assimilation 

(culminating in naturalization), the greater the degree of 

occupational mobility. 

This assumption was supported elsewhere with the 

finding that the greater the degree of primary group 

relationships with Canadians, the correspondingly greater 

the individual's acculturation into the Canadian culture • • 

and way of life (Chimbos,1972b). Furthermore, acculturation 

may be accompanied by upward Qccupational mobility. 

Educational attainment within the context of the 

host society was found to also affect the speed of social 

assimilation (Punyodyana. 1971). It was generally found 

that the higher the educational level, the raster the 

assimilation. For example, this was the case with the more 

educated Chinese non-governmental employees who, despite 

having undergone homogeneous child-socializing experiences, 
, 

were assimilating at a faster rate than their less educated 

counterpart~. 

In a recent study (Richmond, 1967), evidence was 

found to support the hypothesis that migration is accompanied 
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by some degree of ~ccupational status dislocation. If 

upward social mobility does occur, there results a corresponding 
", 

increase in the probability of permanent settlement and 

naturalization. In a later Toronto study (1974), Richmond's 

findings indicated that those migrants who experienced 

upward mobility were also more likely to define themselves 
, 

as Canadian or at lea.-:at as a "hyphenated Canadian". In 

additi~n, those individuals who experienced such upward 

status dislocation, did so mainly by widening their 

perspective towards the Canadian community and at the same 

time lessening their ties with their own ethnic community 

(Richmond, 1974: 194). These findings support the position 

stated earlier that occupational mobility is affected by 

or at least related to immigrant assimilation. 

Other research, however, has indicated that 

occupational mobility has little to do with the social or 

cultural integr~tion of a minority ethnic group into the 

majority society. A Canadian study (Chimbos, 1972b) in 

one of Ontario's more prominent urban centres focused upon 

factors which brought about the occupational mobility of 

Greek and Slovak immigrants. The majority of his sample, 
• 

seventy per cent of the Greeks and eighty per cent of the 

Slovaks, came from agricultural regions in their former 
, 

countries. Di~ferences in length of stay w~re considerable 
<0 

since eighty per cent o~ the Slovaks had been in·Canada -
for over thirty years while. only eleven per cent of the 

... 
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Greeks had resided in Canada for this length of time. 

Chimbos found, however, that despite their long stay in 

this country, the overall low educational attainment of 

the Slovak immigrants generally proved to be an almost 

insurmountable barrier to higher pr~fessional or m~agement 

positions. 

Perhaps the rno,st important finding of this study 

is that the greater degree of occupational mobility achieved 

by the Greeks did not necessarily mean a correspondingly 

greater integration into Canadian cultur~ and society. O~ 

the contrary, the Slovaks were more socially integrated 

than the Greeks. Furthermore,~ ~he upwardly mobile Greek 

and Slovak individuals seemed unfamiliar with ~any of the 

manners, values, and attitudes of Canadian middle class. 

This, Chimbos felt, was a result of their predominantly 

ru~al background. In this way, educational standing and 

social background played a more important part in d~termining 

occupational mobility tnan their assimilation. 

Lanphier and Morris (1974) have done a follow-up. 

t'o the study conducted for; the Royal '-Commis,aion (Raynauld 
~ 

et al., 1967). A 'comparison of theiT data with that of 
" .. / 

" " ",' " 

Raynauld at all shows, a general trend to"yiards the- levelling ," ~ 

off of the income differences between tR~ Angl9~honas and 
:. .: 

Francophones. However. desp~~ the fact that the incomes 
. '" . 

of these two gr~ups ten~ towards similar leve~s (when 
.... , ~ ~ 

.' . 
controlling fo~~particular structural variables such as 

, , 

" 

. 
" 

,~ 

" 

.. 
.," 
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age, education, and occupation), the lower-skilled 

Francophone occupations show disproportionately lower 

incomes than their Anglophone counterpar~s. As one possible 

explanation, it Vias suggested that'lower income at the 

lower occupational levels may be ;related to "discrimination". 

This comparison of the ~/O sets of data revealed a major 

difference in the relationship of occupation to income. 

Lanphier and Morris state thats 

While the relationship of edu~ation to 
income showed little significant change 
from one study to the other, that of 
occupation to income was quite different. 
Among those aged 25 to 44, in particular, 
its direction was reversed in the more 
recent study. The 1961 census data of 
RMB showed discrimination to be most 
pronounced among the highest paid occupations; 
the advantage of being British was 
disproportionately higher for managerIal. 
professional, and sales workers. In 1968 
the reverse appeared to be true, the 
differential was smaller in the more highly' 
paid occupations. There were signs of a 
corresponding reversal from 1961 to 1968 
among those aged 45. to 64, but they were 
considerably weaker. (Lanphier and Morris, 
1974: 64) 

The mobility of ingividuals into higher salaried 

occupations may be additionally hampered by the presence 

of other socially induced barriers.~h- done by the 

Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism (Raynauld 

et al., 1967) indicated that differences in income between 

ethnic groups could be accounted for by the consideration 

of.their differential acceSs to education and occupation. 

By controlling :for'these variables, it waS shown that the 

I 
/ 
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influence of ethnicity was merely of secondary importance. 

In the Metropolitan Montreal area,for example, nearly half 

of the difference in incomes be~/een those of the French 

and English ethnic groups could be accounted for by holding 

constant such "structural and market" variables as education, 

age, occupation, and industry (Lanphier and Morris, 1974s 53). 

Although much has been written in recent years about 

the differing occupational attainment of the various ethnic 

groups entering this continent, a study by Duncan and 

DunQan (1968) on ethnic minorities and the process of 

stratification indicated that a "melting pot" phenomenon 

has taken place in America whereby national origin or 

ethnic classifications are of little importance in explaining 

variance ,in education and occupation. They found that 

once corrections were made with respect to the starting 

point, in terms of social and educational attainment, the 

occupational achievement differs very little from one 

ethnic group to anoth~r. This work, therefore, tends to 

dispute the notion that ethnicity is a valuable determinant 

of-occupational attainment and suggests more emphasis 

should be placed on structural and market variables in 

order to account for the differential mobility patterns 

of various ethnic groups. 

In summary, as the literature review has suggested, 

sociologists do not agree on the variables which are 

responsible for ~he occupational attainment of immigrants. 



Given this lack of sociological'concensus, two possible 

kinds of variables may be used to explain the occupational 

penetration of minority groups ~-- ethnic or structural 

and market variables. 

On the one hand, it has been found that oc,cupational 

mobility is achieved by severing all ties and affiliation 

with one's own ethnic group and thereby assimilating into 

the majority society. On the other hand, a number of scholars 
" 

argue that the occupational mobility of ethnic. minorities 
! 

may be accounted for by the influence of structural and 

market variables. As a result. one's ethnicity would be 

of secondary importance in accounting for an individual's 

occupational attainment. 

Our task is to establish the extent to which the 

latter, that is" structural and market variables, are 

responsible for the extent of occupational penetration by 

the Toronto Polish-born into the societai economic structure. 

By so doing, we hope to determine the extent to which 

equality of occupational, status, that is, occupational 
\l 

assimilation, of these immigrants is due to non-ethnic 

variables. 



,.. 

! 
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so 
Summar.x 

Assimilation, be it occ~ional, cultural, social, 

or econbmic. has always been the focus of sociological 

interest. The early American works on assimilation which 

were carried out by social scientists during the pre World 

War II era were characterized by a multitude of approaches 

to the study of the phenomena of culture contacts. 

These studies have often made the concept'of 

assimilation synonymous with_Americanization. Tl)is was 

quite consistep.t with the development of the "melting pot" 

ideology which placed great emphasis upon the development 

of an American ethnicity. Assimilation, as it was used in 
" 

the early American studies, was differentiated from 

accomodation, acculturation, and amalgamation (biological 

fusion). It is apparent, therefore, that much of the 

theoretical difficulty inherent in assimilation research 

had its roots in the earliest stages of the development· 

of this concept. 

~ost important early theoretical contribution 

on the nature of minority and majority group relations 

emerged out of the Chicago School in the form of the Race 

Relations Cycle. Althoue;h the "cycle", resulted in much 

fruitful discussion about the process of minority groups, its 

inherent difficul,ties resul ~ed in its eventual ab~donment. 
< ' • 

The inadequacy of the pre-war·assim~lation·r~search resulted 
/ , . 

. 
, '. 
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in the formulation of new basic principles with respect to 

the study of assimilation. / l 

Currently, the concept of assimilation is still 

characterized by considerable confusion and obscurity. 

This becomes evident from a consideration of its current 

usage which reveals problems in the conceptualization of 

uneven assimilation, the lack of clear-cut guidelines to 

distinguish between assimilation and culture change, and 

inconsistent usage. In addition, the varied appro~ches 

and models presently being utilized have further complicated 

the selection of indicators with which to assess the 

relationship between the host society and the minority 

ethnic group. 

As a result of this confusion, much of the current 

debate on the extent of the assimilation of minority groups 

focuses upon this phenomenon in terms of the economic and 

occupational adjustment that the ethnic group makes vis-a-vis 

the host society, rather than assimilation as such. 

Moreover, many of the institutionally complete 

ethnic communities are internally divided by such {actors 

as different r~gions of origin in th~ mother country, 

occupational and class differences, educational' inequality, 

or residential segregation. 'Some ethnic communi ties tend . , 

. \ . / 
to erect barriers be~veen themselves and the, host community, 
, . 
otten beca~se of the socio-economic .disparity existing 

\ 
, 

between the two. Thus, this pattern 'of adjustment is 
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greatly dependent upon the extent of occupational assimilation 

which characterizes the minority group. Th~ bccupational 

attainment of the ethnic group members determines to a 

great degree the relatio~ship between the minority and· 

majority communities. 

However, as the literature review has indicated, 

sociologists do not agree on the extent to which ethnic 

factors affect ~he nature of the occupational mobility of , 

minority group individuals. On the one hand. evidence 

has been found to indicate that different ethnic groups 
, 

advance occupationally at different rates. However, on the 

other hand, it has been demonstrated that by controlling 

for education, age, and social background, a "melting potU 

phenomena occurs andoethnicity lo~es its explanatory value 

in accounting for the occupational mobility of the newcomers. 

It is ~his latter assumption which wili be utilized in ( 

this work in order to determine the occ~pational patterns 

of the Toronto Polish-born. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that ~ccupational 

mobility, as viewed in the context of occupational 

attainment, is one of the most important indicator.s of 

occup~tional assimilation. It reveals wheth~r equality 

~f occupational status exists and whether it is possible 

for the new~omer to advance upward ,out of the lower entrance 

status occupation. In short, occupational mobility r~qu~res 

equality ot 9ccupational status (which is what is ~esignat~d 
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by ~ccupational assimilation). 

Our task in the remainder of this work is to 

determine the influence of structural and market variables 

upon the occupational attainment of Toronto's Polish-born 

population. This, in turn, will provide some indication 

of the extent of the occupational assimilation of these 

individuals. 

! 
\ . 
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CHAPTER II 

Introduction 

In this section we shall attempt to formulate a 

theoretical framework within the context of which the 

remainder of this work will develop. This will first 

necessitate a review of selected theoretical concepts and 

principles developed in the study of immigrant assimilation 

in the pos~-war era. Subsequently, we will consider some 
" 

of the inherent theoretical difficulties associated with 

the operationalization of the concept of assimilation. In 

addition, we will briefly examine the assimilation model 

and its component spheres. It is within this context that 

this analysis will be carried out. Finally, we will 

discuss the way in which occupational mobility, which is 

linked to much of societal functioning, is indicative of 

the occupational assimilation of ethnic individuals. This 

discussion will provide a means of ,relating the e~pirical 

findings to the theoretical aspeQts of this study. 

The post-war era has been charac 

considerable changes in the approach to 

immigrant assimilation. 

riz.ed by 
I e study of 

Many 'of the theories that w~re sUbstantiated 
by research carried out in the ~nter-war 
period are no longer valid.' Conce·pts· such as 
"assimila~iqn" which,seemed to be appropria.te 
in the analysis-Of these earlier-migrations, 

54 
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now prove to be oversimplified and 
anachrQnistic in the conditions prevailing 
today on both aides of the Atlantic. i.e. 
societies entering the "post industrial" 
stage of, development •. (Richmond in Jackson 
(ed.), 19691 238) I 
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The large number of pre~war assimilation and 

acculturation studies were mostly in response to the influx 

of Negro and European migrants who flocked into North 

American cities in great numbers at that time. However, 

despite the fact that many of the findings of these studies 

were empirically substan~iated in the inter-war period 

studies, they can no longer be confidently applied to the 

present day. 

One of the reasons why the early work on the 

acculturation and assimilation of immigrants came under 

such criticism in the late forties was that the type of 

international migration which had taken place after the 

Second World War clearly posed unique adaptative situations 

not only for the migrant but for the host community as well. 

This was mainly ~.ecause of the .fact that the. adaptative 

situatio.ns Qf immigrants within modern post-industrial 

society had undergone a series of profound transformations. 

As a result, the bulk of the theoretical concepts relating 

to the social adaptation or assimilation of immigrants of 

the pre-Second World War era are not applicab~e to the 
' .... ! 

present-day situation. International m~gration differs 

from that in previous' years in the following vtaySI 

\ 
\ 

/ 



a) It is smaller in scale and politically 
supervised --- as opposed to a 
previously unfettered, laissez-faire, 
open-door·immigration policy. 

b) The considerations by means of which 
immigration policy is d~termined are 
planned in terms of long range 
occupational and labour needs that are 
consistent with the current economic 
policy. 

c) The p~es~nt migration is primarily 
inter-urban rather than (e.s w~ the 
case ~n the earlier part or this centUry) 
rural-urban. Moreover, it is in addition 
very much occupationally and educationally 
highly selective. 
(Richmond in Jackson ~e~~). 19991 238) . . 

Becaus~ of these and other facto~s many of the 

early assimilation studies are not relevant given tbe • I, 
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natu~e of present-day assimilation •. In order to overcome 
. -, 

this situation sociological approaches to assimilation 

were reformulated in the post-:war era so that ~hey would 

be more compatible with this "post-industrial" phase- of 

societal development. 

. , 

" 

I 
:' 
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" , Assimilation --- Some Conceptual Difficulties 

Despite the fact that the issue or assimilation is 

currently the subject, of considerable debate and interest 

in Canadian sociology, it still requires clarification and 

conceptual refinement. The main difficulty which sociologists 
. , 

face in considering the assimilation of minority group 

member.s stems from the operationalization of this c~ncept, 

that is, the selection of universal indicators. In turn, 

this problem has preveRted the conceptualization and 

understanding of uneven assimilation be~veen ethnic groups. 

As a result, a number of assimilation studies are 

characterized by serious conceptual difficulties which have 
~ 

not as yet been overcome. 

In considering how assimilation comes about, how 

it is affected by a number of socio-cul.tural factors, not 

only were ~ociologists forced. to make an in~tial selection 

,-1 of the most important variables involved, but also were 
I , , 

faced with having to determine whether they/were of 

temporary or permanent importance, and how they varied , , ' . 
, OJ 

from one ethnic group to another. Mor'eover, some variable,s 

affecting assimilation such as age distribution or the 

ethnic grpup's level of institutional'completeness~ even' 

though of immediat~ importance, may be expected to' change 

in th~ future., Other variables such as Teligious pre~erence, 

f~ily' size" or class l~veis tend ~.o l~st almost indefinitely. 
, . 

Glazer·and Moynihan ~1970), for examp~et, found,t~at Italian 

, 
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and Irish occupational patterns in New York City are stiil 

distjnct and relatively unchanged even after decades of 

setJiement. In other instances, however, such ethnic 

occupat~onal patterns have disappeared completely after 

a few years. In short, the importance and duration of 

cultural factors vary with each ethnic group under study 

and consequently the formulation of an all-embracing 

theoretical model is diffcult and perhaps improbable. 

This difficulty, in tu~n, ham~ers the development 

of basic assumptions concerning assimilation. One of the 

most serious consequences of this is that it complicates 

and even prohibits comparative studies of the degree of 

assimilation achieved by various ethnic groups. As a 

result, uneven assimilation of ethnic groups cannot be 

adequately conceptualized. In most cases, studies~of 

ethnic group assimilation view this process in terms of 

such variables as oc~~pational integration, institutional 

completeness, religion, or ethnic allegiance. Usually 

the common implicit assumption is that the greater the 

differences be~veen the ethnic group and the dominant 

society the less "assimilated" is the ethnic group. 

In fact, some scholars maintain that uneven 

assimilation differences of immigrant groups are best 

documented by simply listing the differences between them . 
(Dieulefait in.Glass (ed.), 1950). Such straightforward 

classificati.on. however, om1 ts various stages of the 

.. 
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assimilation process of migrant groups. As a result, 

valuable information about factors which bear upon the 

assimilation process of an ethnic group are ignored. More 

importantly, the determination of the degree of "non

assimilation" by such a listing of differences does not 

take into account the fact that groups or even individual 

group members may differ from each other in the same 

cultural setting. Such differences may merely be 

indicative of a particular phase of normal ongoing 

societal development. 

Such underlying assumptions are present in the work 

of a number of writers. Lieberson, for example, while 

nlaking such assumptions for "operational lt purposes, admits 

that there are analytical difficulties and that there is 

"a somewhat awkward implication if carried to its logical 

conclusidpt to wit all differences between ethnic populations 

and the native-white population indicate lack of assimilation" 

(Lieberson, 19631 7}. The injUdicious emphasis upon all 

differences between ethnic groups, especially upon that 

aspect of culture change which occurs within any homogeneous 

culture, may misconstrue culture change to be a sign of 
\ 

lack·of assimilation. 

The dif~iculty of distinguishing be~veen assimilation 

and cu1ture chang~ is increased by the fact that the usage 

of the very term "assimilation" iS t in itself, inconsistent 
-

and thus does not allow f~~ meaningful comparisons either 

• 
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within or between ethnic groups. For example, it is 

difficult toCfE3termine whether a group which has acquired 

the language, dress, and educational values but not the 

religious or political outlook of the host society is more 

assimilated than a group which has acquired the religious 

or political outlook of the dominant group but not the 

language, dress, or educational values. In short, if "uneven" 

assimilation takes place. it is not possible to adequately 

compare the assimilation processes of different ethnic 

groups. As a result. it is theoretically fmpossible to 
't 

describe one par~ of an ethnic group as more assimilated 
-

than another. Thus, as certain ethnic group members, 

gradually come to adopt new styles of living, new speech 

patterns, or alternate cultural mores which differ from 

those of the majority group members,. are they becoming 

"unassimilated" or are they simply "evolving" culturally? 

It is this question which current assimilation models fail 

to answer. 

Perhaps one means of overcoming this difficulty .. 
in determining the speed and phase of assimilation of one 

ethnic group vis-a-vis another is by means of investigating 

a number of groups in different-cities over time (Lieberson, 

1963). This does not solve the problem of "uneven" 

assimilation but does provide an alternative perspective 

for the study of ethnic societal penetration. 

, 
r 
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Current Sociological Approaches and Principles of Assimilation 

The early sociological and anthropological 

acculturation studies prior to 1953 were, for the most 

part, straightforward descriptions of migrant and host 

community culture contacts. In that sense, they were 

listings of factors which affected the process of acculturation . / 

but despite their large numbers, they were neither 

theoretical not comparative and hence were not cumUlative 

in nature (Beals, 1953). Within the last two decades 

there has been somewhat of a shift in the orientation 

towards, and the study of, the problem of assimilation. 

It .is presently considered in terms of several interconnected 

factors (Peterson and Scheff, 1965). 

The study of this phenomenon has also been made 

easier by major breakthroughs in sociological analysis. 

This has included the development of a plethora o~ statistical 

techniques since World War I which have made available 

more precise and sophisticated tools for sociological 

research. More importantly, this has resulted'~in the 

development of ~ qualitatively different, more comprehensive 

approach to the question of immigrant assimilation. Thus I 

By using a barely explored mine of past 
and present data about immigrants and thei~ 
children, we can now gain a mOre compr.ehensive 
understanding of the stat~ and process of 
ethnic assimilation than was possible in 
the earlier case 'studies of individual 
ethnic gr~ups. (Lieberson, 19631 2) 

I 
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Although in the present day, studies of a purely 

descriptive nature are still being carried out, the majority 

of studies are based upon theoretical and analytical 

assumptions (Cancian, 1960). The present trend in sociology 

emphasizes the use of sophisticated mathematical models. 

These have been utilized in an attempt to determine under 

which conditions certain relationships will hold (especially 

when controlling for some other factor as, for example, 

length of stay in the host community or job satisfaction) 

(Blalock, 1960; Goldlust and Richmond, 1974). There 

continue to persist, however, some traditional disagreements 

as to whether equilibrium models provide useful insight 

into the phenomena of acculturation and assimilation. On 
the one hand, acculturation was regar~d as a social event 

in itself (Vogt. 1951), rather than as a deviation from 

sOme sort of state of equilibrium. Elsewhere. - however, 

an alternative model (Cancian, 1960) utilized functional 

analysis as a form of moving equilibrium in order to focus 

upon inter-ethnic contacts. 

Nevertheless, despite these disagreements as ~o the 

most optimal theoretical framework for the study of 

assimilation, certain general principles have been formulated. 

These principles provide empirical guidelines for a study 

of the assimilation process. 

First it should refer to both the individual 
immigrants and the ethnic groups of which so 
many are members; i.e. it must cover the 



assimilation of migrants as persons and the 
often much slower assimilation of those 
ethnic groups in which some migrants may pass 
their whole life but through which more 
mobile persons may move quite rapidly. 

Second it should refer ~oth to the immigrant 
or minority people and tb the individuals and 
groups of the host or receiving society. 

Third it should have an extended time-range; 
i.e. it should cover both the difficulties 
of adjustment in the first few years of 
settlement and the long term problems of 
the second and third generations. 

Fourth it should be dynamic; i.e. it should 
not only describe the various stages or 
phases of assimilatipn but should explain 
the way in which one stage passes into the 
next. 

Fifth it should be sufficiently general to 
cover numerous local situations and groups • 
• t' But it should not be so generalized, as 
happened in some of the general statements 
produced in the United States, that it loses 
its power to order and 'explain the detail 
complexities of each situation. (Price in 
Jackson, (ed.), 1969s 192) 

At this point it is necessary that we discuss the 

basic theoretical assumptions of our analysis. Of particular 

importance is the consideration of the assimilation model 

and its component spheres for this will provide the 

framework for our data analysis. 
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The Assimilation Model: A Definition of Terms 

It is important to note that our analysis will not 

deal with the assimilation model ~its entirety but will 

instead concentrate upon secondary assimilation with the 

primary focus upon the occupational mobility of Polish 

immigrants living in Toronto. However, in order to provide 

focus and direction to this analysis we shall ini~ially 
i 

briefly review the entire assimilation model. This was 

felt to be necessary since in a subsequent chapter we will 

go on to provide an empirical analysis of the nat~re of the 

occupational mobility process with occasional reference 

being made to other spheres o~ assimilation. 

Assimilation, for the purpose of this study, will' 

be defined as the process of penetration by an individual 

or a minority group of individuals into the social 

institutions of an ethnic group to which the minority 

group member did not originally belong (Hughes ~d Kallen, 

1974). The process of assimilation involves' the major 

public institutions of the majority ethnic group. An analysis 

of assimilation must take into account the host society's 

economic, ~ducational, legal, political, and cultural 

institutions and the extent to which these have been 

penetrated by the .minority group member. Moreover, 

assimilation take a place not only in the context of such 

public institutions but o~ a private level as we'll, wi thin -
) 
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the context of' informal relationships with the majority 
; 

ethnic group. Assimilation in the public sector, however, 

may be equated with structural integration (see Hughes and 

Kallen. 1974, 151) and must be distinguished from acculturation 

or cultural integration. 

In short, the concept of assimilation will be 

u~ed for our purpose to 

refer to the process by which one becomes 
a recognized member of any (or all) of the 
social institutions of an ethnic group other 
than one's o\~. Within the context of , 

, majority-minority relations, it is the process 
~ whereby the minority ethnic group member 

gains entrance into, that is, membership 
in, the social institutions of the m~jority 
society (public sphere) and the majority 
ethnic group (private sphere). (Hughes 
and Kallen, 1974& 152) 

not necessarily folloVi in any causal order as 

may have fewer restrictions than others and 

erefore may be more easily accessible to migrants. 

In accordance with the work of Hughes ,and Kallen, 

(1974), the process of assimilation may be subdivided into 

three major spheres. A discussion of' these follows. 

(i) Secondary Assimilation 

Secondary assimilation generally refers to the 
/ 

process whereby ethnic minorities enter the formal public 

economic, legal, and educational institutions of the majority 

society. Not only does this encompass the nature of ethnic 
. . , 

participation in the organizational life of the majority .'. . 
'~ 

society, but it is-also'determined by the position of 

I 
" 
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the minority et~nic group within the stratification system 

of the host society, that is, within the legal, educational, 

political, and occupational structures. More specifically, 

the degree of secondary assimilation is determined by the 

amount of societal power and r.ewards available to the 

minority ethnic group. . ' 

As indicated previously, one of the most crucial 

determinants of secondary assimilation is the occupational 

standing of minority group individuals. It is this, that 

is, the occupational standing and occupational mobility 

of Polish-born immigrants that will be the main focus of 

this analysis. It is felt ~hat ~ understanding of this 

a~pect of secondary assimilation will contribute to our 

knowledge of the nature of the entire assimilation process. 

(ii) Primary Assimilation 

This sphere of assimilation refers to "the entrance 

of ethnic minority group members into the private informal 

networks, into social clubs and social relationships with 

majority group members. From a SO~giCa~ perspective, 

the focus of interest here is upon thaali tative natut'e 
. 

of primary group relations, the types of acculturation 

patterns, the'private ~ives of the ethnic group members 

and. toe way in which these relate to those of the majority . .. . 

society members. This sphere of as~imilation.~her~fore, 

goes beyond formal public relations to encompass th~: , , 
- , I • 

- intimate, private world qf-the minority vis-a-vis _." . 

(\ 
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majority group members. 

Primary assimilation, it is important to point 

out, is in turn dependent upon two othe.r additional types 

of integration --- namely, stereotypical inte~ation and 

identificational integration (Hughes and Kallen, 1974). 

steretypical integration denotes the degree to 
" 

which prejudice and discrimination exist within the social 
... 

and cultural relationships characterizing the d~f£erent 

ethnic groups. The greater the stereot¥pical integration 

the greater the degree of mutual commuiiibation between 

ethnic groups. This is usually accompanied by a corresponding 

lessening of social distance, which in turn, positively . 
affects social interaction between the minority and majority 

groups, More specifically, the majority group tacitly 
-

accepts the "otherlt ethnic group members as equals and 

this may promote or at least permit inter-group interaction 

in other than ethnic stereotypical terms. The extent to 

which this is the case with any particular ethnic group 

. may be determined by looking at the number and q~ality of 
, I 

\ 

-

. inter-group social relationships. Thusf 

Viewed in the'context of majority-minority 
relations the degree of stereotypical 
integration of ethnic minorities can be 
measured in terms of the extent to ,which 
social relat.ionships be~/een majority and 
'minority ethnic categories are characterized 

. by pre judice t discrimina tion and the ' 
employment ,of ethnic stereotypes. (Hughes 
and Kallen, 1974i 154)' . 

A reference group is that group whose.social rank, 
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cultural perspective. or level of social achievement is 

used to evaluate and rank all other social groups. If the 

minority ethnic individual's reference group is not his 

own then identificational integration, the second 

sUb-component of primary assimilation, has taken place. 

Tnis process of identificational integration comes about 

over time as the members of a minority group become more 

involved with the public and formal institutions of, the 

host society. However. it is also dependent upon the 

qualitative nature of the ethnic group community life 

maintained by the minority group. 

Moreover. it is important to note that prima~y 

assimilation is further dependent upon not only the extent 

to which the minority group has acquired interactive skills 

but ~lso upon the degree of its acceptance by the maJority 

ethnic group. As a result. secondary assimilation may 

take place at ~ much fas~er pace than primary assimilation. 

One explanation given for this is the fact that acceptance 

into the private ranks of the majority group may be ascrib~d 

~ priori on the basis of one's ethnicity rather than on 

the basis of on~' s achieved so,cial status or economic 
I 

penetration. Thus, secondary assimilation, that is, entrance 

into majority group society on a public level, is not 

necessarily accompanied by ~ntrance.into primary relation~hips 

since the latter presupposes a high degree of stereotypioal 
; 

integration and acculturatio~ •. 



(iii) Marital Assimilation 

Marital assimilation or amalgamation is the last 

sphere of the assimilation process insofar as it refers to 

marriage with a person of the majority group_ This may 

be considered as the final step leading to complete 

absorption with the majority ethnic group (Hughes and 

Kallen, 1974). 

Before going on to discuss occupational mobility 

(as an indicator of occupational assimilation), it is 

necessary that we first consider the relationship be~veen 

occupational mobility and ethnic affiliation. Although 

sociologists have argued that ethnic affiliation exerts 

a considerable influence upon the occupational status of 

ethnic individuals, it is. our position that ethnicity is 

of secondary importance in accounting for occupational 

attainment. We will return to this issue later in our 

analysis where we hope to demonstrate that non-ethnic 

factors, that is, structural and market variables, are of 

primary importance in bringing about the occupational 

assimilation of the Toronto Polish-born, 

I 
I 

~ I 
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Occupational Mobility and Ethnic Affiliation 

An occupationally mobile individual is a person 

who is moving through a social structure. Social structure 

is generally used to describe the nature ~~d type of 

regularized interaction of individuals with other persons 

(Smelser and Lipset, 1966: 2). Construed in this way, the 

social and oC2upational movement of immigrants and all 
. 

other minority group individuals is largely a function of 

the wider economic and organizational sOsietal structure 

and its rate of development. Thusl 

/ 
/ 

social mobili ty may be viewed as a consequence ,---~-.,. <'~ 
of the organizing principles involved, the ;/--.... 
capacity of the society to maintain such 
organizing principles, and their eprectiv.eness 
in achieving the ends for the society. 
Mobility in turn is an important variable 
in determining the rate and form of development,~ 
and development in its own turn may feed back 
to the organizing principles and pattern of 
mobility ,by occasioning shifts in the power 
balance of society, changes in the distribution 
of wealth and so on~ (Smelser and Lipset, 
1966z 2) 

In this way, it may be seen that social mobility is a very 

complex phenomenon insofar as it is linked to much of 

societal functioning. that is, to its growth patterns, its 

power balance, the fundamental legal and economic principles 

which govern it', and even its prevalent social and cultural 

values. 

The differen~al rates'of upward economic ~obility 

between ethnic "groups have been found to depend upon a 

~ number of factors (Smelser and Lipsett 1966.' 16). First 

I 
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of all, these may include the economic condi tions and "'., 
, 

opportunities at the time of the group's arrival. For 

exampl-e, since the post-war immigrants were presented with 

better economic, opportunities at all levels of the economic 

structure, their occupational mobility may thus be 

correspondingly higher. Secondly. ethnic mobility is 

affected by the extent of discrimination prevalent within 

the host environment. As a res·:ul t, the lack of mobility 

6£ a certain group may be due to the fact that the avenues 

of occupational advancement have been blocked by the 

employers. 

Thirdly, the degree of internal or adaptative 

resources of a.given ethnic group is. crucial not only on 

the financial but also on the socia-cuI tural level. As 

Smelser and Lipset point out, Jews, Greeks and Armenians 

had greater commercial traditions than the Poles, Irish . ' 

or Italians. Howeve~, t~e Irish,maintained kinship 'and 

community loyalty patterns which 'made them'particularly 

suited for e.ffe~tiv~ .:poli tical P~t~ life in America. 

Lastly, occupation~l mobility depends upon the 

mai~tenance of particular-istic ties with those-members of 

one's own ethnic group who ~ave alr~ady managed to advance 
\ ~' . 

into htgher l~yel occup~tions. Thuss . " 

.... " 

Once an ethnic group makes arl"'inroad on a 
higher-level-occupation". the successful few 
will a~~ocat~, their new talent' and,reso~rces. 
to bringing. in people of their own ~ind to 
reap' the ady.alltages, ThiS' particul~istic .' . .,. . .. , .. 

. , 
, .~ 

f " 
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\ 
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pressure applies in varying degrees to every 
ethnic group. (Smelser and Lipset, 1966: 16) 
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Ethnic occupational mobility has, for some time 

now, been of considerable interest to sociologists. One 

of the more important Canadian works dealing with the 

relationship between ethnic affiliation and occupational 

Cfanding suggests that immigration and ethnic affiliation 

are important factors in social class formation in Canada 

(Porter, 1965). Of particular significance for the 

Canadian economy is the immigration policy which determines 

"entranc~ status" occupations for newcomers entering 

Canada. Since the newly arrived immigrants are an important 

means of replenishing the bottom ~ayer of this country's 

stratification system (Richmond, 1967), it then follows that 

the majority of the newcomers may be expected to initially 

+nter the ~ntrance status, lower level occupations. 

~ter a passage of time, it is important to 

evalua:te the immigrants· occup~.tional distribution in order 

to determine wpether they have moved towards equality of 

occupational status and have been able to leave their 

entrance status occupations. The extent to which the 

newcomers are able to bypass, _~r e~t~al~~r move out of, 

entrance status occupations directl),aftects the extent 
"-

of their economic penetration. GradU~IY. an equality 
\ .' 

of occupational status may occur. This only happens when 

the immigrant's occupational attainment is no longer due 
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to his entrance status, but is instead a function of 

education, job qualifications, or a generally equal 

opportunity to compete for jobs with th, majority society. 

~ In this way, the extent of the individual's occupational 

attainment (that is, the extent of his occupational 

• 

movement since his arrival in this country) would be 

indicative of the extent to which he has penetrated the 

societal economic structure.. In turn, the degree of 

economic ~netrationt as indicated by occupational attainment, 

may be used to determine the extent to which an immigrant 
~. 

group is assimilated 1~ccupat·ionally. 

The importance of determining the mobility (that 

is, occupational attainment)- of an immigrant group stems 

from the fact that ethnic occupational ~enetration is 

indicative of the extent to which Canadats stratification , 

system is ethnically delineated. This' has been ~cknowledged 

by a number of~sociologists. 

Depending upon the immigration period, 
some groups have assumed a definite 
~ccupationalJ entrance status. It is 
l.nteresting to discover what happens 
to these various groups over time; 
whether they move out of their entrance 
status and show by their subsequent 
occupational distributions that ethnic 
origin was not a factor impeding their 
social mobility. If it was not they· 
will have achieved an equality ~~ status 
with the charter group. On the ot~er hand, 
where cultural groups tend to be 
occupationally specific, with ~uccessive 
generations t~ing on the same occupations 
as earlier ge,.nerations we can say that 
ethnic affiliation is at least a correlative 

• 



factor in the assignment of occupational 
roles and thus in social class. (Porter, 
1965: 73-74) 
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As we will argue in the ensuing discussion, the 

extent of the individual's occupational movement is largely 

a function of structural and market variables rather than 

the individual's ethnicity. In this way, newcomers who 

possess the most occupationally valuable skills are best 

able to penetrate the host society's occupational structure, 

that is, become occupationally assimilated. This assumption 

will be developed in greater detail in our analysis. 

" 
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Methodology 

It is important to note that some levels of 

assimilation may have taken place only to a degree while 
"\ 

others may not be present at all. For example, large-scale 

occupational assimilation may be conducive to increased 

rather than lessened discrimination. Also, cultural or 

behavioura~assimilation may not necessarily result in 

widespread intermarriage. This is dependent upon suc.h 

factors as the extent of group cohesion, institutional 

completeness within the ethnic group, and the nature of 

primary level contact with the host society. 

" 

Some scholars have argued that~ 

Where ethnic groups become more similar 
to one another in style of living, attitudes, 
speech, and so forth, we speak of cultural 
or expressive assimilation. Where ethnic 
groups become more different in these 
respects we speak of cultural or expressive 
di~ferentiation .••• In the discussion of 
assimilation and differentiation of this type 
the unit of reference is the individual or 
the discrete group, or the cultural trait, or 
so on. The unit of reference in speaking 
of structural assimilation is the social 
system and its elements --- position, 
status, role, reference group, and so on. 
(Vallee et al., 1957: 394) 

Generally speaking, occupational assimilation may 

take place only when ethnicity, or ethnic origin, no longer 

plays a part in determining' the occupations, £unctions, and 

roles occupied by a particular group of ethnic individuals. 

Conversely, structural d~fferentiation in the Vlorking 
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world implies that ethnic origin or ethnicity promotes and 

perpetuates social and/or occupational differentiation 

of immigrants. 

It must be emphasized at this point that this~ 
study will not consider all the spheres and subprocesses 

of the assimilation model presented in this chapter. The 

focus of this analysis will be restricted to a narrow, 

selected area of secondary assimilation, namely occupational 

assimilation. It is beyond the scope of this work to 

con:centrate upon other sphElres such as primary assimilation, 

the legal or educational aspects of secondary assimilation, 

or marital assimilation. For our purposes, occupational 

assimilation will be studied in terms of the occupational 

mobility of the Toronto Polish-born. It was felt that the 

individual's occupational mobility i~ the main indicator 

of the extent to which he has undergone occupational 

assimilation. 

Occupational assimilation refers to the extent to 

which the given ethnic group has left the entrance status 

and moved closer towards an equality of status or a state 
" 

of structural assimilation. In turn, occupational attai~ent 

denotes the degree to which such an ethnic group is 

occupation~ly assimilated. It is indicative of the extent 
'. 

to which the given ethnic group has managed to penetrate 

the organizational (that is, occupational) and economic 

structures of the host society, FurthermOret~UpatiOnal 

, 
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mobility is also somewhat indicative of the degree to which 

the charter groups have accepted this group as a social 

equal (Porter, 1965). It is our position, therefore, that 

occupational assimilation will provide us with some idea 

of the extent of the secondary assimilation of this ethnic 

group. This position is supported elsewhere insofar as 

occupational mobility, that is, breaking out of the entrance 

status and penetrating into the institutional and 

organizational structures of the host society, has been 

found to be a main precondition for structural assimilation 

(Porter, 1965) or, as otherwise referred to, secondary 
, 

~ssimilation (Hughes and Kallen. 1974). studies have 

shown occupational mobility to be an important indicator 

of such assimilation (Porter, 1965: Smelser and Lipset, 1966). 

The task of this analysi£ is to establish the 

factors which determine the occupational attainment of 
-' 

the Toronto Polish-born. M.ore specifically, we shall 

attempt to determine which factors are responsible for 

their occupational performance since their arrival in 

Canada. We shall examine the influence of length of stay 

in first job in Canada, auspices of migration, Engl~sh 

language fluency, community size of the newcomers' former 

place of residence,. and education upon the respective 

patterns of occupational attainment of these immigrants. 

Soc~ologists have also argued that it is not , 

uncommon to find- that the.minority~thnic group may be 

t~ 
, \ ..... 
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internally differentiated in terms of some variables but 
~ 

may be internally homogeneous with respect to others. As 

a result, the ethnic group's inner homogeneity and 
. 

differentiation processes may occur simultaneously but 

at different levels. For example, although working-class 

Polish may be similar to the middle olass in terms of 

speed of ethnic identity change, ethnic community 

participation, or political affiliation, they may also 

be differentiatied in terms of education, circumstances of 

migration, or English language fluency. In turn, these 

similarities and differences may have a direct influence 

upon the nature of the occupational attainment of these 

)~hnic group members. 

Our task in the subsequent analysis will be to 

provide an understanding of the way in which this grqup's 

occupational attainment is dependent upon the homogeneous 

,and differentiating inf~uence of structural and market 

variables. In order to establish those factors which 

determine the occupational attainment patterns of the 
\ 

Toronto Polish-born, empirical relationships between 

particular vari~bles ~ust be examined in detail. MoreOVer, 

a third test factor should be introduced in order to 

specify the original rel~tionship. 

One of the most glaring gaps within assimilation 

research is·the .virtual abse'nce of multi-variable assimilation 

studies (Peterson and Sc~fft 1965). Most of the investigators 

I i 
: i 
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looking at the process of immigrant assimilation do so in 
~ , l""l 

terms of zero-order correlations. Only a handful have 

attempted to (,determine whether or not certain associations 

persist when controlling for some other major variables. 

The greatest single need is for cross-cultural 
studies of immigrants to different host societies 
and stUdies of the type conducted by Eisenstadt 
and Lieberson which examine the relative 
assimil~tion of immi9rants to the same host 
society who differ w1th respect to such 
variables as time of arrival and their status 
in the home country • ••• we still have many 
propositions of the type: immigrants who 
migrate to industrial host societies will 
tend to have higher ~e of acculturation 
than immigrants to f udal or colonial host 
societies and no sys ematic data with 
which'to test them. ~terson and Scheff, 
196.5: 171) . 

The method ot introducing a third test factor is 

advantageous insofar as it takes into account a number of 

other important factors which may influence occupational 

attainment. In this way. it furthers our understanding 
') 

of the ways in whicht?i~_~oup is homogeneous and in what 

respects it is simultaneously differentiated. The introduction 

of the-test factor into the original relationship may 

therefore not only refine, but may even reverse, the . . 
direction of the relationship be~veen the two variables. 

- ~ 

This will provide a more precis~ccount of the factors . . I 
influencing the occupational at~ainment o~ the POlish-born. · 

Moreover", since occupational attainme.nt is further 
, J 

determined by a number· of othe~ variables, the"introduction 

of a test factor ipto the origi~l correlation will he+p 
;' 

I 
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us to determine which variables are dependent and which 

are not. Nevertheless, the following reservation must be 

made. 

no decision can be made as to wheth~r 
the observed relationship is causal or 
whether the significant measure of 
association means that the so-called 
"independent variable" is merely another 
indicator of assimilation. (Peterson 
and Scheff, 1965: 159) 

The main difficulty lies in a correct interpretation of 

various demographic, social, and economic· factors. This 

probtem has been formulated elsewhere in sociological 

literature. 

The usual classification of differences 
is insufficient to explain the assimilation _ 

\ process. Though a good general classification 
meets many o.f our requirements (especially 
those referring to the individual and the 
group, the immigrant and host societies, 
and the local and national situation) it 
does not in itself describe or explainhow 
one set of differences succeeds another over 
time. 'Even classifications setting out 
differences at successive points of time 
do not in themselves do thisl to go 
further, the various items must be linked 
to each other and to the social system 
before we 'can understand why and hoW some 
differences survive longer than others. 
(Price in Jackson (ed.), 1969: 1991 
underlinings added) 

" , .' 
\ . . To pro~~de such a lLnkage of factors and relate 

these to the st~ctural penetration and the o9oupational ~ 
attainment lev~s which characterize the Toronto Polish- ~, 
born, the "descriptive method" will be used.. Its. value . ' .. 
stems from the fact that such an analysis allows for the 
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interlinkage with a number of variables characterizing the 

Pol~sh-born and permits us to examine their influence 
• 

upon the occupational attainment of these individuals. 

Thus, it is our position that: 

Any extended account of social behavior will 
both contain and presuppose explanations of 
some portions of that behavior .t. othe~vise 
there ,will be no way of indicating the qausal 
connections which hold among the events in 
question. The importance of indicating such 
connections will be obvious when we recall 
that accounts of social behavior are 
chiefly concerned, as the phrase suggests, 
with processes and activities. (Brown, 
196): 24) 

In short, our task is to provide an empirical 

analysis of various working relationships between the, 

occupational attainment of the Toronto Polish-born and 

a number of important structural and market variables. 

We hope to demonstrate in this study that the occupational 

attainment of these immigrants is cova,riant with a number 
, ", 

of sociologically meaningful variables such as length of 
t 

stay in entrance status occupation, auspices of migration, 

English language fluency, community size of place of former 

residence, and education. By this means, we will ,be better 

able to account for the way in which' these Polish-born 
~ 

individuals are able to penetrate the occupational structure 

of this society. Where app1icable, the d~ta' will be treated 
" 

to crosstabular analysis1• 

The results'of this analysis of the occupational 

attainment patterns of the Toronto Polish-born are 'important 

, 
'/ 

, . 
}, 
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insofar as they will provide a'perspective on the present' 

class position of this group. As we have 'indicated previously, 

the economic status of a minority group is initially 

determined by its "entrance status". Over generations, 

or with the pa~sage of time, the extent of this group's 

occupational attainment may be assumed to be equivalent 

to the degree to which the group u~dergoes an overall 

occupational uplifting. It is important, however, to 

establish whether the variables which determine the degree 

of the ethnic group's occupational penetration have to do 

with entrance status or whether they are ethnically re).ated. 

In shorts 

whether there are differenbes attributable 
to ethnicity rather than entrance status is 
one of the most important empirical questions 
that must be tackled·by those interested 
in developing theories of ethnic stratification. 
Once the stage has been set by entrance status 
changes in class position are a matter'of the 
~egree of mobility. (Breton et al.; 1975: 82) 

Finally, our analysis will not only give some 
1~ 

indication of the change in economic or class status 

experienced by this Polish group, but will also provide 

us with some explanation of the factors which promote or 

/' ~ hinder the occu1?ational EUld -class advancement of the 

Polish-born since their arrival in Canada. In this way, 

this~tudy attempts to evaluate the extent of occupational 

penetration of the ~oronto POLiSh-born.in~O(the prevailing 

occupational struoture. 
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Statement of the Problem 

In this study we shall focus upon only the 

occupational aspect of assimilation and thus leave aside 

the other public components of secondary or structural 

assimilation. The main reason for this stems from the 

limitations imposed by our data. The information available 

does not permit an adequate analysis of the extent to 

which these ethnic group members have managed to penetrate 

the other formal public institut1ons, that is, the degree 

of legal, educational, or political equality'that they 

have -obtained within this society. Such an analysis of 

these o~her components of the secondary assimilation 

process of Toronto's Polonia would be beyond the scope 

of this study. 

Our analysis will therefore focus upon the nature 

and pattern of the occupational assimilation of the Toronto 

Polish-born. Although ,many sociologists have utilized 

ethnic variables in attempting to account for the mobility 

and economic performance of ethnic group members, some 

studies have indicated that ethnicity. or ethnic variables, 

are of secondary importance in determining the income and 

occupational opportunity of these individuals (Lanphier and 

Morris. 1974, Raynauld et al., 1967). -These studies 

~ave suggested that the economic attainment of minority 

group members may be accounted for in terms of structural 

and market variabl.es --- a factor which has been often 
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ignored in ethnic mobility studies. In view of these 

findings, this study will be concerned wi th the way in., 

which occupational attainment is determined by such structural 

and market variables as length of stay in entrance status 

occupations, auspices of migration, English language fluency, 

community size of former place of residence, and education. 

In our analysis we shall concentrate upon examining the 

precise influence exerted by these variables so as to 

determine how occupational a~similation, an important' 

indicator of secondary or structural assimilation, takes 

place. 

In examining the influence of these variables, it 
-

is expected tha't our analysis will support the following 

hypotheses; 

(i) The shorter the length of stay in entrance 
status occupations, the greater the probability 
that the Polish-born individual will be 
occupationally mobile!~ 

,/ 

(ii) Sponsored Polish immigrants are more 
likely to be occupationally upwardly mobile 
than those who are non-sponsored. 

(iii) Higher English language fluency is 
directly related to higher levels of 
occupational attainment. 

(iv) Those Polish-born immigrants with a 
former urban background tend to achieve 
h~gher levels of occupa~ional standing. 

(v) The higher the educational standing of the 
Polish-born immigrant, the higher the level 
of occupational attainment" 
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Summar;y: 

The early concepts emerging from works on assimilation 

seem somewhat anachronistic when applied to present-day, 

post-industrial society. The post-war international 

migration trends posed clearly unique adaptative situations 

for both the newcomer and the host society which resulted 

in the necessity of redefining the assimilation process. 

Furthermore, the emergence of a plethora of statistical 

and analytical techniques, the development of equilibrium 

models, and the application of functional an~sis aided 

in the formulation of new basic principles with respect to 

the study of assimilation. 

Assimilation, as it is used in this study, is 

defined as the process of penetration by an individual or 

a minority group into the institutions of an ethnic group to 

which these minority group members did no~ originally belong. 

Secondary assimilation refers to the penetration into 
• ~ I 

the formal, public (that iS t the legal, educational. economic, 

and cultural) institutions of majority group society. 
(J 

Primary assimilation refers to the process by which ethnic 

minority group members enter into informal social relationships 

with majority group members. Finally, ma;rital assimilation 

refers to the extent of intermarriage that takes place 

-between members of the ~inorlty ethnic group and the 

majority group. 

Occupati.onal and social mobility are linked to the 

"' ;, 

, 
• 
L 
~ 
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basic organizing principles of society and are related to 

much of societal functioning. In this way. occupational 

mobility and economic absorption are indicative of the 

equality of status of immigrants in this sooiety and 

therefore designate the extent of the occupational 

assimilation of these newcomers. By our definition, the 

occupational assimilation of ~migr£fits takes place only 

when ethnicity no longer plays a part in determining their 

. occupational roles and s~atus. Moreover, if this is the 

case, it i~ to be expected that most occupationally 

assimilated individuals have left their entrance status 
-'") 

occupations (which, as indicated, are usually l~wer than 

the individual's occupational qualifications) and have 

moved into jobs which are more consistent with their 

occupational and educational capabilities, 

~ 
The. analysis of. this study will therefore examine 

those factors that influ~nce the occupational attainment 

of the Toronto Polish-born. As we have argued, occupational 
, . 

attainment is the chief means of determining the extent to 

which sec9ndary, (structural) assimilation has taken place. 

Our goal in this analysis is to de~ermine the types of 

relationships which link occupational attai~ent patterns 

with various structural and market (rather than 'ethnic) 

var;'ables; In ,turn, the association between occupational 

attai~ent and these variables will be subjected to selected 

test factors so as to 'determine the strength of the, relationship. 

\, 
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CHAPTER III 
G 

Introduction 
... 

Before going on to discuss the nature of the 

relationship be~leen occupational attainment and the 

str-uctural and market variables under study, we will 

first describe Toronto's ethnic expansion in recent years 

and provide background characteristics of Toronto's 

Polish community to serve as a point of departure for 

further analysis. Because of its highly concentrated 

ethnic mosaic, Metro Toronto offers an ideal setting 

for research on immigrant groups. 

Furthermore, Vie will provide a description of 

how the data were collected and the selection of the 

sample used for this study. \'Je will also attempt to 

explain the type of gene~alizations we hope'to make with 

regard to the influence of the structural and market 

variables under consideration and their relationship 

to the occupational mobility of Toronto's Polish-born. 

/ 
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Metro Toronto and its Ethnic Expansion 

Metropolitan Toronto is one of the most multifunctional 

of North American citi~s.t It provides direct access to the 

Atlantic Ocean (via the St. Lawrence Seaway) and also is 

the centre of one of the most densely populated areas on 

the continent. One estimate approximates that virtually 

half of C~da's population is within fifteen hours by 

rail or road travel of this gargantuan industrial and 

urban net\'lork. 

Because of its historical and demographic populatiqn 

shifts, and because of its early British influence 

throughout the nineteenth and the ear1y part of ,the 

twentieth centuries, Toronto developed a very traditional 

British character. Toronto's Anglo-Saxon character lasted 

until the mid 1940's despite a conside~able Irish and 

Scottish population. Gradually. however, its ethno

demographic composition began to change as a number of 
• 

ethnic groups b~gan settling in the area. 

, Foll(r\7i~ 1945, during the post \·lorld \,lar II era, 

Uetro 'Z~r<:;1t~' t-~ undergone a tremendous population expansion. 

By 1961 t:l~::.Pr.~:)"tr~P~ll tan Toront~ area was' the seco~d 

third of 

• 
~~ity in Canada and the thirteenth'1argest 

Toronto 1 s wealth accounted for over one 

clearings in 9anadar not to mention the 

fact that it is one of the most lucrative sources of 

government tax. reven\1e. More than 30 per cent of corporate 
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and 20 per pent of personal income taxes emanate out of 

this area. Furthermore. it is the site of active trading. 

manufacture, and stock market activity • 
• , 

The wholesale trade has long been an 
important part of the city's economy: 
in fact the city functions as a great 
emporium through which an incredible 
variety of goods passes. Closely 
associated with distribution is 
retailing which is not ohly local in 
function but also regional and in a 
few categories even national. Furtnermore 
the wealth of Toronto supports specialty 
shops, high-class restaurants and galleries 
not found in other parts of Ontario or 
even Canada except Montreal. The rise 
of Toronto as a financial centre however 
has been most remarkable. Both stock
market transactions and bond dealings 
exceed those ~f Montreal and in some 
categories are-surpassed in North America 
only by those of New York. (Spelt and 
Kerr, 1973& 1) 

The 1961 Census figures indicate that the British 

population fluctuated in its distribution --- that is, 

anywhere from over 84 per cent of the ·.population at 

Leaside to less than 50 per cent of the population of the 

Township of York. About this time, there. was a gradual 

decline in the British ethnic population of Toronto City, 

with a conversely incre~sing populat~on of' other ethnic 

groups-. For example, the British comprised 80 per cent 

of the population of Toronto in 1931~ and 68 per cent in 

1951. In the subsequent. decade, however, the .B~itish 

population began to erode,much more rapidly a~ a successively 
• • • ~. I l' 

greater proportion of the city's popUlation ~as becoming~ . 
non-British (Richmoritl, 1967). This> trend may be accounted 
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for by not ~~y the large-sc~mmigration influx from 

overseas but also by the mass movement of British 
... 
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residents from Toro~to's city centre ~o' the suburbs. This 

trend is seen to have continued to recent times --- the 

1966 Census indicates that the number of individuals of 

British origin f.ell to 43 per cent of the City population 

and 66 per cent of the suburban population. 

Notably, with regard to the total immigration 

into Canada, Ont~io. as one of the most industrialized 

and urbanized areas, has received approximately 50 per 

cent of the total number arriving in this country. The 

Metro Toronto area has, no~ surprisingly~ absorbed 

approximately 50 per cent of the ontario immigrants. This 

helps to account for its p~enomenal growth in the last 

decade. 

Between the years 1961 and 1966, for example, 

approximately 1?2,OOO immigrants have entered the 

~etropolitan,Toronto Areal --- approximately 30,400 persons 

ye'arly. The fol~owing two years, however, have seen a 

sudden decline ,with the implementation of the Federal 
, --

government's revised immigrati~n policy and the resultant 

changes in regulations affec~ing the sponsored immigrant 

(Social Planning Counoil',' 19?O~ 6). This proved to be 

only a transitory fluotuation as Metro Toronto continued 

to expand bec~use of ~urrent in~migration, a corresponding 

rate of natural increase, and conti~ued.immigration. 
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According to the 1966 Census, the entire population 

within the Census Area in Metropolitan Toronto had 

undergone a 18.3 per cent increase. as opposed to·a 16.3 

per cent increase for the Municipality of Metropolitan 

Toronto between 1961 and 1966. 'Of' th~s increase, 8.4 per 

cent had come about as a result of' natural causes while 

9.9 per cent was brought about by incoming migrants. Over 

half of this latter figure was made up of immigrants from 

abroad ("Trends Affecting the Development of Social Services 
.f 

in Metropolitan Toronto n
• Social PJ.anning Council, 1970). 

.. 
,0 

I' 
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Polish Immigrants in Toronto 

Since the majority of Canada's immigrant Poles have 
" . 

settl~ in urban areas, Metro Toronto was selected because 

it has the largest concentration in all of Canada --

approximately 4),000 Polish residents (Statistics Canada, 

1971) • As it is the social and eul tural hub. of the, entire 

I Polish ethnic group in Canada. it also plays a major part 

in maintaining Polonia's organizational structure in this 

country. 

According to immigration statistics, the Metro 

Toronto areai was the 'prime destination of ,over 50 per' 
~ " 

cent of all Polish immigrants entering C~da between 

19'61 and 19,(1. Thus an analysis of the ~ocial and economic 

mobility patterns w~uld not only ~i~9lose the reason why 

the Toronto area is so attractive to the Polish newcomers 
, . 

but~' in addition, Vloul.d. provide us with a perspective' on 

the degre~ to which the occupational assimilation of these_ 

Polish migrants takes place within an urban ,nviro~ent. 
, I· , , 

It is important to note that because ',of intern:tl" 
t . , 

migra~ionf the demographio composi~ion of Poles ,aB,cons~antly 

changing as there ~s a ten~en~y for,Poles to move from the 

,prairie ~d western pro~ince~ into Ontario. For example, 

dur~ng the t\,lenty-ye~' period fro,m 1941 tc? 1961,' Ontario .~ 

experien~ed an increase of 31,000 Po~~sh individuS1s 
, , - -~ . 

~hile the number of Po~es in th~ weste~ proVinc~s dropp~d 

-I 
l 

., 

\ 

/ 
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'by 22',000 (~ogler, 1969·). This is not surprising giv.en' 
.... 

the fact that since the end of the ias't war, Poles in 
.. 

Canada have moved ~ masse from rural to urban areas at 

a faster rate than the Canadian population as a Whole. This 

process has included not only the second ',and third 
\ 

generation Poles but also moat Polish newcomers entering 

tl:>-is ,q_~untry (Matejko and Matejko, 1974). Contrary to' 

expectations, however, despite internal migration,and'the 

influx of immigrants into urban C~ada, the decrease of 

individuals who state' that their ethnicity is Polish 

, c'ontinue s·. 
<> 

Data to support this are presented. in Tabl~ 1. 
- ~ .. ;. ~ . \. .. 

Figures from the ,1961 and 1'971 census .reports are given so 

as to indicate, the number of people who stated that "Polish" 

was the ethnic group to which tliey or their ancestor's on 

the male side ,belonged up~n arrival~in Canada. The figures 

clearly imply that' the Canadian Polonia is' d.iminishing in 
. -

number. Over the ten-year period :from 196f'throtigh 1971, . . 
the.Polish population decr~ased by approximately 18 per_ 

cent in Toronto Ci~. by "25 pe~ cent in ~etro Torontq, , . 
" 

b~t by o~~ 3.S·per cent in Ontario, and· 2 per cent in 
'. 

Canada as a whole. On t~e ~tner hand, 'during'this ten-year 

period', ~~ada receiV'ed ~9.889 Polish, immi~ants (tha::t -
is, persons \"ho indioated. the~ir, ~o\intry of former residence 

...... .. . - - . 
, ' 

to be Poland)' (See Table :2). . 

As indioated'"in Ta~lb' 1, much of 'the decrease has' 

, 
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tJen plaoe in the Metro Toronto area 'l( despi ~e continui,ng . 
natural increase and ~~spite immigration from Poland).-

. . 
The Metro Toronto Polish diminished by 25 per cent be~veen r 

1961 and 1971 (from 58.578 to 43.520), compared to only 

2 per cent for Canada as a.whole~ These ~igures imply 

tha~ the decre~se of the Polish group is not spread evenly 

across C~ada.' It seems that the highe~t decr,ease.rates 

have taken place·in the large ur~an areas. Evidently, 

incentives tor change in ~thnic affiliation are highest 

-in large cosmopolitan urban oentres.,particularly in the 

Toronto area where there are sub~tant1aliy large Jewish, 

Ukrainian. and Anglo-Saxon ethnic groups • . . 
Despite the reported drop in number of the Polish 

population in '~orontot we have uncovered. no evidence in 
. '_ I 

our data or in selecte4 ~thnic li~erature that would 

suggest that it was cultural assimilation, i_dent~ficationa.l' 

assimilation. Qr occupationai 'assimilation that resul te,d in 

the ~~imini.Shing o.f' the ~.Po-lish -e~~ic _ gr~up. On the 

O-ontrary, recent publications indicate' tha.t ot.her factors. 
, . ~ ~ , 

such a~ the change in the criteria ~S$d for'dete~mini~ 

. ethnici ty for the Canada Census .. in8.y .~~ part be re.sP9nsi~le 

for the -apparent decrea.se ·of the Po1ish. ': 
.... ~ \ 

~, . ;, . 
This fi~dihg is suppo~ted by Census analysis which 

~ " -. ..... . 

has. indicated that,a n~mbe~'of individual~~have '~hanged . ' , , I'. - .-..- ...', . '. 
their .e..thnic allegiBl?-c~ fr.6m Polish t9 Je'~isht Ukrainian. 

•• ~ \ " • It- • • • 

or _Anglo-Saxo~ (~~gler~,\and HeY,denkorn1t , 1974-). BY.'far the 
, .'.' . . \. . .' _. " .. 1, . 

- , ' , , 
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largest proportion of this decrease be~veen 1961 and 1971 

is the 'result of change in ethnic allegiance to that of 

the Jewish ethnic group (this group was included as an . 

ethnic choice for the first time in the 1971 Census). As 

a result, although in 1961 there Vlere over 27,?OO indiv~duals 

of Jewish rel~glon within the Polish group, in 1971 there 

were none. Moreover, another 10,500 Vlere enumerated with 

the Ukrainian group, a further 10,000 with the Anglo-Saxon 

and others, and 9.100 were not enumerated in the 1971 

Census (Kogler and Heydenkorn, 1974). 
. . 

Furthermore, shifts in the ethnic affiliation of 

members 'o! the Polish ethnic group,have also come" about 

as a result of intermarriage. Poles have one of the 

,lowest endog~my: rates of: all ethnic groups in Canada. 

,'OnlY an estimated 50 per cent of all Polish marriages are 

endog~ous (Matejko and Matejko, 1974).' . 
These factors would therefore provide some 

, , . 

ejcplanation,as to why the 'Census figures indicate a drop 
, , 

, . 
in the. number" ,of individuals affiliated with the Polish .' 

" , 

ethnic group. More ~mpo'rt~tly.· the '.influence exer'ted by 

th~se facto~s ~uggests' ~h.at changes in ethnic ~filiation 

by'me~bers of this gtQUP ~eed no~ necessarily be dependent 
, . 

upon th~ extent of. for ~~pl~. oc.~upa~ion~ ~S$imilation 

or ecoJ}omic .i1;lteira~ion of ~hi~."'~inori ~:gx:Q~P. Inste'ad • 
. . 

,it may b~ acoount&~ for in,ter.ma of the ~nfluen~e exerted 

by other non-&.thnic 'Vf3.rit!;ble's;·', 
I • 

, ( . " 
I 
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Given thik fact, it is therefore not improb~le, 
as suggested by some soc'iological literature, that the 

extent of mobility or occupational assimilation of this 

group is unrelated to other spheres or components of 

assimilation. If this is the case, then the extent of 

occupational assimilation may be determined in terms other 

than~the degree of this group's cultural assimilation, 
~ 

change in ethnic identity, civic assimilation, or other 

ethnic variables. 

As previously indicated, we will attempt to 

demonstrate'in our analysis that the degree o~ occupational 
7 

penetration of the Toronto Polish-born may be accounted 

for in terms of the influence exerted by the particular 

structural and market variables under s~dy. By so doing, 

we hope to demonstrate that the'influence of ethnic I 
variables is of ~econdary importance in determining the 

extent of occupational assimilation of these individuals. 

~ 

( ., 

. . ,'",' 

\ ' 

\ 
\ 
.\ 
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Source of Data 

The, 'data on which this analysilil is based were 

collected for a major survey c'onducted in Toronto by the 

Insti tu'te for Bel;lavioural' Research :--- The Survey Research 

Centre. It waS·co-ordinated by Anthony H. Rich~ond (1969-

1970). As a result:of the findings of this research several 

reports and publications have been written. Among others, 

th~se works include the anal~sis of ethnic residential 

segrega~ion (Richmond, 1972), as well as a discussion of 

the characteristics of Italian houseao~ders in the Metro 

Toronto area (Ziegler, 1972). "Moreover; further analysis 

was made of processes of immigrant a~~ptation in terms of 

~,a multivar~ate model (Goldlust and Richmond, 1974a) which 
~ , 

included economif (Goldlust and Ric~mond, 19??) as 'well 

as cognitive and linguistic proc~sses of accomodat~on 

(Goldlust and Richmond t 1974b) 2. " 

Since the only compreh~nsive report on TorontQ 

~thnic groups (R~chmondt 1972) did not di"fferentia,te the 

Pol.ish from the other Slavic groups suc,h as the Russians. 

Ukrainians. I\iacedonians, or Yugoslavians. it could only 

provide ,a general overview of th~ Polish group. ~his 

~~dy ~ill utilize the survey data ,to ~rther our 

knowledge of those factors which bring abo~t the occupational 

assimila~ion of.the P.olish·ethnic group in Toronto. 

" 
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Sampling Techniques and Respondent Selection 

... 
The heads of households who were interviewed for 

this survey could not simply be chosen by a random selection 

process since this would not provide an adequate number of 

householders repr~senting the main ethnic groups in Toronto. 

As a result, Richmond decided to: 

adopt a strategy involving the definition 
of ethno-geographic sub-strata, with 
varying probability of selection acc,ording 
to locality of residence.' Furthermore. the 
survey was conducted in ~10 phases (although 
interviews for both phases might be carried 
out consecutively on the same visit). 
Phase I interviews were conducted with 
any responsible adult < in the household 
and provided basic ~conomic and 
demographic info~mation (including the 
ethnicity of the head) which determined 
eligibility of the head for a much 

, . l.onger Phase II interview. Al together 
84--34 first-phase, interviews were completed 
and 3218 second phase interviews. 
(Richmond. 19721 68) . 

\ 

The population distribution of the Toronto ethnic 
" 

population was determined on the basis of the actual number 

of' each representative ethnic group. However, an "ideal i
, 

sample design. was required for Phase I and Phase II of the 

pto'ject •. In or'de:r; to facilitate this, etpnic 'sub-strata 
. 

~ere developed to correspond with individual ethnic group 
~~ - • 

characteristics. ' 
~ 

, 14oreover, sample' \']eignts were introduced so as to 
~ , 

counteract the efie·ots o:f' sample probability and the 

di~:f'er~ntial response rate ~f ea~h sub-strata. A special 

computerized tabulation program was used which assigned a 
)' r 

I 

• i 

.. 

, 
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specified weight t~every respondent (depending upon his 

respective ethnic sub-strata) so as to ensure that all 

those interviewed would adequately represent all households 

(and all major ethnic groups) in Metropolitan Toronto. This 

sampling technique was specifically designed for the York 

University Survey Research Centre by Dr. Ivan Fellegi. 

The sample was a ~~o-phase, mUlti-stage 

disproportionate clust,er (see K~sh, 1965; Lazerwitz, 1968). 

This method involved the definition of an ethno-geographic 

strata or sub-strata, a random selection of enumeration 

areas within these very sub-strata, and a further random 

selection of households for the first phase of the study. 

The Metro Toronto area was divided into three 

concentric zon~s: the ,inner city, the inner suburb, and 

the outer suburb. In each zone, the high concentration 

area of each respective ethnic group was further 

differentiated from its low concentration area. Subsequently, 

this led to the determination of high areas of concent~ation 

of the Slavic, Jewish, Italian. British, and "Other 

European" ethnic groups. Richmond states thatz 

Enumeration areas not so classified were 
placed in a ...... uresi9,ual" category. Subsequently, 
it was decided to combine the "Other European", 
British and residual groups into a single 
category for selection purposes •. because 
their dist'ributions Vlere very similar. 

It was necessary to determine what 
constituted an ethnic concentration. Some 
trial and error was invplved in determining 
the ~pp~opriate cutting points for each 
ethnic, g,t'oup. (-Richmond, 1972, 72) 

> 
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It may be added here that because of the small number and 

great dispersion of the Jewish, Slavic and Italian 
s..... 

households in Phase I, all were allocated to further 

Phase II interviews. 

(i) Determination of Ethno-GeograRhic Strata 

Prior to defining the sampling ratios of the 

various ethnic groups. information was gathered concerning 

their geographical locations in the Metro Toronto area. 

Since the 1966 Census did not include questions on 

birthplace or ethnicity, information from the previous 

1961 Census had to-be utili~d. Despite the fact that this 

information did not correlate precisely with ttethnic o,rigin". 

Richmond maintains that an adequately close correlation 

be~veen the two warrants the assumption that areas of 

-ethnic residential distribution remained relatively 

unchanged between the years 1961 and 1969. 

Richmond offers a succinct account of the selection 

procedure of household heads. 

It was decided that 400 enumeration areas 
would be selected, with probabilities 
proportional to the 1966 census household 
counts in each 'stratum. The allocation 
of the s~ple betwe~n the ~OO E.A.s 
~numeration area~was made roughly to 
equal the first phase interviewing load 
(approximately 10,000 households. as of 
1906). This figure was divided by 400 
to obtain the expected f~rst phase sample 
take per selected enume~ation area. The 
total population of households in each ,
stratum v~s then divided by the latter 
number to obtain the number of E.A.a 
selected in that stratum. This number 



was adjusted to be even so that ~yo 
parallel samples could be drawn to 
facilitate the calculation of coefficients 
of variation, as measures of sampling 
error. In each enumeration area selected 
all households were listed. Given the 
predetermined sampling ratios and a random 
start, appropriate households were selected 
for the sample. (Richmond, 1972: 70-71) 
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Each interview was of considerable length and has 

provided a wealth of material concerning immigration 

auspices, the extent of immigrant occupational, social, 

and economic attainment to mention but some examples. 

Before proceeding wi th our analysis t we shall first discuss 

the definition of ethnicity and the sample selection for 

this study. 
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Ethnicity 

The term "ethnicity" is derived from the Greek 

word "ethos" which means "people" or "nation". Very 

broadly construed, a conglomerate of individuals with a 

sense of shared feeling of peoplehood is an "ethnic group". 

Some consider an ethnic group to be characterized 

by "race, religion or national origin, or some combination 

of these categories" (Gordon, 1964: 27). others (Price 

in Jackson (ed.), 1969) defines ethnic group as that which 

because of religious, historical, physical, or linguistic 

reasons considers itself or is considered by others to be 

a distinct people. 

However, ethnicity as such does not simply involve 
. 

social, psychological and ancestral background but also 

implies that futuristic orientations are to be in terms of 

the psychology and perspective of ~he group. 

All of these categories have a common 
social-psychological referent, in that 
all of them serve to create, through 
historical circumstances, a sense of -
peoplehood for groups. (Gordon, 1964z 28) 

Construed in this way, ethnicity could 'also be u~iliz/ed as 

an attribute which determines and describes various social 

characteristics of individuils within a social system. 

scholars have noted this in their.own definitions. The 
~ 

foll.owing, for eJ$:aDlple. refers to ethnicity as 

descent from ancestors who shared a 
common culture based on national origin, 

~------

Some 
~ 



language, religion, or race or a combination 
of these. Ethnicity will be considered 
as an ascribed attribute like age and 
sex, def1ning status and role in certain 
situations. (Vallee et al., 19572 541) 

-', 

-10) 

Stated~more precisely, the concept of tlethnicity" 

is an ascribed attribute which alloVis a determination of 

descriptive and processual properties characterizing this 

social group. Furthermore, it implies a whole ranga of , 
other related socio-economic characteristics. As the Royal ~ 

Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism phrased it: 

Ethnicity ••• is the effect of ethnic 
origin when all other factors are held 
constant: it is the expression of a 
complex phenomenon composed of many 
elements which are, impossible to separate; 
among these are the quality of schooling; 
work attitudes; occupational choice; 
motivations and va~ues; the quality, ' 
orientation and eftectiveness of institution 
obstacles to mobility, discrimination' 
and the weight of the past. (Report of 
the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and 
Biculturalism, 1969t 6) 

Ethnicity thus defined may be said to directly 

affect behaviour. It may, f~r example, affect occupational. 

residential or educational pattern~ or it may affect the\ 

type of soc ial and cul turaJ. environment in which they li~. 
I 

In short, ethnici~y is a crucial factor affecting vir~al+y 

every facet of the individual's life (B.& B.Report, 1969). 

Moreover. because 'of' its flexibility and wide 

range of meaning, the term "ethnic' group" i~ invalu~ble for 

the soci~ researcher insofar as it describes a variation 

of the community type ~ , 'rhus it is impera,ti va to ~eep i,n 
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mind that what we are concerning ourselves with here is 

the social significance of such" a community type, or more 

specifically, the actual worldly consequenqes of Polish 

ethnicity within the economic and socio-cultural confines 

of Canadian society. 

Despite the fact that sociologists and anthropologists 

do not agree on any on'e single,definition of ethniqity, 

ethnic origin, or ethnic group. ,the majority agree that 

ethnic members are those individuals who have some common . 
relationship to their ovm ancestors who shared a common, 

culture. Applying this to the Polish immigrants, the term 

. "Polonia" may be defined as the Polish etrul'ic group and is 
, . 

generally com~ris~d of Polish immigfant~ and their 

successive generations. Their one universal characteristic 

is their common Polish ancestry (vJojciechowski. 1967). 

The term "Polonia" is used to include Poles all 

over the world or to denote in~ividuals of Polish a~qestry 

living ~utside Poland. It may. in addition. be used 

in an organizational context. The concept demonstrates 

a certain amount of versatility. It ma~ be used in the 

context of an organized ·'peop;tehood It or' it may refer to 
, 
I 

an "organized ethnic structure". In S~brtt individuals 

:comprising the Pol~Sh community, or Pofe~ residing in 

Canada, ar.e roughly denoted by the te~ ~'Poloniatt. 
- I 

/ 
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Selection of S~ple 

Whether or not people should be identified 
by their ethnic origin within the socibl, 
economi~ and political milieu is an e~tirely 
different matter from the problem of Ii' : 

establishing the fact that people of 
differing ethnic origins (and cultural 
background) differ from each other in 
some meaningful way; regardless of One's 
emotional feelings the conceptual problem 
remains the same. How does one identify 
these ethnic origins within the limitations 
of ••• data collecting procedures? (Kalbach, 
1970, 8) .. 

Our sample could potentially be chosen from all 

individuals who stated that tney. or their anceGtors, 

belonged to or identified with the Polish ethnic group, 

that is, we could select from the entire Polonia sample. 

However, for tlle purposes of this study, we did {' 

not use identific'ation with the Polish ethnic group as a 

criterion for inclusion in our sample. First of all, 

identification, as much of ethnic literature has shovin. is 
. ---not a pe·rmanent feature of ethnici ty as it changes over 

time. In addition, although identification with a certain 

ethnic group may be the result o~ ancestry. it need not 
, 

necessarily be so. It ~ay Plerely reflect the "desire" 

to be part of such a group,' and subsequentl.y .to identify 

and to be identi~ied by others as a part of such a group. 
" . 

As a result, sole reliance upon identification as the 

criterion of ethnicity may not necessarily ,include those 
. ---

who ~e Polish-oorn but merely those who expres~ sentiments 

of ,a~filiation for this group_ Conversely, this method 
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of selection could ignore those who, because of a long 

period of residence in Canada, no longer consider themselves 

to be affiliated with the Polish group, despite the fact 

that tpey were Polish-born. 

In short, one must atlow that in a number of cases, 

personal declaration of one's own ethnicity does not always 

correspond to the individual's country of origin. This 

was/indicated 

in the data gathered by the Canadian immigration 
/- officials before World \'1ar II as well as ' 

during the post-war influx of exiles and 
refugees from Europe. The changes in 
ethnicity of immigrants from Poland became 
clearly obvious in e,xamining data l>rovided 
by the Central Statistical Bureau ~n 
~Jarsaw and comparing it to the data provided 
by the Canadian Bureau of Statistics. A 
certain number of Poles would be registered 
by the Polish as emigrating to Canada ,but the 
Canadian officials would show a much smaller 
number of Poles arriving. (Kogler and 
Heydenkorn, 19741 28) 

In order to avoid such difficultie1 as are inherent in 

ethnic identification we have elected to employ other 

criteria of ethnicity to select our sample. 

The selection of our samp~e necessarily Had to be 

done in the context of both historical circumstance and 

interview da~a 1~mit~tions3: As a result, the decision 

was made to select the sample on the basis ,of both the 

respondents' 8.;tlcestral and .territorial affiliation, that 

'is. on the basis of Polish birth4., T~US the respondent 

was se;t.ected if l:l'e reported Pol,and af;:3 his' bi;thPlace.5 • 
I 

On thjJs basis, the so'cia! and cultural' attributes o:f this 
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group of mi~rants could be determined. 

The selection of the Polish-born sample offers 

several advantages. It allows us to consider those 

questions, which are inherently involved in the migrat~on 

and occupational assimilation processes of immigrants. We 

will therefore be' able to determine th,e extent to which 

such factors as the degree of English language fluency, 

and length of stay in entrance status occupations' affect 

the newcomers' occupational attainment. 

Thus, since one of the main components of our 

analysis involves the determination of immigrant "entrance 

status" and the ensuing level, of occupational attainment, 

only the Polish-born were selected for our study. 

Immigrant ':entrance status" by definition cannot apply 

to Canadian-born members of the Polish ethnic group. 

Using these selection criteria, 187 respondents 

comprised our Polish-born sample~ Notably, 27 per c~nt . ' 

of this sample was made ~p of the older "pioneer" generation 
'" 

of Poles who came to Canada prior to the 'Second World War. 
, , 

The majority of the rest 'came to, this country during a 

post-war migration perio~ that ended in the middle fifties. 

'Given these immigration waves, we can there£ore reasonably 

expect that the ~n~~~iduali comprising our Polish-born 

sample will be cons'idera,bly differentiated \'lith respect 

to their occupational at·tainment. 
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Summary 

Metro Toronto has experienced tremenqous immigrant 

population expansion in the post-war years and has the 

largest concentration of Poles in all of urban Canada. It 

therefore. exhibits many of the charac'teristics common to I 
urban Polish ethnic communitie~ in this country. ! 

I 

The data on which our analysis Vias based were 

collected in Toronto by the Survey Research Centre of 

York University be~veen 1969 and 1970. Heads of households 

were selected by means of a random sele~~ion propess but 

in such a way as to represent all main ethnic groups in the 

Me"iro Toronto area. Each selected head of househol<l was 

then interviewed and the data recorded and tabulat~d. 

Due to the fact that the central argument of 

our analysis involves the occupational attainment of Polish 

individuals since their arr~val in Canada, only Polish

born, non~Jewish individuals were selected from the entire 

Polonia sample. Thus this analysis of 1hose factors 

which determine the occupati9nal assim~ation'of Polish-
/' 

born immigrants is formulated on the basis of a sample 

of 187 cases. 



CHAPTER IV 

lntroduction 

In this chapter we shall analyze the impapt of 

a number of s~ructural and market variables upon the 

occupational attainment level of the Toronto Polish-born. 

We hope to demonstrate that structural and market variables 

such as length of stay in entrance status occupation, 

auspices of migration (that is, sponsored or non-sponsored 

immigration), English language fluency, social background 

(community size of former place of residence). and number 

of years of education combine in different ways to determine 

the occupational attainment of the various occupatidnal 

status groups. In short, it is expeGted that individuals 

maintai~ing a white-collar occupation or those who are 

upwardly mobile will be influenced by these variables in 

a di~ferent way.·than those immigrants who persist in 

w~rking-class occupations or who have been occupationally 

dovmwardly mo~ile since their arrival in Canada. This.- in, turn. 

will permit us to evaluate the influence of these 

structura~ and market variables upon the occupational 

assimilation of this cultural group. 
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occupational Attainment of the Toronto Polish-Born 

Given the fact that much of the soqial and 

cultural life of immigrants emerges as a result of the 

110 

type of economic integration whic~ they undergo (Eisenstadt, 

1954), this chapter w~ll focus ~pon tHose factors which 

influence the occupational ~assimilation of Polish-born 

immigrants in Toronto. More specifically, the remainder 

of this work will consider the extent to which such 
) -"" 

structural and market variables as l~gth ~~8tay in 

entrance statu8 occupation, aU8pice~of migration, English 
, 

language fluency. social background and education 

affect the occupational attainment of these indiviuals1 • 

There is little doubt that securing a job is an issue of 

immediate concern for the newcomer since he must provide 

" for himself and his dependents the basic worldly amenities 

such as food and shelter which are necessary for establishing 
I 

himself in his new enviro~ent. Our analysis will thus 
'\ 

focus upon the £actors which affect the process of 

occupational penetratiQn of the Polish immigrants in 

Toronto since their arrival in Canada. 
, . 

In a very large proportion of cares, the first ':-. 

entrance status occupations enter~d upon arrival in Canada 

/ tlere not the intended occupations of the newcomers but 

~ere simply the only type of employment available to them. 

It is therefore reasonable to' assume that ove~ time 'some . ... ~ -- - - .. 

~ccupational mobility occurred. This was not only dependent 
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upon the availability of opportunity but also upon the 
, 

extent to which the immigrants held certain occupationally 

va~u~ble characteristics. 

The data indicate that the Toronto Polish-born 

were, in fact, characterized by a considerable amount of 

upgrading since their arrival in Canada (See Table 3). 

The majority of these individuals moved out of lower 

unskilled or semi-skilled jobs into skilled or white-collar 

employment. This shift allows us to account for the 

decrease in the proportion of individuals at the unskilled 

and semi-skilled o~cup~tional levels, that is, from 55 per 

cent at entrance status to 31 per cent at the present time. 

Furthermore, there was an increase from 24 per cent to 

32 per cent of the Polish-born sample who are currently 

employed at skilled working-class occupations and an 

even greater increase from 21 per cent to 37 per cent 

who are presently working at white-collar jobs • 
.". 

In our literature review in Chapter I and i~ 

Chapter II we have discussed same at the variables that 

are important in determining the mobility of an. e,thnic 

group. \ve have also indicated elsewhere that the importance 

of structural and market variables often has not been 

adequately appreciated by sociologists in determining the 

extent of the occupational penetration of ethnic minority 
• ' r 'I.. ; • 

groups. For ~ur p~t, we B~all 'attempt to examine the ~ 

occupational'~ove~0nt of the Poiish-born in terms of t tse'~-~--
'. , 

.' 



variables. By so doing, we hope to demonstrate that 

much of the occupational attainment of these Polish 

immigrants is due to their influence. 
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For the purpose of the study, the Blishen 

occupational scale was selected as a mfans of determining 

the occupational standing of the re~pondents. The advantage 

of this occupational scale is that it not only encompasses 

the socially perceived social status of occupations but 

also involves a number of other dimensio~s such as income. 

prestige,' and education. Blishen constructed this scale 

on the basis of the 1961 Canada Census for 320 occupations 

in Canada (Blishe~, 1970) and it inVOlved the ranking of 
. "-these occupatlons by a number of respondents according to 

their commonly held prestige evaluation. These rankings 

were then combined to form a general socio-economic index 

based upon each occupationts education, income and estimated 

prestige evaluation. It is on the basis of this scale 

that we shall determine whether or not the newcomer 

advanced occupationally since hi's arrival in Canada. 

It was decided that, for the purpose of this 

analysis, the determination of the extent of occupational 

-movement. whether it be stable t upward or db\mWard mobility', 

would be based upon movement between three distinct 

occupational levels (unskilled and semi-skilled, skilled, 

and white-collar) sinc~ the respondent's arrival in Canada. 

This was chosen as an alternative to comparing movement 
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between the actual occupations themselves. It was felt 

that this was consistent with our assu~on that individuals 

who move across such distinct occupational s~tus levels 

; , must necessarily possess easily identifiable, occupationally 

,-' 

yaluable characteristics. 

In order to develop a means of analyzing the 

occupational movement~f these Polish-born immigrants, a 

new mobili ty .... variabl was created that "las comprise? of 

four occupational at ainment status groups. This occ~pational 

attainment variab was made up of four different mobility 

~~ status gro~psz stable white-collar, stable working-class, 

upwardly mobile and downwardly mobile. The neVi variable 

was based upon a comparison of the respondent's entrance 

status occupation, that is. his first occupation upon his 

arrival in Canada, and his present occupation, the job 

held at the time of the survey in 1969-1970. This comparison 

indicated that considerable occupational change did, in 

fact, take place. Less than half of our sample (47 per 

cen~) maintained a "present" occupational level that was 

similar to that held at ttentrahce status". 

Since this comparison ~esignates the extent of 

occupationai movement by the POlish-born into the societal 

economic structure, it iS t in this sense, an index of the 
... 

extent of the occupational penetration of these immigrants. 
,-

In this way, occupational attainment is a convenient means 
~ 

of establishing the extent of the occupational assimilation 
. 'i-

.. 
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-of these immigrants since their arrival in this countryZ. 

As we have indicated, occupational attainment was 

determined on the basis of the individual's occupational 

movement since his arrival in Canada. Every occupational 

attainment status group was designated on the basis of a 

specific occupational movement. The following discussion 

describes how each of the four occupational attainment 

status groups was determined. 

(i) The Stable White Collars 

This status group consists of those who have 

maintained a stable middle-class, that is. white-collar, 

occupational status since their arrival in Canada up to 

"-the present time. By middle-class, white-collar occupations, 

"fe are referring to those with a rating of 3500 or higher 

on the Blishen Occupational Scale. This group would 

include such occupations as social workers,teachers, 

salesmen, architects, managers, and doctors, to mention 

but a few examples. It is proposed that members of this 

grou~ will exhibit the highest proportion of occupationally 

valuaQle characteristics, such as high education and 

high English language fluency, and that it is because of 

these that they have been able to achieve and maintain a 

white-collar o9cupational status since their arrival in 

this country. It was found that 16 per cent of the 

Polish-born Toronto sample belonged to this occupational 

s~~oup (See Table 41 square-9)~ 
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(ii) The Stable vlorking Class 

These individuals entered and continued to occupy 

an unskilled, semi-skilled, or skilled occupation since 

their arrival in Canada. They are considered to be 
(' 

occupationally stable since they have remained in one 

occupational level (either in the unskilled, semi-skilled 

category or in the skilled oategory) during their working 

ca~er in Canada. By definition, this would mean that they 

have not even moved from an unskilled or semi-Skilled, 

to a skilled, position. The stable working-class group would 

include individuals whose occupations Vlould rank between 

2000 and 2999 (See Table 4, Square 1) and between 3000 and 

3499 (See Table 4; Square'5) on the Blishen Occupational 

Scale. This would include such occupations as woodworkers, 

bricklayers. stonemasons, labourers, butchers, plumbers, 

storekeepers. clerks, and policemen. The findings indicated 

t~at 31 per cent of the Polish-born sample had attained 

this occupational leve~ (See Table 4, Squares 1 and 5)w 

(iii) The Upwardly Mobiles 

The upwardly mobile individuals were those who 

advanced upward occupationally out o:f their entrance status. 

This occu~,onal status group is thus made. tip o:f immigrants 

who pres employed in an occupation that. by its 

would be place'd in a higher occupa tional._level 

than th ir :first ~ob in Canada. The upwardly mobile 

individu s were selected in the :following '.flayc A) i:f they 
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moved from either an unskilled or semi-skilled entrance 

status ocoupation to a present occupation that was either 

at the skilled (See Table 4; Square 2) or white-collar 

(See Table 4; Square 3) level; or B) if they moved from 

a skilled entrance status occupation to a present white

collar occupation (See Table 4, Square 6)r/ The data 

indicated that this status group contained the highest 

proportion, that is, a sum total of 40 per cent, of the 

entire Polish-born sample (See Table 4; Squares 2,). and 6). 

(iv) The Dovmwardly Mobiles 

This status group consisted of individuals who 

had fallen in occupational status since their arrival in 

Canada. Again, individuals were selected on the basis of 

a comparison of their present occupational standing with 

that at the beginning of their working career in Canada. 

It included not only A) those individuals who fell 

occupationally , from a skilled to an unskilled or semi

skilled level (See Table 4; Square 4), but also B) those 

\vho dropped from a white-aollar to a skilled occupation 

(See T~ble 4; Square 8) or to the unskilled or semi-sk~lled 

level (See Table 4; Square f). This was by far the smallest 

proportion of the entire sample as only 1) per cent of the 

PoliSh-born belonged to this occupational attainment status 

group (See Table 4. Squares 4', 7 t and 8). 

It is important to note that the above four 
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occupational attainm~nt status groups are mutually 

exclusive of one another. Furthermore, they ~re'completely 

exhaustive of the Toronto Polish-born sample since the 

entire 187 cases are distributed among the four occupational 

attainment levels). 

The task of the remainder of this work is to 

determine the influence of selected structural and market 

variables4 upon the mobility variable, that is, the 

occupational attainment of the Toronto Polish-born. This 

analysis will therefore consider the impact of these factors 

upon the four occupational attainment status groups. By 

so doing, we will not only provide a perspective for our 

analysis, but we will also indicate how a certain variable 

or combination of variables influences the occupational 

performance of the various occupational attainment status 

groups. By accounting for the influence of these variables, 

we hope to outline the factors which bring about the 

occupational assimilation of the Toronto Polish-born. 
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Patterns of Immigrant Occupational Penetration 

Since the PUblicati1n of Porter's Vertical Mosaic 

(1965) there has been an ongoing debate as to th~ extent 

of et~nicallY delineated class distribution within Canada's 

social and occupational framework5• Furthermore t the 

debate has also focused upon the degree of economic 

opportunity available within the prevailing power structure 

of Canadian society for the imcoming migrant. More 

specifically, the debate has centred upon the nature and 

type of social. cultural, and economic consequences which 

\ 

'\ 

are associated with an individual's ethnicity. This reflects 

the widesp~ead concern of Canadian sociologists witn 

regard to the extent to which the cultural and ethnic 

affiliation of immigrants in Canada (whether it be Polish, 

Italian, German or British) affects the individual's life 

chances, that is, his class standing within the economic 

structures and institutional confines of this so iety. 

In what is perhaps one of ~he most exha stive works 

'on the nature of class and power in Canada, Porte, argues 

that there is a distinct relationship betvreen a pe onfs 

membership in a certain ethnic group and his class position. 

In this way, the ethnic affiliation of the individual is 

of prime importance not only because it determines the 

nature ~d pattern of the Canadian socio-economic structure, 

but also because it eventually affects the social class 

hie~archy. This assumption is supported by his finding~ 

\ 
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which indicate that the country of birth is strongly 

correlated with the individual's social class, religion, 

and occupational status. 
~ 

Porter argues, moreover, that much of the present-

day ethnically delineated social stratification system 

existing in Canada has emerged as a result of the government's 

immigration policy. Thisoolicy has had as its main goal, 

the task of satisfying the labour market needs of this 

country. Since much of the labour requirements tended to 

fall into the least desirable occupational sector, such as 

the agricultural, unskilled or semi-skilled levels, 

entrance status occupations were implemented which channelled 
• neVlcomers into these lower status jobs immed;ately upon 

their arrival in Canada. As a result, being an immigrant 

often meant occupying a lower status occupation for at 

least some ti~e after entry into this country. If the 

newcomers persist at these ethnically determined occupatio.ns 

for longer lengths of time, then an ethnically determined 

stratification system Vlould emerge. 

In recent years, the Federal Immigration Branch 

has continued to,r.egulate .the needs of the labour market 

by placing the newly arrlved immigrants in the less attractive 

occupations, often in less desirable areas of the country 
I ~ 

and very often in the agricultural sector of the work-force. 

As a result, "entrance status" occupations continue to exist. 

These entrance status occupations, that is, the occupations 
'.~ 
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newcomers enter upon their arrival in Canada. are one of 

the basic means used to ttselect and'sort Canada's migrants 

into various occupations, and as a result into a specific 

class system" (Porter, 1965: 60). " 
~ 

For example, in 1952 the Department of Citizenship 

and Immigration, with the co-operation of the Department 

of Labour, assessed the labour situation in Canada in 

order to determine the specific occupational needs, of 

particular areas of this country. This was carried out by 

immigration officials who evaluated the economic requirements 

of these areas in terms of the demand for unskilled 

labourers. agricultural workers, skilled tradesmen. clerica~ 

and service workers, and various other types of manpower 

needs. In turn, these assessments were then passed on to 

the overseas immigration office branches which proceeded 

to recruit immigrants with respect to the determined 
,,'";. 

oQcupational needs. Furthermore, 

After 1955 there were further changes in the 
administrative arrangements. Th~ selection 
criteria were broadened and an "Opportunity 

'Assessment Report" was instituted. This 
was a master report.,indicating the 

, rel~tive demand situation for different 
occ~pations and in what districts there 
were opportunities. ,(Richmond, 1967& zt9) 

In this way, the decision as to whether an immigrant 

was allowed into this country, especially the non-sponsored 

newcomer, was contingent upon the nature of supply and 

demand. that is. upon the labOur and economic needs of 

Canada at the time of migration. Given these circumstances, 
. . 



the first occupations entered by immigrants generally 

tend to b~_ j.nc.ons-j;1stent with their expectations and 

oocupational qualific,ations and expertise. 
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In this way, the process of channelling immigrants 

into entrance status occupations results in the perpetuation 

of industrial and agricultural sectors which would othenvise 

either decrease in operation or lose out completely to the 

competition brought about by the developing Third World 

,countries. Many of these occupations are not only 

economically undesirable but also often involve dangerous, 
, . 

dirty, or physically demanding conditions and often lack 

adequate job security, medical plans, and retirement funds. 

As a result, they are generally 'avoided by the indigenous 

population. 

Furthermore, the persistel?-ce of the "entranc~ status" 

has usually varied from one ethnic group to another. The 

lesser preferred immigrants were assigned a lower socio

occupational status by the charter group of this country 

(Porter, 1-965). This was usually contingent upon the level 

of general economic pro~perity in Canada. 

Periddieally the need is stressed to admit 
larger nUmbe,rs of unskilled immigrant worker~ 
to undertake those unpleasant and-remotely 
located jobs which the indigenous workers 
are avoiding and accordingly are difficult -
to fill. (Parai, 19751 476) 

Al though immigrant selecti.on is made aocording to 

specificcriteri~. the i~igration o£ficials maY ~xercise 
~ ... 

a wide measure of discretion i~ deciding who should come', 
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to Canada. Moreover, the basic assumption inherent in 

applying the present "point system" to prospective . 

immigrants is that the most des~rable newcomers are those~ 

who can fill the economic void by entering~the worst paid. 

least skilled occupations rather than co~peting for those 

jobs which are most desirable 6 • 

The admissibility of applicants is judged 
not in terms of a single criterion. but on 
a combination of factors so that a 
shortcoming in one respect may be more 
than offset in other respects. Nevertheless 
underlying the selection criteria is the strong 
belief that immigrant workers should help 
fill existing job vacancies in the economy 
rather than simply compete with residents 
for jobs already filled. (Parai, 19751 460) 

As a result, the greater the competition for jobs 

and the scarcer the resources, the lower the "entrance 

status" of the incoming migrant. This has meant that 

different periods of immigration have resulted in. the 

placement of newcomers in different entrance statUs levels. 

Consequently. social class differences within Canadian 

society have become more intensely.delineat~d and the 

implementation of entran~e sta1us has further crystallized 

tJe differences be~veen the various ethnic groups. 

Furt~ermore, the ensuing patt~rn of o~cupatiOnal 
assimilation and occupational mobility is dependent upon 

~ 

, cri teria which are determined and judged by, the d'ominant 

et~ic group. ~e criteria may, for example, include 

such factors'as the speed with whioh the immigrants learn 

> • English,. the additional educational t~aining which ~hey may 
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undergo, and the development of their occupational skills. 

Gradually, as the minority group successfully assimilates 

according to the prevailing criteria, it may be permitted 

to move up into more desirable occupations and out of 

entrance status (Porter, 1965). 

OVer time, however., the immigrants may advance out 

of these entrance status occupations. If they are 

occupationally mobile and move out of their entrance status. 

then it may be assumed that their ethnic ?rigin did not 

prevent them from uplifting their socio-economic standing. 

Ultimately, this results in occupational assimilation, . 

that is, penetration into the economic organii'ations and 

institutions of the host society. 

In summary, ethnic groJps have become an important 

source of recruitment for the agricultural and lower level 

occupational sectors of this society. If occupational 
,-

uplifting does not take place, t~en an ethnically differentiated 

class system emerges. Thus, some sociologists have argued 

that social classes in Canada have developed largely in 

respon$e to immigration and the subsequent ethnic 

affiliation of the newcomers (Porter, 19651 73). In this 

•. 1 way, inequality of oppor~ni ty would continue to be 

perp.etuated for certain minority ethnic groups. For our 
. 

part, we Shall. ~ttempt to establish tne extent o:f. the occupational' 
. . 

upli:fting .of the Toronto Po.1ish-born and by so dO,ing, determine 
I • -I ' 

their penetration/into the economic structure of th.is society. 
po. 
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As we have 'indicated previously, immigrants often 
I 

have no choice but to enter occupations which, in the 

majority of cases, are not consistent with their occupational 

expertise. However, after a passage of time. with the 

realization of greater occupational opportunity. with the 

development of greater English fluency, and with the 

attainment of Canadian job e~erience, ·it is exPected that 

these individuals will begin to move out of entrance 

status occupations. 

The data tended to support our hypothesis and the 
t . 

findings indicated that with the possible exception of the 

stable white-collar individuals, entrance status occupations 

obtained upon arrival in Canada were characterized by a 

consIderable amount of instability (See Table 5). Furthermore. 

'it was found that different occupational attainment status 
" groups persisted at entrance status jobs for varying lengths 

of time and that they also tended to vary in terms of 

whether this ohange in occupations was accompanied by an 

uplifting of occupational status. 

It is important to note'that different occupations 

are generally characterized ~Y dif~erent types of job 

security. seniority. promotion patterns, and conditions 
. . 

of .employment. For example. working-class occupations may 
! •. 

involve s~asonal or temporary placement and tend to be 
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characterized by a considerable amount of transiency and 

job instability. As a result; job changes are usually of 

a hO,rizontal nawe and do not tend to result in the 
o 

advancement of occupational status. On the other hand. 

white-collar occupations generally offer higher incomes, 

steadier employment, and more attractive pensio~ schemes. 

As a result. these occupations are usually characterized 

by less job transiency since the need to change is lessened. 

It is presumable that, for these reasons, the 

individuals at the stable white-collar occupational status 

group were proportionately more likely to persist the 

longest in their entrance status occupations~ It was found 

that the majority of the stable white collars stayed a year \ ' 

or longer at their first occupation in this country. This 

tended to support 'our hypothesis that there is less job 

transiency at white-collar occupations. This also suggests 

that at the white-collar level. a higher proportion of 

'jmmigrants entered their intended occupations. 

On the other hand, of the stable working-class 

population, slightly under half remained at their entrance 

status occupa~ion for under a year which tended to support 

our assumption that there i.e considerable instability at 

this occupational level. This was due to considerablte 
. 

h~rizontal mobility by the individuals of this o,ccupational 

status group which is. evidenced by the-fact that job changes . . , ...-------- ~,--

did not result in occupational advancement sin~e these , 

.. -----' ...... -- --

--------
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immigrants remained at the working-class level. Thus, it 

is reasonable to assume that such occupational change is 

due more to working-class instability than to their 

vertical occupational advancement. 

The situation appeared very different for the 

upwardly-mobiles. For these individuals, a change in job 

generally tended to result in a higher occupational status, 

that is, vertical mobility. Moreover, the majority of the 

upwardly mobiles tended to remain in their entrance status 

occupations for under a year which suggests that their 

occupational movement began taking place very soon after 

their arrival in Canada. On the other hand, our data 

indicated that immigrants who persist in their entrance 

status occupations for longer lengths of time are much 

less likely to advance occupationally. . 
I 

i 

The findings also indicated that the downwardly 

mobiles also exhibited a tendency to change jobs. About 

half of these individuals moved occupationally within a year 

of their arrival in Canada. 

In summary, although a high proportion of the 

stable working-class and downwardly mObil,~ individuall~ 

tended to change their first jobs very early after their 

a~rival in Cana~at they did not advance occupationally. 

As a result, we can expect the-se two occup?-tiona~ status 

groups~ that 'is, the sta~le working class and dovnlwardly 

mobile immigrants. to differ considerably from the upwardly 
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mobiles in terms of such occupationally valuable 

characteristics as English language fluenCY, education, 

and social background. The importance of these differences 

will be examined in the following analysis. 

Language fluency is one of the more important 
I 

preconditions of successful integration into the AnglQ-

dominated occupational structure~ In this an~ysis. we 

shall argue that high Engldsh language fluency not only 

results in a quick exit out of the lower occupational 

levels, but also tends to contribute to persistence in 

the higher white-collar occupations. Itcis partly because 

of their lower English language fluency that we may expect

stable working-class individuals to persist in their 

occupations for a greater length of time (See Table 6). 

When language fluency was introduced as a control, 
, 

it was found that the stable white collars, the majority 

of whom remained in their entrance status occupation for 

over a year or to the present time, tended to be highly 

fluent in English. This suggests that the higher English 
'------- ~"' .... /...---- ---

fluency contributed to _,the whi te collar~: .... s'tabili ty 'i!l 

their occupational s~atus. Furthermore, as the length of 

stay in entrancet~' status occupa..tions increased, the proportion 

of highly fluent increased ~. 
'.-/-

This i~plies that high 

English language fluency becomes a gradually more 

important factor in not only obtaining but also holding 

a white-collar occupation. • 

, . 
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In contrast to this, a much higher proportion of 

stable working-class individuals have a lower level of 

English fluency. ~his, in turn, results i~ their propensity 

to remain at their entrance status jobs for longer lengths 

of time and to persist at working-class occupations. 

As a result, low language fluency exerts a considerable 

influence in preventing these immigrants from changing 

jobs. The data would furthersuggest that as the lesser 

fluent working-class immigrants persist in their occupations 

for longer periods of time, the likelihood of their 

advncing out of this status decreases. Thus, although it 

may be possible for the working-class individuals to 

change occupations soon after their arrival in Canada, 

this becomes increasingly more difficult in subsequent 

years if theIr English language fluency continues to remain 
I . \ 

at a lower ~evel. 
) ~ 

In/~hort, for t~e occupationally stable white-

collar i~igrants, high English language fluency was 
\ 

directly r~ted to a longer length of stay in the more 

desirable white-collar entrance occupations. Conversely, 

for the stable working-class individuals, the opposite was 

found to hold --- namely, that lower English language 

fluency resulted in a greater persistence at working

class entrance status occupations • 

. Given these findings, it is not surprising that 

high English language fluency was also found to be related 
, '~ 
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to upward occupational mobility. The majority of the 

upwardly mobil~ newcomers moved out of their Jntrance 

occupation within a year of starting their first job in 

Canada. The upwardly mobile immigrants tended to move 

out of their entrance occupation early (within a year or 

less) partly because of their higher English language 

fluency. This trend suggests that high English fluency 

is an important factor promoting movement out of the 

entrance occupation early in the occupational career of 

the newcomer. It also. however, continues to affect the ~~ 

upward mobility of the newcomer if he persists in the 

entrance occupation beyond one year. 

The relationship between occupational attainment('~ 
"'--, 

and length of stay in the entrance occupation was further 

analyzed by examining the influence of education. It was 

expected that those stable white collars with higher 

educational attainment nould tend to remain in their 

entrance occupations fpr longer lengths of time. This is 

based upon the assumption that white-collar occupations 

are not only more desirable but als~_~end'to offer more 
------job security. With regard to the upwardly mobile immigrants, 

hqwever. we would expect that those with higher education . 
would 'tend to stay less than a year in their entrance 

occupation since higher education usually leads to earlier 

job upgrading (See Table 7). 

The findLngs indicate that the stabla white-collar 

} 

( 
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individuals with a higher education (that is, ten years of 

education or more) tended to remain at their white-collar 

entrance occupations for longer lengths of time (anywhere 

from a year to the present time). It is argued that this 

was due, at least in part, to the fact that their higher 

educational standing allowed them to enter an occupation 

that was more commensurate with their educational and 

occupational qualifications upon {heir arrival in Canada. 

As a result, there was less need for these individuals 

to change their occupation. 

The occupational performance of the upwardly 

mobile immigrants was also affected by their educational 

standing. We have already indicated that much of the 

occupational movement of the upwardly mobiles begins to 

take place within a year of the newcomers' arrival in 

Canada. It was also found that those with the higher 

educational standing have ~/definite advantage over those 

who are not as highly educated. This suggests that higher 

education is an important factor in promoting an ~arly exit 

from the entrance occupations and 'increasing the likelihood 

of advancing occupationally. However, those upwardly 

mobile individuals who persist in their entrance occupation 

beyond the first year are more likely to have to rely upon 

factors other than educat-ion. Additional factors such as . 
4!!',) 

higher English language fluency, help fro~ sponsoring 

party, or greater sophistication brought about by a 

\ 
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predominantly urban background may play a more important 

role in promoting their upward m~bility. In short, the 

longer the upwardly mobile individual persists in the 

entrance occupation, the less influence education has in 

bringing about his upward mobility. We shall. examine the 

influence of the other factors in the ensuing analysis. 

In conclusion, the higher education of the white

collar immigrants resulted in their longer length of stay 

in their more desirable entrance occupations. On the other 

hand, although the stable working-class individuals also 

stayed longer than a year at entrance occupations, it was 

due, at l~ast in part, to their lower educational standing 

and low English language fluency which, in turn, prevented 

them from upward mobility. The upwardly mobile individuals 

with higher education tended to advance out of their 

entrance occupation within a year of obtaining their first 

job. The findings indic~te furthermore that the importance 

of education in affecting t~e length of stay in entrance 

status is greatest early in the immigrant·s occupational 

career in Canada. Innnigrants who become upwardly mobile 

later on in their career general~y tend to have lower 

education and therefQr~ must rely upon factors other than 

higher education in order to advance occupationally. 
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The one most prominent characteristic of the early 

post-war period was an overall labour shortage brought about 

by the post-war industrial boom. This situation resulted 

in the increased importance of immigration as a means of 

meeting the expanded industrial and manpower demands. 

Gradually, however, as the annual growth rate began to 

decrease by 1956, the number of migrants entering this 

country was correspondingly reduced. Thus, as the number 

of immigrants into Canada increased during this period, 

Canadian immigration authorities acted ~o curtail and 

control the flow of migrants into the country. 
, 

As a result of this, the mass immigration of Poles 

during the post-war period came to a halt by the end of 

1955. During this period, 80.529 Polish immigrants came 

to Canada whereas from 1956 to, the present time, the number 

of Polish immigrants entering this cou~try dropped 

drastically to 1,000 to 2,000 per annum. 

For some time 'now, Canada's immigration policy has 

had ,the task of assimilating newcomers from various 

countries £nto her social, cultural, and economic framework. 

As a result, a type of sorting process has -emerged (that is, 

~anada's Immigration Act) which tends to select and categorize 

the incoming migrant so that he best fits into the prevailing 

class and occupational structure. As one critic noted. the 
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immigration policy served as a ref'l.ection of' "the 

evaluations of' the 'charter' members of' the society of' 

the jobs to be ~illed and the 'right' kind of' immigrant 

to fill them" (Porter, 19651 60). 

An important'variable determining the occupational 

standing and the subsequent occupational mobility of 
. 

immigrants entering Canada is the immigration policy 

prevalent at the time of' an individual's migra~ion (Blishen, 

1970). Thus the auspices of migration of' the ne~corner is 

an important indicator of' the prevailing-policy since the 
/ 

immigration policy itself' is class selective with respect 

to ethnic background (Richmond. 19671 j). It was mostly 

middle-class immigrants ~ho were encouraged to migrate 

f'rom Britain while it was. working-class individuals who 

were encouraged to migrate from the non-English speaking 

parts of' Europe 9• ' 

Generally speaking, immigration into Canada during 

the early post-World War II era was not all that strictly 

controlled. The Immigration Act at that time did not 

merely use occupational criteria f'or admittance into this 

country. Citizens from the United Kingdom, Australia, 

New Zealand. France, and the United states were alloW$~ 

f'ree entry irrespective of their occupational qualifications. 

They could be denied entry only on the basis of character 

or medical criteria. Those immigr~ts who had become 

Canadiari- citizens or in some cases, those who simply were 
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permanent resdients, could apply for the sponsorship of 

certain categories of close relatives into this country. 
, 

This was especially characteristic ,of immigrants who, not 

being eligible for entry into Canada because of the lack 

of occupational qualifications, could not qualify for the 

open-placement category and therefore had to be sponsored 

by close relatives in order to immigrate to Canada. 

The sponsor from Canada had to indicate that he 

was able to support the migrant and this acted to remove 

any occupational criteria that the immigrant might otherwise 

have had to fulfill. In the late fifties, the number of 

sponsored immigrants had almost tripl~~ to 16.7 per cen~ 
~ 

of the unskilled labour force. ,Mnit of these immigrants 

were from Italy (Richmond~ 1967). <These sponsored immigrants 
/' 

could thus enter the~ountry with less education and with 
/ 

lower industria+ ~nd occupational skills than the non-

sponsored ~igrant who was required to meet certain 

educat~6nal and occupational qualifications in order to 
/' 

/be eligible to enter Canada. As a result, since the 

sponsored immigrants did not have to fulfill any educational 
j 

or occupational' requirements, it is expected that their 

level of occupational attainment will be correspondingly 

lower than that of the non-sponsored immigrants. 

Of our entire Polish-born sample, 'approximately 

4~ per cent were former sponso!ed immigrants. (33 per cent 

stated that they were sponsored by a close relativa, vlhile 
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15 per cent were sponsored by another person or organization). 

The remainder (52 per cent) came to Canada under some othe~ 

auspices --- some because they had job offers, some were 

political war refugees, some as children with their parents, 

and the rest under various other circumstances 10 • 

Although no correlation was found between the 
. 

motives for migration and occupational performance, there 

was a definite relationship found between the auspices of 

-migration (that is, whether or not they were sponsored) 

and the occupational attainment of these migrants. The 

non-sponsored newcomers fared much better occupationally 

in comparison to those who were "sponsored" into Canada. 

For the most part, we shall argue that immigration, 

into Canada on the basis of a points system results in 

an iriitially better performance by the non-sponsored 

migrant who qualified for entry on the basis of having 

the requir~d educational and occupational characteristics". 
I 
! 

However, we also maintain that since the sponsored immigrant 

is able to benefit from his sponsor's oc~upational expertise 

and knowledge of available occupational opportunities, 

then there is a greater probability that he. will be more 

occupationally mobile than the non-sponsored individual 

8). 

aata indicated tha~ ~he non-sponsored immigrant' 

,~ad a great advantage over the sponsored in obtaining and 

" maintaining white-collar ocqypations. ~hese findings would 
J 
1 
i 
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suggest that since the white-collar non-sponsored group is 

characterized by a number of occupationally valuable skills. 

they have been able to maintain themselves at this 

occupat~onal level. Furthermore, it was predominantly on 

the basis of these skills that such individuals managed 

to qualify for non-sponsored migration into this country. 

As expected, this situation reversed itself for 

the stable working-class population. The sponsored were 

slightly more represented here, presumably, because these 
" 

individuals did not have to meet certain occupational 
i 

criteria for entrance, their occupational level tended to 

be lower than that of the non-sponsored migrants. However, 

the fairly large populatio~ of non-sponsored migrants also 

present_at the stable working-class level would indicate 

that meeting entrance requirements was no guarantee of 

a white-collar job or of being occupationally mobile. 

The distribution of those who were occupationally 

upwardl~ mobile also revealed some very interesting trends. 

This time it was the sponsored immigrants who were more 
> 

upwardly mobile than the non-sponsored. On the other hand, 

fewer of the sponsored were downwardly mobile as compared 

to the non-sp~nsored cohort. 

This may be partly accounted for by the fact that 

the sponsored individual is more likely to be at the lower 

occupational levels an~ thus there is less possibility of 

downward mobility. This is in contrast to the non-sponsored 

t 
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migrants whose somewhat greater proportion in the higher 

white-collar occupations results in the greater possibility 

of downward mobility. Presumably, there is a greater 

tendency for newcomers to move dovin occupationally from 

middle-class or professional levels than from lower-skilled 

working-class occupations. It may, in fact, be the case 

that such barriers as lack of knowledge of job-market 

opportunities, low English language fluency, or lack of 

adequate Canadian job experience adversely affect the 

mobility of white collars more than that of working-class 

individuals (Richmond, 1967). 

In short, this trend indicates that the non-sponsored 

newcomers have an initial advantage over the sponsored 

since, the ~ormer have satisfied a number of occupational~y 
. 

valuable criteria such as higher education or greater 

English language fluency. These, in turn, have allowed 

them to maintain stable white-collar status since their 

arrival in Canada. 

'However, the sponsored immigrants vlere more upwardly 
j 

mobile than the don-sponsored despite the former's somewhat 

lower education. This trend may be explained by the fact 

that the sponsored individual may take advantage of the 

extra assistance offered to him by his close relatives or 

sponsoring party and thus may be better able to advance 

occupationally than his non-sponsored counterpart. ' 

~hus, the sponsored migrants have more assistance 

I 

I 
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in actualizing their job-bbtaining potentials and if, in 
. 

addition, they also possess some of the occupationally 

valuable traits (as, for example, higher education), then 

presumably there is a greater tendency for them to be 

upwardly mobile than the non-sponsored. Similarly, the lower 

dovmward mobility rate of the sponsored as compared to 

their more educated, non-sponsored counterpart can be 

eXplained in part by the "shielding" effect produced by 

the availability of assistance from relatives or sponsoring 

party (See Table 9). 

These assumptions were in fact supported by our 

data when we controlled for the influence of education. 

The stable white-collar occupational level wafl occupied 

predominantly by the better educated non-sponsored 

individ~als. On the o~her ha~d, the stable working-olass 

occupational level was occupied by a greater proportion 

of sponsored individuals. with lower education. Thus, both 

of these occupational levels were" affected by the lower 

educational standing of the sponsored migrants. Few of the 

sponsored individuals occupie~ jobs at the stable white

collar level while a great number were at the stable ' 

"lorking-class l-evel. 

However, if the sponsored n~wcomer had a higher 

level of education, he would ~nvariably be much more 

likely to be upwardly:mob~le than the non-~porisored 

individual. Pr~sumably. this may be attrib~ted to the 
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fact that a higher educational standing combined with 

the resources of an immediate sponsoring family or 

sponsoring institutions would enable the immigrant to better 

utilize his educational attainment in improving his ' 

occupational standing. 

It is the absence of this type of assistance which 

hindered the upward mobility of the non-sponsored migrants 

with higher ed~cation. It should be pointed out, however, 

that the higher education of the non-sponsored did result 

in a high proportion of these individuals at the stable 

white-collar level. 

Furthermore. because of the availability of 

assistance to the sponsored. a kind of "shielding" effect 

is produced which results in a lower rate of downward 

mobility for these individuals than for their more educated 

non-sponsored counterparts. 

In short, because pf'his somewhat lower educational 

level. the sponsored newcomer is much less likely to 

initially enter white-collar occupations. However, the 
,;) 

assistance offered to him by his sponsoring party aids in 

his considerably higher rate of upward mobility and serves, 

to protect him from falling in occupational st~tus. 

The above findings would therefore indicate that 

if sponsored individuals have acquired at least some of 

the occupationally valuable ~raits (as, for ex~ple. higher 

education), 'there is a greater 'tendency for them to become 

f 
J , 

, I , 

--
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occupationally uplifted and at a much faster rate than the 

non-sponsored. 

Conversely, since the non-sponsored migrants have 

a greater proportion of higher educated individuals, they 

are more likely to persist at the stable white-collar 

occupational level since their time of ~ival in Canada. 

However, because of their non-sponsored status and 

corresponding absence of assistance from a s~onsoring 

party, in comparison to the sponsored immigrants, the 

non-sponsored experienced a lower rate of upward mobility 

and a slightly higher rate of downward mobility, especially 

among the non-sponsored with fewer years of education • 

• 
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Language and all that is contained and 
transmitted by it, becomes the link 
through which the members of the "mass" 
society are bound to each other and to 
the center ~hat is, the central institutional 
system and value order of the societ~. The 
sharing of a language is the sharing of the 
essential quality which confers membership 
in society. (Shils, 1962s 35) 

Probably one of the main· inaices of successful 
~ 

socio-economic adjustment is fluency in one of the official 

charter languages (that is, English or French). An earlier 

Toronto study (Richmond, 1967) indicated that high fluency 

or command in either of the official languages was very 

highly correlat~d with such variables as income~ occupational 

status, acculturation, social integration, and naturalization. 

High English language fluency is, without a doubt, 

an indispensible precondition for higher occupational 

standing within the Anglo-dominated economic structure. 

This is especially true o~ white-collar occupations which 

emphasize communicative skills, and organizational and . 
leadership capabilities, and which therefore presuppos~ 

a high degree of English language fluency. This one 

factor is perhaps even more important than education in 
-

accounting for occupational differences between ethnic 
~ 

groups (Warburton, 1973). As \'Iarbur"ton points out, a 

large proportion of British-trained accountants, engineers, 
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and teachers who mi~ated into this country did not have 

university training at ho~e but still managed to enter 

these professions in Canada. 

On the other hand, a substantial proportion of 

university-trained, non-English speaking European individuals 

fell in status upon entering Canada and r~mained at a 

lower level entrance status for a much longer period of time 

than their English-speaking counterparts (Richmond, 1967). 

This indicates the tremendous economic and occupational 

advantage maintained by those who speak English fluently. 

Given these facts, it comes as no surprise that 

the occupational attainment of the Polish-born individual 

tends to be directly related to his English langua~e fluency 

(See Table 10). 

The data indicate that high English language fluency 

.is an important factor in bringing about higher occupational 

attainment. Of the stable white-collar workers, for example, 

the majority .. were highly fluent in English. Similarly, 

of those who 'were upwardly mobile, the ~jority were highly 

fluent. These trends tend to support the above 'assumptions 

as t~ey indicate, that the gr~ater the individual's English 

language fluency, the greater the likelihoqd that he will 

be'able to achieve a higher level of occupational attainment. 

On the other hand .:- ,of those individuals who were 

at the stable work~ng class level or who ~ere ~ownwardly 

mobile. the majo'ri ty had only a "fair" or lower rating of 
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English language fluency. The somewhat lower fluency of 

the latter two groups would thus help to account for their 

correspondingly lower occupational attainment. 

In this way. those with a lower English fluency are 

more likely to be either at the stable working-class level 

or downwardly mobile. Conversely, the opposite holds true 

for the highly fluent who are more predominant at the 

stable white-collar level or who are upwardly mobile. 
/ 

~hese distributions are not surprising since knowledge of 

occupational opportunities is directly proportional to the 

gegree of communicative skills brought about by English 
• I. 

language fluency. 

The above relationship between occupational , 
attai~ent and language fluency was further specified by 

controlling for the community size of the respondent's 

former place of resdience. Notably, individuals with a 

formerly urban background were not only more fluent but 

also had other advantages that allowed them to perform 

better occupa.tionally ~han individuals with rural 

backgrounds. As a resul t, highly' fluent migrants from 

a rural background did not tend to perform as well 

occupationally as highly fluent urbanites (See ·Table 11). 

The data indicate that highly fluent urbanites 

have a generally higher occupational attainment level. 

This immediately becomes apparent at the stable white

collar level,.which is predominantly occupied by immigrants 
.' , -. ... 

(. 
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who are highly fluent in English and who formerly r~ided 

in large urban centres. Furthermore, of the highl fluent 
I 

upwardly mobiles, the majority were urbanites while the 

lesser fluent .J.lpwardly mobiles were more likely to have 

been rural dwellers. 

However, if the former small-to\vn highly fluent 

individuals are not as highly represented in white-collar 

occupations or in the upwardly mobile category, they are 

overly represented in working-class occupations and at the 

dovmwardly mobile level. This distribution would therefore 

suggest that even if the small-tovnn, rural dwellers have 
. 

a high English language fluency, they do not perform as 

well occupationally as migrants from large urban areas. 

Presumably, the urbanites hold some additional advantages 

(that is, in addition to high English language fluency) 

such as better opportunity for ~er education, and a 

greater knowledge of the availabili~y of occupational 

possibilities open to them in large urban areas ~d 

therefore are more likely to achieve a higher occupational 
'

standing. 

The circumstances of migration have also been 

found to influence the way in which high language fluency 

affects occupational attainment. As expected, although 

the sponsored are somewhat less represented at the stable 

white.:..coJ.lar level, they are more likely to be upwardly 

mobile than the non-sponsored-if they are highly fluent 
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in English (See Table 12). 

The findings indica te that the highly f'luent 

stable white-collar workers immigrated predominantly under 

non-sponsored circumstances. As indicated elsewhere, 

non-sponsored immigrants are required to meet certain 
. , 

occupational and educational qualifications which, as we 

have seen, tend to influence their generally much higher 

occupational attainment. 

On the other hand, although the sponsored immigrants 

did not have to meet any such requirements, they were more 

likely to be upwardly mobile if they were highly fluent in 

English. This would suggest that the assistance offered 

by the sponsoring party (already established in this country), 

combined with greater English language fluency, is highly 

conducive to a greater rate of upward mobility fpr the 

sponsored migrants. We have explored this in some detail 

elsewhere in our analysis. 

The assumption that high language fluency is one 

of the most important factors positively affecting 

occupational attainment was further supported when we 

considered the 'influence exerted by ethnicity o~ friendship 

networks. Although friendship ,patterns -provide an 

important source of information with regard to occupational 

opportunity (Price in Jackson (ed.), 1969), they are 

nevertheless not as significant as the high degree of 

communicati~eness brought about by high English language 

fluency (See Table 13). 
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It is important to note that of those who had 

lower English fluency, ethnicity of friends, whether 

ethnically mixed or restricted to only Polish, did not 

influence occupational attainment in any significant way. 
'. 

This would suggest that lower English fluency exerted a 

stronger influence than friendship patterns and therefore 

resulted in a lower occupational attainment for those 

with low English fluency. 

However, this was not the case for those who were 

highly fluent in English. Most notably, the stable 

white-collar migrants, the majority of whom were highly 
,,~ 

fluent, tend to have predominantly ethnically mixed 

friendship ne~vorks. This may be attributed to the fact 

that high language fluency and the communicative skills 

developed through contact with English-speaking individuals 

tends to aid the stable white-collar workers.in maintaining 

their higher oCQupational status. 

However, perhaps the most surprising finding here 

concerns the friendship patt&rns which characterize the 

upwardly mobile Polish immigrants. The majority of the 

highly fluent upwardly mobile individuals continue to 

maintain friendship ties exclusively wi.th others of the 

, same ethnici ty,. This would suggest that upward mobility 

would readily take place withQut the necessity of changing 

one's cultural affiliation. Evidently, the influen~e of 

high Engli,sh language fluency is greater than that of 
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friendship patterns and tends to foster occupational 

uplifting without the necessity of having to change one's 

friendship network or cultural milieu. 

" 
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- ! 
The immigrants' preferencJ of Toronto as a destination 

of settlement is not really surprising if Vie consider 

the social, cultural, and economic opportunities available 

there for the newcomers. A greater degree of specialization 

and division of labour is generally better sustained 

within a cosmopolitan area and, as a result, more occupational 

demand and therefore more occupational opportunity is 

available. Moreover, other important factors, such as 

the greater availability of non-manual occupations, the 

development of a large number of positions of higher status, 

and the generally ~ower fertility rates in the city (Lipset 

and Bendix, 1968) all contribute to greater economic 

opportunity ~n large urban centres. It is understandable, 

therefore, tha~Jrban rather than rural areas become the 

destination of such a great proportion of immigrants. 

The newcomers who were originally urban dwellers 

usually gained and maintained a conSiderable social and 

economic advantage by residing in a city environment • 
. 

For one, they are better able to take advantage of e~ucational 

facilit~es and are more likely to be aware of the advantages 
. 

of d9ing so'than someone who lives away from an educational 
p 

institution. They usually have access to a better quality 
-. 

Qf schooling and also are better able to rela~e their 

I 
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educational program to the occupational opportunities 

available to them. Lastly, the ,more extensive bureaucratic 

and occupational structures in urban areas usually promote . 
higher middle-class occupational aspirations among urbanites 

(Lipset and Bendix, 1968). 

As one rese~cher argued: 

Those born in medium sized cities tend to 
attain higher occupational status because 
of their advantage in acquiring education; 
those born in large cities seem to have 
some kind of superiority in the ability 
to take advantage of the occupational 
opportunities presented to them once they 
begin their career, that is over and above 
advantages in attaining education. 
(Raczynski, 1972: 196) 

In short, the generally higher occupational performance 

of urbanites, in comparison to that of small-town or rural 

dwellers, is related to the urbanites' knowledge of 

occupational opportunities in the urban area. This advantage 
~ 

is further reinforced by the nature of .the urban labour 

market, its needs and requirements, which by its:very 

complexity and differentiation favours the more soPhisticated 

large-city dweller. For these and-other reasons, whether 

an immigrant's background is pred'ominantly urban or rural 
\ 

is one of the more important determinants of occupational 

attainment. 

Given the :fact that it is the urbanite who is best 

able to take advantage of the ocoupational opportunities 

available in large urban areas, w~ may expect that former 
I 
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urban dwellers will be more capable of higher occupational 

attainment (See Table 14). 

The findings indicate that this, in fact. holds 

for the Polish-born sam~le under study. If the last 

place of permanent residence in Poland was a l,arge urban 

centre. then the newcomer had a better chance of performing 

well occupationally. Of the stabLe white-collar workers, 

for example, the majority were from large urban areas. 

On the other hand. at the stable working-class level, lit 

was small-town ~nd rural dwellers who were most predofuinant. 

Furthermore, the upwardly mobile individuals were 

predominantly former urb~ dwellers. Proportionately 

fewer of the urbanites were in the do\,mwardly mobile 

category. 

These trends tend to support the original assumption 

that newcomers from large urban centres fare better 
I 
I 

occupationally than those from small-town or rural areas. 

~ot o~y are they more occupationally stable at the white

coll.ar'level.' but also they are proportionately slightly 

more upwardly mobile. In short, the former urban dwe~lers 

are better able to takei advantage of occupatio'nal opportunity 

than their small-town and rural counterparts. 

The introduction of a numbe.r 'of additional factors 

has aided in our analysis and understanding of this 

relationsh~p.' The original correlation between occupational 

attainment and community size of'former pl~ce Of residence 

/ 
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tended to disappear when education was introduced as a 

control. This suggests that education exerted a greater 

influence than the si~e of the community of former place 

of residence in determining the individual's occupational 

attainment. However, English language fluency was a most 

important factor in accounting for t~e tendency of large 

urban dwellers to perform better occupationally than their 

rural and small-town counterparts (See Table 15). 

Consistent with our expectations, urban background 

combined with high English langUage fluency resulted in 

higher occupational attainment for the POlish-born 

immigrant. This is largely a result of the fact that the 

degree of English language fluency affected the extent to 

which the community size of the former place of residence 

was related to occupational performance. Thus, knowledge 

of English resulted in considerable occupational 

advancement for those with an urban background. However, 

English language fluency had very little impact on the 

occupational advancement of those form -a small-town or rural 
, 

background. 

More specifically, of those i~c¥i "duals who originated 
\ ' 

from larger urban areas, high English lan ,ge fluency was 

positively related to occupational These 

highly fluent urbanites were much more likely to maintain 

a stable white·collar status from the time of their arrival 

in 'Canada. They were also mUch-more likely to be 
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occupationally upwardly mobile. In addition, the data 

indicate that very few of these highly fluent urbanites 

were at the stable working-class occupational level and ~ 

~ only a very small number were downwardly mobile. On 1(,he 

other hand, if the individual had low English language 

fluency, he would be unable to advance himself or maintain 

a white-collar occupat~ons irregardless of whether or not 
I I 

he had an urban backgrpund. 
\ 

These findingsiwould therefore indicate that high 

English language fluency combined with an urban background 

tends to result in higher levels of occupational attainment. 

In short, the occupational attainment of those with high 
. 

English language fluency but a small-town or rural 

background, or those with an urban background and low 

English fluency tended to be much lower in oomparison to 

that of the highly fluent urbanite. 

This suggests that higher occupational attainment 

results from a combination of high English language fluency 

~d an urban background. Any other combination, as for 

example, urban background and low English fluency or rural 

background and high English fluency, results in a much 

lower job standing for the Polish immigrant. Presumably, 
I I 

low Engli$h language fluency hinders entrance into Anglo-

do~nated white-collar occupations and a small-town or 

rural background is assooiated.with a lack of knowledge 
'. 

of occupational opportunities in. large u~ban areas. 



Furthermore, the very nature of the urban occupational 

structure in Canada is such that it favours the more 
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sophisticated skills of the highly fluent urban dweller. 

It comes as no surprise therefore that individuals with 

either a lower English language fluency or a formerly 

rural background (or both) have a much lower occupational 

performance than their highly fluent urban counterparts. 

i 
I 
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The Influence of Education on OccuEational 

Attainment 
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Much of today's manpower requirements are generated 

by the highly differentiated occupational structure and 

may be satisfied only by producing highly educated 

specialists. The extent of present-day. industrial 

development and modernization owe their very exJ:stence to 

an internally complex and extensively developed educational 

system. As education'becomes more closely integrated with 

the needs of the economy, the role of education in affecting 

and determining the status positions of members of society 

correspondingly increases. Thus, in turn, educational 

attainment has a direct influence upon occupational 

mobility. As one critic stated. 

~he paths of social mobility run through 
the school, the system di~ides the young 
and assigns them to adult statuses· by means 
of years of schooling and specific occupational 
preparation. Thus the equality of educational 
provision and access across divisions of 
class, ethnicity and race, bec~mes a critical 
and social problem • ••• Massive inequality is 
generated in modern society when there is 

.considerable differenbe in the quantity and 
quality of schooling between rural and urban 

. areas. (Clark, 1968, 511) 

Education is t wi thout ~ doubt, one o:f the ~ore 

important, variables a~fecting the occupational attainment 

and occupational mobility of migrants (Lipset and Bendix, 

1968). "A number ,of sociologists have come to realize that 

it is precisely ~ecause ethnic gro~p members entering 

, 
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Canada differ to such a great extent in terms of their 

educational standing (Richmond. 1967) that differential 

(

occupational and mobility patterns characterize the 

various ethnic groups (Porter. 1965; Blishen, 1970). 

As we have indicated elsewhere. the Canadian 

Immigration Act utilized an ethnically differentiated, 

class-selective immigration policy (Richmond, 1967) which 

used educational level as one of the criteria for 

admission. This was implemented in order to recruit a 

labour pool (using the non-Engliah ethnic groups) for the 

lower occupational levels and the less desirable agricultural 

and semi-skilled occupations in Canada. Nevertheless. a 

considerable proportion of the Polish immigrants were 

intelligentsia or white-collar individuals who migrated 

to this country in the post-war era. Many were political 

refugees and demobilized soldiers who did not wish to 

return to Poland after the last war and instead decided 

to come to Can~da. A substantial proportion of this group 

were highly educated. middle-class, professional individuals. 

For our part, we shall argue that higher education 

brings about not only an initially higher occupational 

standing (as evidenced by the great proportion of better 

educated, stable white-collar individuals). but also 

contributes to the upward occupational mobility of the 

Polish-born immigrants. On the other hand, lower educatiion . 
would result· not only in a lower level of occupational 

.. 
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attainment but would also tend to hamper upward mobility. 

It is expected that occupational attainment will vary 

directly with number of years of education. 

The total Polish-born sample had on the average 

9.1 years of education. Of the respondents, 23.5 per cent 

had at least primary schooling, 31.6 per cent had between 

seven and nine years of schooling, and another 18.7 per 

cent ~ad between ten and twelve years of education. The 

remaining 26.2 per cent had over twelve years of schooling. 

Fu~thermore, out of the total sample, 7.0 per cent had 

university degrees, 5.9 per cent had other professional 

degrees or qualifications, and 1.1 per cent had some other 

post-Grade 12 educatton. Moreover, 16 per cent of the 

Polish-born had various other types of trade ~ertificates, 

technical qualifications, or licenses. 

We found that slightly over half of the Polish

born migrants had nine years of education or less and the 

remainder had at least ten years of schooling or more. The 

sizeable proportion of individuals having grade-school 

education could thus be accounted for by the presence of 

a high number of older rural immigrants whose educational 

training emphasized only the basic reading and writing 

skills. ~ 5;;, 

\ 

The findings indicate that the occupational attainment 

~ of the Toronto Polish-born was directly related to the 

number of years of education of these respondents. Gen~rally 



speaking,' the higher the education, the greater the 

occupational attainment (See Table 16). 
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By far, the greater majority of the stable white

collars and approximately half of the upwardly mobiles had 

ten or more years of education. This suggests that higher 

education is an important precondition for higher occupational 

attainment since educational standing determines whether 

the individual is able to obtain and maintain a white-

collar occupation or whether he will be occupationally 

upwardly mobile. On the other hand '" individuals maintaining 

working-class occupations and those who were downwardly 

mobile were predominant1y at the lower educational level 

(that is, they had less than ten years of schooling). 

Al though educational standing is an important 

determinant of the newcomers' subsequent occupational 

attainment (Royal Commission on Bilingualism and 

Biculturalism, 1967), it is a widely documented fact that 

many migrants do not attain an occupational position which 

is consistent with their educational and ~ccupational 

potential (Richmond, 1967). Persistence in entrance status 

occupations often reflects this fact. However, the lack . 
of occupational advancement may also be the result of other 

factors. Thus, we may expect some individuals to not 

perform as well occupationally, despite their higher 

education, because of other factors such as social 

background or advanced age. 
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As a result, it is hypothesized that higher 

education is a ~ecessary but not always a sufficient 

precondition for higher occupational standing in Canadian 

society. A number of other factors may exert a negative 

influence which tends to lower the occupational attainment 

of the better educated Polish-born. We shall consider 

~,o such additional factors, social background (that is, 

the community size of the respondent's former place of

residence) and age, and attempt to examine the impact which 

they exert on occupational-attainment (See Table 17). 

We maintain that the better educated urban dwellers 

hold a considerable advantage over the better educated 

small-town or rural dwellers in terms of their level of 

occupational attainment. This may generally be accounted 

for by the nature of the urban occupational structure which 

tends to favour those individuals with an urban background. 

Thus, we may expect to find that those Polish-born immigrants 

with higher education and from large urban centres will 

achieve the highest level of occupational attainment. 

Since many of the educational facilities are located 

within the larger urban areas, we may expect that the size 

of the respondent's former place of residence, that is, 

whether he has a large urban or small-tovrn, rural background, 

would affect his educational attainment and in turn, his 

occupational performance. 

It was. in "fact, found that of those having a lower 
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educational standing, no significant differences were 

observed within the four occupational attainment categories 

between former urbanites and those individuals formerly 

from small-toYnl or rural areas. This suggests that 

immigrants with a lower educational standing experience 

similar barriers with regard to their occupational career 

irregardless of their social background, that is, the size 

of their comm~nity of former residence in Poland. Thus, 

the occupational performance of immigrants ~ith fewer years 

of education is generally much below that of immigrants 

with higher education. 

The findings indicate a very different situation 

for those with a greater number of years of educatio~. It 

was found that the stable white-co~ar and upwardly mobile 

immigrants had the greatest proportion of highly educated 

individuals from large urban centres. However, for the, 

two remaining occupational categories, the influence of 

social background is reversedr the stable working-class 

and downwardly mobile immigrants with higher education 

were predominantly from small-town or rural areas. It is 

suggested that such a small-town, rural background acts 

as a "neutralizing" factor with respect to the individual's 

educational advantage. As a result, even if they had 

obtained higher educational qualifications, the former 

small-town or rural immigrants did not advance occupationally 

in as great a proportion as their urban counterparts. On 
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the contrary, they were characterized by a higher proportion 

of working-class individuals and slightly more doWnwardly 

mobiles. 

The findings therefore~~ndicate that newcomers 

with higher education who formerly resided in a large 

urban area have the best opportunity for stable white-

collar achievement or upward occupational mob,llity in 

Canada. On the other hand, those with higher education 

who originated from smaller towns or rural communities in 

Poland experienced greater difficulty in advancing themselves 

occupationally. It is argued that since higher occupational 

attainment is related to knowledge of occupational 

opportunity within the urban labour market (Raczynski, 1972), 

the small-to\'m or rural imm"igrant would be at a marked 

disadvantage in the urban occupational structure which 

favours specialized, more sophisticated urbanite skills. 

It is therefore not surprising that the higher educated 

individual with a small-tovm or rural background did not 

perform as well as his highly educated urban counterpart. 

The relationship between occupational attainment 

and educational level was further examined by introducing 

the age of the respondent as an additional factor to be 

considered. It was expect~d that because of the greater 

emphasis on education in recent years, a greater proportion 

of younger, ~ghlY educated immigrants would be the more 

likely to achieve and maintain the higher white-collar 

\ 
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occupations. On the other hand, it was also expected that 

although older individuals might initially fall occupationally 

upon their arrival in Canada, other factors such as greater 

knowledge of occupational opportunity (as a result of 

prolonged job experience) would somewhat compensate 10r 

their lower education and would therefore tend to result 

in a higher rate of occupational mobility in comparison 

to similarly educated younger individuals (See Table 18). 

The findings indicate that of the higher educated, 

stable white-collar immigrants, a significant proportion 

belonged to the younger (54 years and younger) age cohort. 

Older indiviuals were great~y underrepresented in this 

occupational category. 

Those immigrants persisting at working-class status 

since their arrival in Canada did so predominantly as a 

result of their lower educational standing. Although the 

influence of age was rather slight, the older in~ividuals 

were somewhat more represented among those working-class 

immigrants with higher education. On the other hand, there 

was a slightly higher proportion of younger individuals 

with a lower edupational level in this occupational status 

group. This would suggest that immigrants persisting at 

working-class occupations eith~r tended to be younger with 

'a lower level of education or if they did ha~e higher 

education, their educational advantage was somewhat offset 

by their more advanced age. 
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For the better educated, upwardly mobile immigrants, 

age was of little value in helping to account for thei~ 

occupational attainment. It would seem that higher education 

was more important than age in explaining the upward 

mobility of this status group. However, the influence of 

age was much more significant for the lower educated 

upwardly mobiles (the majority of whom were 55 years of 

age or older). It is suggested that these older immigrants 

with lower education had achieved a greater degree of 

occupational expertise and were presumably more aware of 
. -,' 

the occupational opportunities open to them. As a result, 

they were able to advance in occupational status. On the 

other hand, the lower educated downwardly mobiles tended 

to be younger individuals which would suggest that lower 

age and fewer number' of years of education result in a 

greater tendency for downward mobility. 

In conclusion, our data indicate that higher 

educational standing is an important determinant of higher 

occupational attainment. However, although higher education 

is necessary, it is not always a sufficient precondition 

for a higher level of occupational standing in Canada. 

Factors sucr as a formerly small-town or rural area of 

reside~ce dr advanced age tend 1;0 exert a "neutralizing" 

influence,and therefore tend to somewhat offset the 

occupat.ional advan,tage which is obtained by having a greater 

number of years of education. As a result. fewer older 



(that is, 55 years of age or over) individuals with higher 

education have entered and persisted at the white-collar 

occupational level since their arrival in Canada. On the 

other hand, despite their lower education, older immigrants 

were more likely to be occupationally upwardly mobile which 

presumably is a result of their lengthy work experience 

and greater knowledge of occupatiorial opportunity. 
,.' 

I • 
I 
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Summary 

The analysis has shovm that the structural and 
,"'> 

I 

market variables under consideration did, in fact, directly 

influence the occupational attainment levels~f this 

sample of Polish-born immigrants in Toronto. The findings 

suggest that each of the occupational attainmBnt s~atus 

groups was influenced by a specific' combination of these 

factors. In this section we will briefly summarize each 

of these occupational attainment levei~. 

The Stable vIhi te Collars: 

These individuals possess, by far, the greatest 

proportion of occupationally valuable structural and 

market characteri,stics and it is these that have aided 

in their persistence in these more desirab~e occupations 

since their arrival in Canada. This occupational attainment 

status group includes such middle-class occupations as, for 

example, doctors, managers, and teachers. 

This status group was the most likely to remain in 

their first entrance occupation for the greatest length 

of t~me. Presu~ably, since these individuals were more 

like{y to have the higher qualifications, in terms of 

educational and occupational capabilities, they were more 

likely to enter their intended white-collar occupations 

shortly after their arrival in Canada. It should be noted 

that because of the presence of ,these educational and 
.. 

oooupational characteristics, these individuals tended to 
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enter Canada as non-sponsored immigrants. Furthermore, 

since this group of Polish-born migrants has such 

occupationally valuable qualifications as high English 

language fluency, higher levels of education, and the 

advantages associated with former urban residence, they 

, have the best chance of not only obtaining a white-collar 

job as an entrance occupation, but also of maintaining 

their occupational standing at that level. 

The Stable ~'Jorking Class: 

The Polish-born immigrants who maintained themselves 

in a \'Iorking-class occupation were characterized by a 

different set of characteristics. These individuals entered 

working-class level occupations upon their arrival in 

Canada and did not advance- out of this occupational status 

group. This could be accounted for in terms of the influence 

exerted by the structural and market variables. 

The stable working-class individuals tended'to be 

horizontally mobile in that they would change their entrance 

status occupation within a year of their arrival but without 

any significant improvement in their occupational status. 

It seems that working-class occupations tend to be 

characterized by considerable job instability which may 

result in frequent job changes for these individuals with 

no appre c iable gain in occupa tiotlal s ta tus • ,~ ., 

It,was found that slightly over half of this status 

group were sponsored immigrants which, in turn, reflects 
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their lower occupational qualifications. They were also 

characterized by a lower level of English language fluency 

which was found to negatively influence their occupational 

attainment. Their lower educational standing also tended 

to prevent these immigrants from advancing occupationally. 

Their stability at the working-class level was 

partially explained by their predominantly small-to\vn and 

rural background. Immigrants formerly from small-town 

or rural areas tend to be at a marked disadvantage (in 
~ 

comparison to former urbanites) when it Qomes to occupational 

advancement in larger urban centres. 

The combination of structural and market variables 

c~aracterizing these individuals in the stable working-class 

occupational status group. such as fewer years of education. 

small-town or rural background, lower English language 

fluency, and persistence in 'entrance status occupations 

tend to erect b~riers to occupational advancement. 

The Upwardly Mobilesl 

This occupational status group was composed of those 

POlish-born immigrants who advanced upward out of their 

entrance status occupations. They were selected from the 

entire Toronto PoliSh-born sample if they moved upward 

-occupationally across occupational levels, that is, if 

they moved from an unskilled or semi-skilled to a ~killed 

or white-collar occupation or if they moved from a skilled 

to a white-collar job. The performance of this status 
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group is by far the most interesting. not only becauqe it 

provides some indication of the factors which result in the 

occupational' advancement if this group. but also because 

it will help us to determine those circumstances and 

conditions that allow the Polish-born immigrant to penetrate 

the occupational and economic structures of society. 

The majority of the upwardly mobile Polish-born 

were the most likely of the occupational attainment status 

groups to move out of their entrance status occupations 

within a year of starting their first Canadian job. This 

suggests that early exit from entrance status occupations 

even~ually results in the uplifting of one's occupational 

status., that is, upward vertical mobility. In addition to 

this early occupational movement, high English language 

fluency, and a higher educatio~al standing tended to 

characterize these individuals and further promoted their 

occupational upgrading. 

The majority of the upwardly mobiles tended to be 

sponsored immigrants (implying that they did not enter this 

country on the basis of their educational or occupational 
" , 

qualifications). However, ~he fact that they had the 
I 

possibility of assistance from their sponsoring party . . 
tended to foster upward ,mobility, especially for those 

immigrants with higher education. 

High English language fluency was also an important . ...... -

, factor 'influencing the proportion of Toronto Polish-born 

,t. 
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who were upwardly mobile. This characteristic, in combination 

with the fact that the majority of these individua~ were 
'. --

formerly from urban areas, resulted in their advancement 

in occupational· status. 

Educational standing also exerted an important 

influence at the upwardly mobile level. Slightly over 

half of the upwardly mobiles had a higher educational 

standing (ten or more years of schooling). On the other 

hand, lower educated upwardly mobiles tended to be older. 

. Presumably, many years of occupational experience in Canada 

compensated somewhat for their lower educational level and 

thus resulted in their occupational advancement. 
-, 

In summary, the occupational attainment of the 

upwardly mobile status group was influenced by many of the 

occupationally valuable structural and market variables 

which we initially found to be ch~racteristic of the stable 

white-collar individuals. As it turned out, many of the , 
upwardly mobile POlish-born adv~ced occupationally into 

white-coilar jobs. 

The Do\vnwardly Mobilesl 

The dovmwardly mobile occupational sta~us group 

was comprised of on1y 13 per cent of the entire Polish-born 

sample. As a result, because o~ such a small number of 

cases, even the strongest correlations characterizing this 

status group may not necessarily be representative of the 

I 

true influence exerted by the structural and market variables. 

Q . 
/ 
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Of the downwardly mobile individuals, about half 

changed their entrance status occupation within a year of 

their arrival in Canada. The majority of these immigrants 

were non-sponsored which would suggest that their occupational 

attainment was dependent upon factors other than assistance 

from a sponsoring party. 

Moreover. the majority of dovmwardly mobiles 

tended to have a small-tovm or rural background, had fewer 

years of education, and a lower English language fluency all of 

which tended to lower their occupational attainment level. 

It is interesting to note that the structural and market 

variables characterizing this status group similarly 

characterize the stable working-class group. This would 

sugges~ that the influence of this particular combination 

~,~~bles tends to not only suppress but even lower the 

occupational attainment levels of these respondents. 
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CHAPTER V 

Summary and Conclusions 

Assimilation of minority groups has always been 

in the forefront of sociological analysis. The large 

number of assimilation studies clrried out since the 

beginning of this century have been characterized by 

manifold approaches in the attempt to study minority and 

majority relations. Perhaps the most important development 

emanating from these early works is the formulation of 
~ 

the "Race Relations1~yclen. This was the first comprehensive 

theoretical framework to be developed in the attempt to 

account for the minority group assimilation process in 

its entirety. Despite its usefulness, this approach was 

~ltimately abandoned in recent years. The changing patterns 

of post-war international migration has necessit~ted that 

new perspect~ves on assimilation be developed if the 

adaptative prooess characterizing the newcomers vis-a-vis 

the post-industrial society were to be more adequately 

explored. 

Al though current usage of the term "assimilationt' 

is characterized by a great amount of inconsistency ot 

usage and considerable theoretical diff~culty, it is s~ill 

possible to gi~ some account of the nature of the contact 

which take,s place between individuals of different cultures. 

170 . 
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In recent years, considerable interest has been 

shovm by sociologists in determining the nature of the 

adjustment processes of immigrants in larger urban centres. 

It has subsequently become apparent that much of the 

assimilation which newcomers undergo, whether it be social, 

cultural, or marital assimilation, is dependent upon the 

extent of the socio-economic disparity be~veen the host 

community and themselves. 

With only a few exceptions, if immigrants entering 

Canada were from a non-charter ethnic group, they were 

usually channelled into lower level entrance status 

occupations. As a result of this occupational downgrading, 
1 

the immigrant's occupational standing was initially lowered 

and he was dependent upon his ability to become upwardly 

mobile in order to attain equality of status. To the 

extent that he persisted in entrance status occupations, 
. 

to that extent was there inequality of occupational status. 

As a result, being an immigrant pr ethnically affiliated 

has implied a lower occupational status for these individuals. 

In turn, some sociologists have argued that 

immigrant occupational penetration is a function of the 

choice which the newcomer has madez that is, either 

assimilation into the host society, thereby acquiring a 
! 

means for occupational mobility and other societal rewards 

~ the maintenance of-his orm ethnicity within the context 

of his own, ethnically enclosed institutions but at the cost 
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of persisting at the lower entrance status occupations. 

The latter choice usually implied little or no integration 

into Canadian society and the subsequent social and economic 

deprivation would thus eventually result in an ethni~ly 

delineated system of social stratification (Porter, 1965). 

Moreover, such an ethnically delineated system of 

social stratification would mean inequality of ~pportunity 
U 

as it would provide the immigrant with only a marginal 

degree of access to the institutional and cul~ral rewards 

of this society. In this way, the nature of the social 

inequality could be perpetuated for generations. 

A continued lack of assimilation with the outside 

community would serve to reinforce itself as the migrant 

learns little or no English and thus is able to compete 

for only the lowe~t unskilled occupations. As a result, 

there wou~d be little hope of attaining educational or 

judicial equality within the larger society. 

Consequently, it would seem that affiliation with 

the ethnic community is construed as a kind of "dumping 

ground" for the occupationally immobile immigrants, for 

those who cannot become successfully integrated into the 

various institutional levels within the Anglo-Canadian 

society, for those who speak little or no English, or 
. , 

for those who identify least with their new Canadian 

environment. In this way, being ethnically affiliated implies 

that the individual is generally removed from the mainstream 
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of Canadian cultural, economic, and organizational life. 

As a result& 

there is the danger that a policy of 
"bilingualism wi thin a framework of ~ 
multiculturalism" which has now been 
endorsed by the federal and most 
provincial governments could lead to 
the emergence of a system of ethnic 
stratification in which immigrants from 
some countries experienced prolonged 
economic and social deprivation that 
persisted through more than one generation. 
In this sense Canada's mosaic could 
continue to be a vertical one in which 
there were gross ineq~lities of 
opportunity in the education system and 
in the subsequent achievement of 
occupational status (Porter, 1965). 
(Richmond, 1972& 6) , 

In this way, due to the prevailing class and 

power structures of this society, being ethnically affiliated 

is synonymous to persisting in occupations close to one's 

entrance status. In turn, the per~istence of such a status 

ultimately results in the formation of an ethnically 

determined class system which continues to perpetuate the 

occupational inequality of minority ethnic groups in 

Canada (Porter, 1965, Blishen, 1970). 

~o paraphrase then, being ethnically affiliated, 

that is, being an immigrantj.- suggests that occupational . "" , 

assimilation cannot take place since the newcomer's 
-

occupational status is determined by his entrance occupation 
, ,/ 

at the time of his arrival in Canada (Porter, 1965). b-o.On 

the other ~dt it is argued that if thes~ individuals 
.,'. 

sever, ~heir ethnic ties and affiliation, o~utT their 
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own ethnicity, that is, if they negate the influence of 

their ethnicity and all which this entails, they would be 

able to advance occupationally and thus move out of their 

ethnically determined entrance status occupations. In this 

way. they would improve their occupational attainment level. 

However, it is this argument which 'our analysis has 

attempted to refute. 

Occupational assimilation, as evidenced by the 

extent of the occupational attainment of the minority ethnic 

group, is indicative of the degree of the group's equality 

o£ opportunity in the occupational and economic spheres • 
• r 

More importantly, occupational assimilation is a crucial 

component of structural assimilation since no cultural 

minority may be expected to be successfully integrated into 

society if it is denied the higher occupational and 

economic rewards._ In this way, the extent of the 

occupational assimilation of an ethnic gr~up is often 

related to other spheres of assimilation. 

As mentioned previously, the ethnically selective 

immigration policies have determined to a considerable 

extent the class standing of a minority cultural group 

in this country.. As a result, the majority of non-charter 

group immigrants entering Canada were channelled into 

lower level entrance status occupations (usually unskilled 

or semi-skilled jobs). Thus, th~ only means available to 

the newcomer for changing his predetermined class standing 
, 
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was through upward occupational mobility, that is, out of 

the entrance status occupatio~. 

Even today, sociologists continue to debate the 

factors which bring about tlifferential patterns of 

occupational attainment of the various ethnic minorities. 

As indicated, a number of sociologists assume that ethnic 

occupational advancement is dependent upon, severing one's 

ethnic ties. However, a number of others have indicated 

that although different ethnic groups in North American 

society have advanced occupationally at different rates, 
-

much of this mobility may be explained by holding constant 

various structural and ~ket·variables. This would 

suggest that much of the explanatory value of ethnicity in 

}, accounting for the variation in the occupational attainment 

of the various cultural minorities becomes greatly attenuated. 

The object of this study was to determine 'the 

relationship between occupational attainment and a number 

of structural and market variables in order to determine 

their influence upon the occupational assimilation of 

'Toron~o t s Polish-born. , 

In this study, we have argued that much of the 

occupational attainment and.occup~tional mobility of the 

Polish-born immigrants i~ Toronto may be explaine'd by the 
, 

influence exerted by a number of structural and market 

variables such as len~h of stay in entrance staus occupation, 

auspices of migration, English language fluency~ community 
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size of place of former residence, and education. It is 

suggested that these variables may be used to predict the 

extent to which the Polish-born immigrants have penetrated 

the societal occupational structure. In turn, this helps 

us to confirm the assumption that it is the influence of 

structural and market variables, rather than that of 

ethnicity, that determines the extent of the occupational 

attainment (occupational performance) of ethnic group 

members. It is not improbable that the severing-of ethnic 

ties may play very little part in determining the ethnic 
/-, 

individual's occupational at~inment. It is our position 
, 
\ -

that the extent' of the occupa.tional attainment of the 
~-~ . . . 

Toronto Polish-born is large~y contingent upon the influence 

of structural and market variables. 

The empirical findings have supported our position 

that higher (or lower) occupational attainment is dependent 

u~on the combined influence of these structural and market 

variables. The combination of higher education, having a 

sponsoring party, former urban background, high English 
• 

language fluency, and an occupationally beneficial length 

of stay in the entrance occupation produce occupationally 

favourable circumstances for the Polish-born which result 

in stable white-collar occupational attainment or at least 

contribute to upward mobility t, 
. 

It is the,.se structural and market variables which 

exert an influence upon the .. Polish-:-born individuals in the 
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stable white-collar and the upwardly mobile occupational 

status groups and which result in the tendency towards the 

occupational assimilation of these two status groups. In 

short, it is because of the influence of these factors that 

these individuals are in the best position to penetrate 

the formal economic and institutional structures of this 

society. Thus, these immigrants were not only the most 

likely to enter and persist at the more desired white

collar occupations upon their arrival in Canada but were 
f.. /also more likely to be upwardly mobile. 

On the other hand, these structural and market 

variables exerted a different ~nfluence upon the stable 

working'-class and dovmwardly mobile occupational attairu,nent . 
status groups. The immigrants in these groups were 

characterized by lower education, former small-town or 

rural background t a low level of English language fluency, 

sponsored:migration, and a shorter length of stay in 

entrance occupations without a corresponding rise in 
r" 

occupational status. Thus, it is because of the influence 

of these variables that these immigrants persisted at 

~orking-class occupations or were downwardly mobile." As 

a result. they were the lea~t able to penetrate the formal 

economic ~d institutional structures of this society. 

'The findings of the study thus indicate that it 

is not justified t~ think of the Toronto Polish-born as 

maintaining a higher or lower ocoupational stan~~ng by virtue 
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of their.ethnic status or cultural affiliation. We have 

demonstrated that tho difference in occupational attainment 

was due, in large part, to the nature of the influence 

~ exerted by these structural and market variables. It 

becomes evident, therefore, that these variables play an 

important role in determining not only whether the Toronto 

Polish-born maintain occupations of a similar status as 

their entrance; occupation, but als0 the extent to which 

they are able to penetrate the societal economic structure. 

It is our position that much of th~ occupational assimilation 
-of these Toronto Polish-born immigrants may be explained 

by the nature of the in£luence exerted by these variables. 
, 
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Implications For Further Research 

The findings generate many important implications 

and questions for further study. First of all, although 

the immigrants possessing the most occupationally 

advantageous characteristics were successful occupationally, 

~o evidence was found to indicate that they were also the 

first to undergo cultural and social assimilation, or that 

they were the first to undergo a ohange in ethnic identity. 

This' would suggest that the decrease in size of the Polish 

ethnic group in Toronto would have to be accounted for 

in terms other than whether or not this group became 
. 

assimilated occupationally. We have suggested elsewhere 

that much of this loss is due to changes in the census 

classifications, but it is felt that a much more detailed 

analysis is necessary in this area in order to determine 

why the numbers of the Polish ethnic group continue to 

diminish despite continuing immigration from Poland. 

Second of ail. 'this assimilation study, like all 

others. has had its share of theoretical difficulties. 

Occupational assimilation is construed as occurring if 

occupational penetration takes place. This would suggest 

a middle-class bias to this study. Carried to its extreme, 

this would imply that individuals in intended working-
• class occupations are not assimilated occupationally since 

they have not advanced their occupational 'entrance s~atus 
since their arrival in Canada. 
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In addition, we cannot ~esolve the dilemma of 

uneven occupational assimilation. It is not possible to 

indicate whether individuals who have higher education 

but lower English language fluency have penetrated the 

economic structure to a greater extent than those with 

low education but high English fluency. Although the 

empirical comparison of the mobility rates of such status 

groups would indicate which had the higher occupational 

attainment rate, no theoretically determined assumptions 
, 

are available to indicate which of the structural and 

market variables is the more "valuable" indicator of 

occupational assimilation. This would suggest. that the 

assimilation model continues to suffer from serious 
I 

theoretical deficiencies and requires much clarification 

in this area. 

Furthermore. although our data have indicated that 

occupational attainment is mainly a function of structural 

and market variables. it is still not entirely improbable 

that ethnic variables exert some influence. For example, 

approximately 28 per cent of our ~espondents stated that 

they experienced discrimination in the work world. The 

possibility that this might influence the nature of the 

occupational performance of the Polish-born should not 

be overlooked. It is suggested that further research 

could use alternative approaches for collecting data 
• such "as participant observation or unstructured interviews. 
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Presumably, these methods would uncover additional kinds 

of data which are not provided by the method of data 

collection used in this study. This would allow us to 

determine the way in which factors such as "discrimination" 

affect the values, attitudes, and desire for occupational 

advancement of the various occupational attainment status 

groups. 

Finally, because of the small proportion of 

downwardly mobile individuals (1) per cent), we were~ 

severely limited in the extent of our ge~eralizations 

with regard to those immigrants who fell in occupational 

status since their arrival in Canada. Given a greater 

number of cases, future studies could focus upon these 

immigrants in order to formulate a more detailed and precise 

accoun~' of those characteristics which bring about a drop 

, , in occupational B ta tus • 
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Table 1 

These 1961 and 1971 Census figure~ indicate the number of 

people who stated that "Polish" was the ethnic group to 

which they or their ancestors on the male side belonged 

upon arrival in Canada. * 

, 
Canada Toronto Metro Ontario Canada 
Census City Toronto 

1961** 27.191 58,578 149,524 323.517 

19?1*~* 2?340 43.520 144.115 316.425 

% 
1e;~ Decrease 25% -, 3-5% 2% 

(approx. ) 

" 

* These figures are only approximate because of changes of 
boundary in the Census Tracts. 

** Sources Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1961 Census of 
Canada. Ethnic Groups. Bulletin 1.2-5. 30-11-1962. 

*** Source a Statistics 'Canada, 1971 Census of Canada Advance 
Bul1etin. Catalogue #92-762 (AP-ll), September, 
197). 
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Table 2, 

Number of Persons Entering Canada Whose Country of Last 
., 

Permanent Residence Was Poland* 

Number 
Year of Persons 

1960 3182 

1961 2753 

1962 1601 

1963 1482' 

1964 1944 

1965 1975 

1966 1678 

1967 1470 

1968 1092 ( 

1969 859 

1970 723 

1971 1132 

1972 1321 

1973 1261 

1974 945 

Total Number from 1961 to 19711 19.889 

*Sourcal Immigration Statisticsl 1960 through 1974. Released 
annually by the Department of Manpower and 
Immigration, p. 8. 

• I 
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Table 3 
\ 

Comparison of Entrance Status and Present Occupational 

Standing 

Entrance 
Status Present 

Occupational Occupation Occupation 
Standing % % 

/ 

\'lhi te Collar 
, 

21 37 

Skilled (Working Class) 24 32 

Unski'lled and Semi-skilled 5.5 31 

Total % 100 100 

Number 187 187 
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186 

TabJ1e 4 

A Comparison of the Movement Between Entrance Status 

and Present Occu12ation 

Present o~pation 

Unskilled 
Entrance Status and Semi- ~1hi te 
_Occupation Skilled Skilled Collar 

Unskilled and 40 36 28 
Semi-Skilled 21 19 15 

15 18 11 
Skilled 8 10 6 

\'lhi te 4 6 
9 

29 
Collar 2 :3 16 

" 

Total % = 100, Total N (Number of cases) = 187 

* The digit~n the upper left-hand corner of each square 
denotes the square number. ' 

petermina~ion or Mobility Variable (Occupational 

Attainment Status Groups) 

occu1ational 
Atta nment . Square 
status Groups Number N 

Stable \-lhi te Collar 9 29 

Stable tlorking Class 5+1 58 

Upwardly Mobile 2?3i-6 75 

Dowm'.rardly Mobile 4??i-8 25 
\ 

Total ~ = 100, Total N (Number of cases) =-187 

~ 

16 

31 

40 

13 

N 
% 

N 
% 

N % r 
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Table 5 

occupational Attainment by Length of Stay in Entrance 

Status Occupation 

Oc,~ational 
Attainment 

Stable White Collar 

Stable Working Class 

Upwardiy Mobile 

Downwardly Mobile 

Total % 
Number 

2 
~ x = 13.24. p ~ .01 

Under 
1 Year 

% 

5 

27 

56 

12 

100 

78 

" 

Over 
1 Year 

% 

18 

32 

12 

100 

97 

( 



Table 6 

Occupational Attainment by Length of Stay in Entrance 

Status Occupation and Language Fluency 

Under 1 year Over 1 year 
in Entrance in Emtrance 
Occupation Occupation 

High Low· High Low 

188 

Occupational Fluency 
% 

Fluency 
% 

Flu~ncy Fluency 
gt til Attainment 

Stable \vhi te Collar 11 2 

Stable \'Jorki:ng. Cl~ss 14 32 

Upwardly Mobile 68 50 

Downwardly Mobile 7 16 

Tota.l ~ 100 1.00 

Number 28 44 

\ 

.. 

, . 

l \ 

/~ .,~ 

29 

21 

38 

12' 

100 

42 

I 
\ 

7 

10 

51 

?5 

.14 

100 

51 

\ 

" 
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Table 7 

Occupational Attainment by Length of S~ay in Entrance 

status Occupation and Educational Standing 

Occupational 
Attainment 

Stable vlhi te Collar 

S~able vlorking Class 

Upwardly,Jdobile 

Downwardly Mobile 

Total % 

Number 

, 
\ 

/ 
/ 

Under 1 year 
in Entrance 
Occupation 

Over 1 year 
in Entrance 

Occupation 

High LoVi High Low 
Education Education Education Education 

% % % .% 

11 0 32 ~ 

17 36 29 . 45 

67 47 )2 32 
£ 

5 17 r' .7 16 

100 100 100 100 

~6 42 41 S6 
.. 

/ 

/ 
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Table 8 ., 

OCCuBational Attainment b~ AusBices ~f Mi~~t~on 

/ 
Non-

occu1ational Sponsored Sponsored 
Atta nment / 

,,- $S % , 

Stable White Collar ~ 22 

Stable Working Class 34 28 

/) 

Upwardly Mobile 47 34 

Do~m~ardlY'Mobile 10 16 

Total % 100 100 

Number 90 97 

x2 .: 8.89J 
a 

p ~ .05 

-. , 

/ 
.,.,," 

" 
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Table 9 

Occupational Attainment by iruspice's of Migration and 

Educational Standing 

Occupational 
Attainment' 

I 

Stable \'Jhi te Collar 

Stable \'~orking Class 

Upwardly Mobile 

Dovlnwardly Mobi~e 

Total % 
Numoor 

Sponsored 

High Low 

Non
Sponsored 

.. 
High Low 

Education Education Education Education 
% ~ % ~ 

13 6 34 10 

22 43 21 34 
j' 

60 38 32 36 

5 i) 1) 20 

100 100 100 100 

,37 53 "47 SO 



Table 10 

Occupational Attainment by English Language Fluency. 

Occu:pational 
Attal.nment 

Stable Working Class 

Upwardly Mobile 
~ 

Downwardly Mobile 

Total ~ 

Number 

x2 = 21.68, P ~ .001 

High 
Fluency 

% 

28 

11 

11 

100 

79 

LOt'1 • 
FluencY" 

% 

, 1 

41 

.. , .... 

16 

100 

98 

-

192 

t ... 
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Table 12 

Occupational Attainment by English Language Fluency and , 

Auspices of Migration 

High Fluency LO\,1 Fluency 

Non- Non-
Occupational Sponsored Sponsored Sponsored Sponsored 
Attainment % % % % 

Stable \'lhi te Collar 12 39 8 6 
':>.---

Stable Working Class 18 1.5 45 37 
~ , ~ 

Upwardly Mobile 64 31 JJ 39 

Do\~wardly Mobile 6· 1.5 14 18 

Total % 100 100 100 100 

Number 33 46 '49 49 
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Table 13 

Occupational Attainment by English Language Fluency and 

Ethnicity of Friends 

High Fluency Low Fluency 

Same Mixed Same Mixed 
Occupational Ethnicity Ethnicity Ethnicity Ethnicity 
Attainment % % % % 

Stable \-Jhi te Collar l2 41 10 4 
, , 

Stable Working Class 21 14 42 40 
I, 

! 

Upvlardly lito bile 58 32 33 36 

Dmmwardly Mobile 9 13 15 20 

Total % 100 100 '100 100 

Number 33 44 48 '. 45 

, 
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Table 14 

Occupational Attainment by Community Size of Former 

Place of Residence 

Occupational 
Attainment 

Stable White Collar 

Stable ''lorking Class 

Upwardly Mobile 
( , 
i 

Downwardly Mobile 

Total % 

Number 

x2 = 11.20; P ~ .01 

I 
, 

Small Town 
or Rural Area 

% 

7 

39 

39 

15 

100 

103 

p 
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Table 15 

Occupational Attainment by Community Size of Former Place 

of Residence and English Language Fluency 

Occupational 
Attainment 

Stable vlhi te Collar 

Stable \'lorking Class 

Upwardly Mobile 

Downwardly llIol;>~le 
'> <::: 

Total % ~, , 
~ 

Number " 

Large 
Urban Area 

High Low 

Small Town 
or Rural Area 

High Lovi 
Fluency Fluency Fluency 

% % % 
Fluency 

% 

30 11 13 5 

7 43 32 39 

58 29 36 40 

5 17 19 16 

100 100 100 100 

'~, 40 3S , 31 63 

, , , 

~ 

" " 

• 
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Table 16 

Occupational Attainment by Number of Years of Education) 

1-9 Years 10 Years 
of or more of 

Occupational Education Education 
Attainment % % 

Stable \,lhi te Collar 8 25 .. 
Stable \'1orking Class 39 21 

Upwardly Mobile 37 44 

DO\1nwardly Mobile 16 10 

Total % 100 100 

NUmber J 103 84 

x2 = 15.66. p !: .001 

)- -

"-, 

'" 

I 
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Table 17 

occupational Attainment by Number of Years of Education 

and Community Size of Former Place of Residence 

/' 

Occupational 
Attainment 

Stable vfuite Collar 

Stable Working Class 

Upwardly Mobile 

Dovlnwardly Mobile 

Total % 

Number 

1-9 Years 
of 

Education 

10 Years 
or more of 
Education 

Large 
Urban 

% 

S~l Town Large 
or Rural Urban 

Small Town 
or Rural 

5 

41 

36 

18 

% % 

6 

40 

37 

17 

100 

78 

28 

17 

48 

7 

100 

54 

% 

8 

12 

100 

25 
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Occupational Attainment by NMmber of Years of Education 

and Age of Respondent 

1-9 Years 10 Years 
of' or more of 

Education Education 

54 Years 55 Years 54 Years 55 Years 
of' Age of' Age of' Age of, Age 

, 
~ 

Occupational or less or over or less or over 
Attainment % % % % 

Stable White Collar • 6 10 31 12 

~table \'/orking Class l.}3 35 19 28 

Upwardly Mobile 29 44 42 48 

Downwardly Mobile 22 11 8 12 

Total % 100 100 100 1~ 
Number 51 52 59 ~ 

J 
I 



FOOTNOTES 

CHAPTER I 

lPor the most part, the ,acculturation studies of 
the 1930's and 40's, which constituted much of the work 
done by anthropologists at this time. were of a des·criptive 
processual-analysis type. In the majority of cases, they 
attempted to determine the combination of cultural elements 
that resulted in the subsequent adaptation or resistance 
to the culture of the host society. In a number of case,s, 
there were some distinct similarities'be~veen the . 
methodological and analytical aspects of the. anthropological 
studies, on the..on,2','hand, and the work done by the 
sociologists of~ Chicago School, on the other. 

CHAPTER II 

1Throughout our analys'is we have" "dichotomized" 
our variables in such a way that the number o~ cases in 
the two values of any given variabl~ is as equivalent as 
possible. This is advantageous because 'it prevents a 
misrepresentation of the direction of the influence of 
the variables when crosstabulating. In this way, it does 
not overload one value at the expense of losing cases in 
the other values of a variable. In short, dichotomizing 
is not simply an arbitrarily determined cut-off point but 
instead is a means of facilitating a more efficient 
interpretation ,of our data. 

CHAPTER III 

1It should be noted that the Metropolitan Census 
Area includes peripheral municipalities such as Oakville, 
Streetsville, Milton, Toronto Tovlnship, Markham, and 
Pickering. J:ts popUlation is from 2'l'5,OOO to )00,000 
larger than Metro' s. i . 

'For a more comprehen~ive bikliOgraphy see 
Ethnic Research pro~amme. A pamphl/et published by the . 
Institute for Behavoural. Ra se-arah I ,York University, Toronto, 
1974. ' 

3It is interesting to note, that approximately S per 
. --

201 
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cent of our Polish-born sample identified themselves as 
being of an ethnic group other than P6lish or'CanadianJ 
namely as German, Ukrainian, or Russian. This illustrates 
one of the special problems that can be encountered in 
attemp"ting to determine a precise definition of a "polish" 
immigrant. The difficulty stems from the fact that there 
have been a number of changes in the Polish border and this 
has meant that before World v/ar I a number of "Poles" were 
not born in Poland as such, These areas became Polish only 
after Poland regained her political independence at the 
end of World War I. 

During the inter-war period, Gdabsk, which is a 
sea-port on the northern coast of Poland, was a Free City 
to which Poland had access only by the Polish Corridor. 
Germany (at this time) ret!ined possession of Eastern 
Prussia (on the northeast side of Poland) and Western 
Silesia. At the end of World War II, Poland regained Gd~sk 
and the southern portions of East Prussia and Silesia but at the 
expense of giving up Lw6w and all of its eastern territorial 
possessions to the Soviet Union. This eastern border 
change affected a SUbstantial proportion of Polish 
immigrants (especially Polish ex-servicemen who migrated 
to Canada immediately after the cessation of hostilities 
of World War II). A large proportion of these immigrants 
originated from these areas that were formerly administer~d 
by Poland. However, at the same time, it is quite 
conceivable that some of the Polish-born may. in actual 
fact, belong to a non-Polish cultural affiliation (such as' 
German, Ukrainian, or Russian). This, in fact, turned out 
to be the case for approximately 5 per cent of our sample. 
Despite the fact that they claimed that they were POlish-
born, these individuals indicated that/they spoke anoth~r 
language (other than Polish or English) at home, felt 
themselves to be of a different ethnic ~oup (other than 

_ Polish), and read and were affiliated w1th ahother ethnic 
community. 

4The criteria of selecting only those individuals 
who are Polish-born offers the added advantage of providing 
a. "zero starting point" for subsequent analysis. In short, 
it focuses upon ind~viduals who (we assume) were initially 
the product of another Culture. Furthermore, the majority 
of this sample of Polish-born immigrants were in a similar 
position upon their arrival with regard to knowledge of 
English, and knowledge of Canadian life-style, mores and 
values. ,Thus, given this "zero startin~ point". it is 
possible to more precisely ~xamine the ~nfluence of those 
factors which promote the occupational mobility of these 
migrants since their.arrival in Canada. 

5tle excluded from our' sample all tho'se respondents 
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who stated that their re~igion was Jewish. Not only does 
this eliminate confusion ~uch as that illustrated by the 
census analysis, namely, ~e sudden "disappearance" of the 
Polish ethnic group when he Jewish category was added, 
but it is, furthermore, me hodologically consistent with 
previous Toronto ethnic s~dies (Richmond, 1972). It is 
assuJlled that Jews are an ethnic group in their own right 
irrespective of their country of origin. This assumption 
is further supported by the findings of the study itselfl 
of the Polish-born Jews, less than 1 per cent considered 
that they belonged to the Polish ethnic group. 

6As- we have indicated, our analysis is based upo~ 
a total sample size of 187 cases. However, the total _ 
number of respondents in a particular cross tabulation 
may be less than 187 cases due to missing responses •. This 
is a result of the fact ,that some res~ondents did not 
answer all of the interviewer's quest~ons. 

CHAPTER IV 

lCaution -is urged when considering the occupational 
mobility and attainment rates of ethnic group members. If 
we wish to account for the occupational attainment of the 
Polish-born then we must consider a plethora of related 
factors which may affect occupational standing. However, r 
it is impossible to control for all factors and the influence 
of some variables may be difficult to determine. 

Moreover, the degree of upw~d occupational mobility 
. is dependent upon the type of job o~portunity availab~e to 

the newcomers at the time of their arrival in Canada. Thus, 
for example, during a time of economic boom, which is 
often associated with industrial expansion, one may 
reasonably expect that newcomers experience faster 
occupational mobility than during a re~ession when job 
competition is high and opportunity for advanqement almost 
nil (that is, the newcomers are the last hired and the 
first fired). In this way, the measurement of immigrant 
occupational mobility is to some degree a measure of 
economic growth. 

2It is important to realize that when we are 
referring to the occupational attainment of the Polish-born, 
we are talking about mobility between two occupational 
standings at ~10 dlstinct points in time, that is, be~leen 
the ,entrance status occupation obtained initially after 
arrival in Canada and the presently-held occupation. The 
term occupational standing must be clearly distinguished 
from occupational attainment. We use the former to refer 



to the individual's occupational level at one point in 
time. 
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3The Blishen scores used to determine the three 
levels of occupational standing were as follows 1 the 
unskilled and semi-skilled level was comprised of individuals 
who had a Blishen occupational score rating between , 
2000 and 29991 the skilled occupational level was comp~ised 
of individuals with a Blishen score rating between 3000 
and 34991 and ,the white-collar level of individuals with 
a Blishen score of 3500 or over. 

Since our levels of occupational standing were 
determined on the basis of the Blishen scale which ranks 
occupations hierarchically, it is not im~sible that some 
borderline white-collar occupations are bfl~skilled 
working-class character and vice versa. Ho ever, our data 
indicated that since only a small number of c ,es fall 
"on the line", this overlap does not signific~tly affect 
the occupational standing of our sample. F~thermore. 
this overlap exerts only a minimal effec~uPQn our upwardly 
and downwardly mobile occupational. atta~tunent status groups. 
Thus, since most of the mobility took;Place between the 
unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled -Or white-collar 
occupational levels, the overlap between skillediand 
white-collar occupations would not significantly affect 
the number of individuals in the upwardly and do\~wardly 
mobile occupational attainment status groups. 

4For our purposes, we have adopte~ the definition 
of "struc'tural and market variables" utilized by' Raynauld 
at ale (1967) in their study for the Royal Commission on 
Bilingualism and Biculturalism. Structural and market 
variables are characterized as having a "directly measurable" 
effect upon the occupatiOnal attainment of an ethnic group 
and as such are to be differentiated from such indirectly 
measurable and "irrational" factors as. for example, the 
ethnic i~dividual's ,propensity to take risks, or the 
discriminatiop he encounters, or the importance he attaches 
to his socio-economic advancement, in his new environment. 
Furthermore, in addition to their "directly measurable" 
character, structual and market variables have "an 
objective, quantitative and universal aspectH (Lanphier 
and Morris, 19741.65). In comparison to the "irrational" 
variables, these dharacteristics make it possible to 
determine the effect and influence of the structural and 
market variables with a high~r degree of reliability. 

5nespite the fact that Porter's contribution to 
Canadian sociology in the area of social class and power 
is one'of the most important, there have nevertheless 
been some criticisms of his work with regard to conceptual 
and th~oretical problems concerning "c~a.ss" and "power" 
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"' (Heap, 1972). Heap argues that Porter's lack· of consistency 
in his definition of class is inapplicable to his stated 
purpose. This, combined with the fact that Porter's basic 
theoretical assumptions concerning class structure are 
"unexplicated" and that he does not differentiate between 
power and authority, results in a considerable amount" of 
conceptual and theoretical confUsion when applied to 
inter-elite conflict. 

One of the main problems concerns Porter's 
stratification system which does not delineate the number 
of classes within it. He does draw the boundary between 
lower and middle class as being~an income of $8,000 per 
year. By so doing, however, hel implies that his class 
stratification system is a synthetic graduation. The 
result is'a loss of credibility as to whether his is an 
"objective" measurement of class level. Moreover, his 
class system 

is not organized statistically in terms of 
modal points around which incomes cluster, 
fori example by defining the middle cla~s 
in terms of a middle majority.- Instead, 
external unexplicated, ,~ubjective criteria 
are employed •••• Porter's objective 
statistical class system is thus 
subjectively organized in terms of what' 
he takes classes to be "really". (Heap, 
19721 177) 

This, in turn, is a further departure from what in 
actuality constitutes a class since instead of using 

, "class consciousness", ,'[hich is the "classical" criteria for 
determinin,g the existence of "real" classes, Porter has 
construed the term to refer to a specific life-style 
and consumption pattern (denoted by a certain yearly 
income). As Heap points out, Porter has m~sconstrued social 
isolation, or social distance between societal groups as 
being class boundary determ~nants" 

6The rapid economic 'growth which characterized tbis 
country's development has had to have as its prerequisite 
the procurement of!cheap and abundant "labour •. As a result, 
certain manpo\'l~r ahd labour policies had to be implemented 
in order to ensure' that these ne~ds would be satisfied. 
More importan,tly, bowever t a means of social control was 
~eveloped·in order to ensure that such economic expansion 
wo.~ldbe inexpensive. To accomplish this aim, the social 
contr~l of immigrants involved the following 'processes, 

a) it prevented the format~on of worker solidarity 
by. preventi~g union formation. 

b) it kept up as rapid a pace as possible in order 
to prevent work disruption; . 

c) it IIlade sure' that the workers 'did no't fe,el 
tha~ they v/sre anti tled to better wage and 

, \ 
\, 

I 
f 
I 
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working conditions, and 
d) it fought against the estab~ishment of 

all sorts .of employment legislation (Breton 
et al., 1975: 89). Given such obstacles, it is not : 
surprising that immigrants are often not able to compete 
with the indigenous PQPulation for the better occupations. 

, -

7Le~th of stay.in entrance status occupation was 
determined on the basis of the response to the question 
"How long did you stay in that kind of work?" This was a 
follow-up to the the respondent's ahswer to the question 
"\'Vhat was your very first job in Canada?" (The answer to 
this latter question was used to determine the "entrance 
status" occupation). 

Although the respondents could misconstrue the 
former question to mean length of stay in the first 
particular job rather than length of stay in that type of 
occupation,. it is felt that the possibility of such 
misunderstanding is minimal. The interview method used to 
collect this data allQwed the interviewer ~o probe the 
answer further if the respondent misunderstood or did 
not anmver the question correctly. 

8Language fluency of the Polish-born respondents 
lr'las determined by the interviewer immediately after the 
completion of the inte~view. The interviewer determined 
the respondentts English language fluency on a scale 
ranging from "poor" to "exceLlent". 

For the purposes of this analysis, .language fluency 
is considered to be a structural and market variable. 
First.of Sll, language fluency has a universal character 
within the occupational structure as it applies with 
equal importance to anyone individual or minority group 
within the working ~orld. This is in marked contrast to 
ethnic variables which are characteristic only of ethnically 
specific minorities. Furthermore, determining the extent 
of language fluency satisfies the ~vo remaining criteria 
for structural an9 market variables --- it may be objectively 
determined and arso quantitatively' analyzed. In short, . 
English language~fluency is to be understood within the 
ocoupational context rather than being construed as an ethnic 
attribute. . , 

9In 1953, The Immigration Aot ~as vTritten in such 
, a way that certal.n ethnic groups were given a preferenoe and 

immigration offici~s were able to discriminate among 
those individuals entering Canada on the basis of ethnic 
criteria. 

. Immigrants from the United ~ingdom tended to be 
of·a higher socio-occupational status ~han most of the 
immigrants from oth~r countries (Riohmond, 1967). The 
faot that relatively few of them came from th~ semi. skilled 



or unskilled worker categories resulted in the British 
migrants being underrepresented in the lower socio
economic classes but strongly overrepresented in the 
higher classes. 

In this way the immigration from Britain 
reinforced the association between ethnic 
origin and social status that was already 
characteristic of the Canadian population • 
••• British immigrants were able to improve 
their position and those from other 
countries. particularly the ones who had 
been in professional or clerical 
occupations in their former countries 
suffered considerable decline in social 
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• st&tus in Canada in the large majority ot cases. (Richmond, 1967j, 125) 
In t~s w~y, the immigratio9 policy enforced a 

working-class character on non-British immigrants which 
resulted in the working-class cha~aeter of non-British 

'ethnic groups. ~ 
Moreover. a further change in the Immigration Act 

in 1956 introduced an emphasis upon education. training. 
and skills as the main criteria of admissability to Canada. 
irregardless o·f t~e country of origin of the applicant 
(Richmond, 19671 17). In turn, this promoted an increase 
in middle-class and white-collar immigration from Britain. 
These individuals were in a better position to accomodate 
themselves into ~anadian society and in addition, because 
of the absenoe of a lan~age barrier, were able to take 
advantage o'f the educatl.onal and e'conornic opportunities 
availJible to ,them. 

tOIt is interesting to note the various motives 
and raot~~s which resulted in the respondents' decision 
to come to Canada. By far the most common reply was the 
prospect of upgradi~g one's economic statu~ (41%), followed 
by the unacceptability of the political situation in 
post-war Poland (32%). The remainder gave various other 
responses ranging from the desire to be near friends and 
relatives, to being a homeless refugee, or simply having 
the desire to travel. . 
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